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Introducing Nearline ™ .. . freedom 
of choice for MVS/XA users. 

The Future 
isatHau 

Until today, managers deciding how to store infor
mation faced uncomfortable compromise rather than 
real choice. Online storage was fast but relatively expen
sive. Offline storage was less expensive - but hindered 
in speed and consistency by such factors as how long 
it took to locate a reel or schedule a tape mount. 

Those· however, were the choices: either perform
ance or ecdnomy ... online or offline ... black or whit~. 

Today there is a new choice - the first true chOIce 
- in storing data not only to meet the demands of cur
rent applications, but to create I].ew opportunities for 
applications that were impossible or impractical before. 

. Itsnot exactly online ... its not offline ... its Nearline:M 

Introducing the 4400 Automated Cartridge 
System ... and Nearline!M 

The 4400 Automated Cartridge System is a fully
automated cartridge-based, information storage and 
retrieval sYstem. The system's control units and trans
ports read and write industry-standard I8-track 

-_.-cartridges; library storage modules
each designed to hold up to 6,000 200-megabyte 
cartridges-perform automated mounts· and demounts.' 
In effect, data is brought online robotically in an ' 

average initial service time of 11 seconds for data stored 
within a single library storage module. 

What does the 4400 Automated Cartridge System 
mean to the future of information management? 

It means you Can automate your current manual' 
tape operations and dramatically improve performance, 
costs and fioorspace efficiency. It means you can ~ove 
critical data from expensive online devices and achIeve 
an unprecedented cost breakthrough of about $.50 
(U.S.) per megabyte purchased.. . , . 

It means that a real and strategic archItecture IS 
finally available fqr controlling the growth of Dj~.sD. ' 

It means ~t huge, data-intensive applications. . 
(such as CAD/CAM and complete history files)reqUlr-
ing cost efficiencies not possi~le onli~e ... an? fast, con-

, sistent performan~e not possIble offli~e ... wIll now find 
an active place in serving and supporting user needs. 

Nearline:
M 

the 4400 Automated Cartridge System. 
It means freedom of choice for information manage
ment ... and a strategic storage solution that puts the 
future in hand. 

StorageTek® 
Storage Technology. It's More Than Our Name ... It's Our Commitment. 

Storage Technology Corporation Louisville, Colorado 80028-4358 (303) 673-5151 

Nearline I. is a Trademark of Storage Technology Corporation, 
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NEWS 

9 Look Ahead 
The first installed Amdahl 
5860 is being replaced by an 
IBM 3090-400 at the Univer
sity of Michigan computing 
center. 

1 7 Supercomputers 
In the battle to dominate 
the global supercomputer 
market, the U.S. and Japan 
are finding that "Where 
There's Smoke, There's 
Fire." Karen Gullo and 
Robert Poe report. 

1 9 Though it might be pru
dent to "Render Unto Cae
sar" what is his, Willie 
Schatz reports that the NSF 

is cutting back on funding 
supercomputing centers. 

24 Strategies 
After troubled times, Wang 
is "Pulling It All Together," 
writes Gary McWilliams. 

32 Standards 
Participants in the debate 
over TCP lIP standardization 
are still, according to Susan 
Kerr, "Stuck in Square 
One." 

36 Development 
Users and vendors alike 
are off "In Search of CASE." 

Edith D. Myers gets the 
scoop on computer aided 
software engineering. 

37 Benchmarks 
IBM has revamped the 
price/performance of its 
large-scale 3090 main
frames. 

4 1 Behind the News 
Dire predictions don't 
always faze one. Jeff Moad 
reports that for Michael 
Blumenthal and "Unisys: It's 
On to Phase2." 
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FEATURES 
50 DBMS: Adding Value 

to Vanilla 
BY PAUL R. HESSINGER 
Your vendor's dessert tray 
at the value-added DBMS res
taurant is gleaming with re
lational goods. Here are the 
keys to choosing the tasti
est morsel in the display. 

59 DB2: Dressed for 
Success 
BY RALPH EMMETT CARLYLE 
The kids used to say DB2 

was a tool for low-volume, 
decision-support systems 
and they didn't want to play 
with it. This made its par
ents unhappy. They gave 
DB2 a new image and told 
all the kids how close DB2 

was to its popular rela
tives. Who's lonely now? 

66 The Modern Data 
Dictionary 
BY DANIEL S. APPLETON 
Like Charles Atlas, the 
data dictionary was disgrun
tled. A simple listing of 
data elements was all it was, 
the bullies chided. It's back 
and it's not weak anymore. 

73 Seven Steps to a 
Successful Info Center 
BY JOHN N. OGLESBY 
Everyone seems to heap a 
wealth of attention on his in
formation center, leaving 
the most important suitors
the ones with a strategic 
impact on the organization
lost in the crowd. A guide 
to separating the dreamboats 
from the duds. 

79 The Destiny of DES 
BY ROBERT G. ANDERSEN 
The National Security 
Agency is breaking off with 
the Data Encryption Stan
dard. It knew DES was also 
carrying on with the bank
ing industry, which still 
wants DES. Can NSA cope? 
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DEPARTMENTS 
89 Hardware 

Wang makes an aggressive an
nouncement to assert its posi
tion in the departmental 
computing realm. 

95 Software 
Landmark's newest version of 
its Monitor for CICS keeps on 
running when the system 
stops kicking. 

101 Advertisers' Index 

1 0 1 The Marketplace 

103 Books 
Marvin Minsky's The Society of 
Mind is reviewed by Edward 
M. Fisher. 

103 Calendar 
APICS' Congress for Progress 
is in Atlantic City this April and 
APL87 is in Dallas this May. 

106 People 
Computer Associates' ceo, 
Charles Wang, is learning what 
it's like to manage a $250 mil
lion software and services 
company. 

108 Letters 
GIGO goes relational. What 
makes a database relational, and 
what doesn't. 

108 Readers' Forum 
Frank Sweet questions authori
ty in "Relational: ANew Reli
gion?" Elmer Bataitis 
questions intelligence in "AL" 

IINTERNATIONAL 48-1 

- 4 Fair Winds in Hannover 
BY SARAH UNDERWOOD 
CeBIT '87 opens this week 
with an unrivaled display of dp 
and telecom products. 

- 1 3 From Tokyo With Ambition 
BY ROBERT POE 
Japanese executives are pre
paring for a long campaign to 
win a share of the European 
market. 

- 1 7 The Philippines Potential 
BY CONNIE WINKLER 
Many people in the Philippines 
are cautiously optimistic that a· 
business recovery is coming. 
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Our text m ment 
and retrieval systems 

serve text the way DBMS 
serves data. 

From raw. To refined. 
Imagine. A text management system with the 
ability to research, retrieve, process, manage and 
publish text as qUickly and efficiently as your DBMS 
handles fixed data. 

Data Retrieval presents a true TextDBMS:M 

Using fully integrated software packages, we give 
you inquiry capability, fourth generation language, 
applications tools, information tracking, security 
(and much, much more), plus automated 
assembly and photocomposition of documents. Now 
you can serve up contracts, correspondence, legal 
documents, reports, records, regulations - anything 
with words, any way you like. 

Full TextDBMS is the next logical step in 
complete mastery of information. That's why Data 
Retrieval, a national leader in text processing, 
retrieval, and type composition service and software, 
is the first to offer capability this comprehensive. 

Call Data Retrieval. Let's discuss a TextDBMS for 
your special blend of information. mM CICS 
environment with OS/vS, MVS or MVS-XA. 

Let's talk. Call 414-355-5900. 

DataRetrieval 
Data· Retrieval Corporation • 8989 North DeelWood Drive • Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53223 • A wholly owned subsidiary of West Publishing Company 
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RAND McNALLY DID. 

"The art of mapmaking has been 
practiced by our family for genera
tions. But today Rand McNally is a 
multifaceted organization engaged in 
publishing, printing and providing 
Information services. To insure our 
continued success, we've adopted an 
information management strategy 
based on Cullinet software. Cul.Ifuet's 
integrated software system solution 
ena6led us to create a Single, powerful 
corporate database. Now we can lev
erage information important to all 
our various businesses from a Single 
data pool. I'm confident we're headed 
in the right direction?' 

Andrew McNall)} Iv, President & CEO 
Rana McNally & Company 

CALIFORNIA ALMOND 
GROWERS DID. 

"To survive a 40 percent drop in U.S. 
prices three years ago, we had to 
sharpen our marketing focus. To 
sharpen our marketing focus we had 
to automate our sales tracking and re
porting capabilities. To do that we 
had to nave a high-performance, inte
grated, database management system 
with versatile application develop
ment tools. In a nutshell ... we had to 
have Cullinet:' 

Roger J. Baccigaluppi1 President & CEO 
California Almona Growers Exchange 

COSMO OIL DID. 

"When three oil companies become 
one, tremendous opportunities arise. 
Before they can be seized, however, 
the challenges created by merger 
must be met and surmounted~With 
able assistance &om Cullinet, we 
have integrated three complete and 
separate ousiness operations into one 
smooth system. In my mind's eye 
I have a very clear image of what t 
want our company to 'Oe in the fu
ture. Cullinet is helping me make tha 
image a reality.» . 

Yoshiro Nakayama, President 
Cosmo Oil Co., Inc. 



VOLVO DID. 

i"ln order to give Volvo customers in 
North America the attention they've 
come to expect, our on-line systems 
need to be up and running at least 
98.5% of the time. Fortunatel)) Cul
linet software exceeds that percent~ 
age. Cullinet has helped Volvo North 
America become a $3 billion corpora
tion because we've developed a truly , 
flexible information management 
system - one that addresses the wide 
variety of business problems faced 
by our various product divisions and 
companies. With IDMSIR, fourth
generation applications and the full 
set of information center tools, our 
organization is being driven to 
greater success all the time. And 
Volvo customers get the same level 
of professional service &om us that 
we get &om Cullinet' 

Bjorn Ahlstrom, President & CEO 
UJlvo North America Corporation 

RACAL-VADIC DID. 

"We spent considerable time and 
money formulating a five year MIS 
plan. I was convinced the plan was 
sound, that it would satisfY the needs 
of our rapidly expanding, multi-site 
modem manufacturing company. All 
we needed was an application devel
opment software system capable of 
carrying out our plans. Of the six ma
jor venaors we considered, Cullinet 
offered the best price/performance 
ratio and functionality for our 
particular needs?' 

Kim Maxwell, President 
Racal-Vadic 
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"Access Cullinet and you access a 
unique software technology - a 
proven three-level integration of data
base manage~e~t, fourth-ge~e.ration 
business applications and deCISIon 
support. The Cullinet integrated soft
ware solution will put your corporate 
information strategy on target. And 
Cullinet applications specialists will 
work with you to implement your 
programs qUickly. For the comp~ti
tive edge you'll need to succeed mto 
the 90s and beyond, call Cullinet at 
(800) 551-4555. In Massachusetts, call 
617-329-7700. Or write to Cullinet 
Software, In~.l ~OO Blue Hill Drive, 
Westwood, M1\ 02090-2198. }bur 
success story could be next?' 

John Cullinane, Chairman of the Board 
Cu/linet Software, Inc. 

Cu iii net 
An Information Technology Inte~ator 

For The 80s, 90s AncfBeyona. 



FROM THE PEOPLE WHO BROUGHT POWER PROTECTION INTO THE COMPUTER ROOM FIVE YEARS AGO. 

TWlCETHE POWER PROTECTION. 
HALF THE SPACE. 
ONLYFROM ElIDE ELECTRONICS! 
Up to 125 kVAina UPSjustsixfeet 
tall and about six feet wide. Includ
ing the battery! (That's double the 
capacity and one-half the size of . 
our previous 100 kw UPS.) And 
best of all, Exide ElectronIcs has it 
for you today. , 

The Exide Electronics 
Series 6000 uses power transistors 
and pulse-width modulation to 
increase capacity, reliability, and 
efficienc~ In fact.., it has the most 
power in the smallestj)ackage of 
any computer room UPS available. 

But a lot of power in a small 
package isn't all the Series 6000 
has go:.pg for it. Its Quiet, automatic 
operation. Its sealed,maintenance
free batteries in a wide selection 
of sizes. And the fact that it's UL 
listed. These are all good reasons 
to depend on Exide Electronics' 
Series 6000. 

The best reason, however, is 
that it is from Exide Electronics. 
We've spent more than twenty 
years building UPS's and earning a 
reputation for quality products 
and power protection leadership. 

We're committed to makiIJg 
sure that our products are exactly 
what we say theyare.Uninterrupt-
ible Power Supplies. . 

If you want a UPS you can 
really depend on, buy it from the 
company you can really depend on. 
Exide Electronics. Call us today at 
1/800/554-3448. In North Carolina, 
call1/800/554-3449. 

'EXIDE ELECTRONICS 
P.O. Box 58189, Raleigh, NC 27658, 919/872-3020, TLX 289968 
In Canada, 5200 Dixie Rd.,Suite 20, Mississauga, Ontario L4W 1 E4 
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ASUBPBISE 
FORAMDABL 

A PIECE 
OF THE PIE' 

TRANSPUTER 
AS SUPER
COMPUTER 

COMPETITION 
FOR BIG BUCKS 

Look Ahead 

ANN ARBOR, MICH. -- The first installed Amdahl 5860 is 
being replaced by an IBM 3090-400 with two attached 
vector processors, following a hotly contested bid at 
the University of Michigan computing center. When it 
came time to upgrade the 5860 with a vector facility, 
the university's top administrators surprised Amdahl 
by turning to the IBM system despite a university 
technical committee's recommendation to stay with Am
dahl. A university official says IBM offered a "sig
nificant" list price discount. Equally important, of
ficials say, was the determination that, in applica
tions with relatively low percentages of vector in
structions, IBM's attached vector processor approach 
offered better price/performance and efficiency than 
Amdahl's standalone vector processor. The 5860 is be
ing moved from the computing center to the universi
ty's administrative computing facility. 

PARIS -- The bidding for a stake in the French telecom 
equipment maker, Compagnie Generale de Constructions 
Telephoniques (CGCT), closes tomorrow. CGCT has a 16 % 
share of the French telecom market. Al though Siemens 
was running head to head with the AT&T-Philips consor
tium at press time, the West German company is tipped 
as the eventual winner. The French government is de
manding over $70 million for a 20% stake in the unprof
itable company. CGCT's attraction is that it is the 
only other supplier of switches to the French PTT be
sides the newly formed CGE-ITT company Alcatel NV. The 
French government's motive for favoring Siemens is be
lieved to hinge on a telecommunications policy being 
planned by the European Commission in Brussels, Bel
gium. This policy aims to harmonize telecom regula
tions in European countries with a view toward secur
ing the market for indigenous suppliers--and Siemens 
is regarded as more indigenous than AT&T-Philips. 

SOUTHAMPTON, ENGLAND -- Researchers at Southampton 
University say that they will have a test model of a 
cheap supercomputer ready this month. The heart of the 
supercomputer design is the transputer processor made 
by Inmos in Wales. The project will link 320 trans-

-puters to produce a computer capable of 250 million 
operations per second and that will cost only around a 
tenth of the price of current comparable super
computers. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. -- The National Science Foundation 
may have left its Phase I supercomputer facilities for 
dead, but those centers aren't about to go gently into 
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LANGUAGE 
STANDARD FOB 
AI COMING 

TBE GOAL FOB 
FUJITSU ESPANA 

WHAT HAMLET 
COULDN'T DO 

MEDUSA FOB 
IBM ATS 
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Look Ahead 

that good night. Purdue Uni vers i ty, Colorado State 
University, and the University of Minnesota are among 
six contestants that are chasing a $2.5 million, 
three-year National Institutes of Health grant. 
Fighting for those almighty dollars along with the 
three Phase I pursuers are the University of Texas, 
the University of Georgia, and the University of Cali
fornia, Berkeley. The award will not come down until 
May. 

PALO ALTO -- A draft proposal for a standard object
oriented programming language is headed for a March 17 
review by the Common Lisp subcommittee of X3, the Ac
credited Standards Committee on Information Process
ing Systems. The Palo Al to meeting is expected to en
dorse a language proposal distilled from Xerox Corp .'s 
Common LOOPS (Lisp Object Oriented Programming Sys
tem) , with features from Symbolics Inc. 's New Flavors 
language, according to members. The subcommittee ef
forts aim to produce a standard language that would 
enable applications to be moved among AI workstation 
vendors that adopt the standard. 

MADRID, SPAtN -- Taking the bull by the horns, Fuj i tsu 
Espana is aiming for second place in the Spanish mar
ket this year--just behind IBM. Formerly called Se
coinsa,60% of the company is now owned by Fujitsu and 
40% by Compania Telefonica Nacional de Espana (CTNE), 
the state-owned Spanish telephone group. To support 
its growth plan, Fuj i tsu is planning to launch a whole 
raft of new products. The first ones, 'Coming this 
month, will be the Semda series of office systems and 
minicomputers running the Oasis OS. These systems 
will replace the Series 20 originally conceived by Se
coinsa. A new range of IBM PC compatibles is due in the 
fall. 

BEAVERTON, ORE. -- Sequent Computer Systems Inc. ap
parently has finally made up its mind and soon will un
veil systems based upon Intel Corp. 's 32-bi t micro
processor. For the past year, the company has sought 
to supplement its family of parallel processing com
puters based upon National Semiconductor Corp. chips. 
The battle came down to Intel and Motorola, and now 
Intel sources say their company has won. 

NATICK, MASS. -- Responding to the deep inroads that 
pc CAD/CAM systems have made into its customer base, 
Prime Computer Inc. is preparing a version of its 
Prime Medusa, a two-dimensional design and drafting 



A hiring freeze here. A leaner budg
et there. And the work stilI has to 
get done. The message from cor

porate management is loud and clear. 
Do more. But don't spend more. 

You know what? Thousands of 
companies like Marriott Corp., Loews 
Corp., Singer Co., Inc. and Becton 
Dickinson's Deseret Medical Division 
have MIS Directors who are working 
magic-doing more without spending 
more. Using the same people. And 

the same computers. The difference is 
ADR· Performance Software. 

For example, in less than a year, 
Deseret Medical completed systems that 
usually would have taken three or four. 
Using the same people. And the same 
computers. They've dramatically in
creased their programmers' productivity 
by using ADRIIDEAL~ our 4th gener
ation application development system, 
and ADRIDATACOM/DB: our high 
performance relational DBMS. 

ADR also has the people to help you 
get the most from your computers. From 
pre-installation consulting to training to 
a worldwide support network that solves 
most problems in less than 15 minutes. 

ADR can unlOCK the potential hidden 
in your computers faster than you can 
say abracadabra. Call 1-800-ADR-WARE 
to learn how. 

ADR PERFORMANCE SOFTWARE. 
Unlock the potential. 

Applied Data Research, Inc. Orchard Road & Rt 206, eN-8, Princeton, NJ 08540 1-201-874-9000. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
FROM APPLE 

SYTEK HITS 
A SNAG 

TOO SMALL 
A MARKET 

RUMORS AND 
RAW 
RANDOM DATA 
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Look Ahead 

package, for IBM ATs. It is designed for use in con
junction with Medusa on larger 50 Series computers. 

CUPERTINO, CALIF. -- Apple finally steps into the IBM 
compatibility fold this week with the introduction of 
two new Macintosh personal computers and a slew of pe
ripherals options., The new machines are the long
awaited "open Mac'" and another version called the "ex
pandable Mac." The "open Mac" is said to include up to 
eight expansion slots, while the "expandable Mac" in
cludes an integrated hard-disk drive. Apple describes 
both machines as MSIDOS compatible. Among the expect
ed add-on peripherals are larger monitors and color 
monitors. 

MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF. -- Sytek Inc. has hit some last
minute fine-tuning problems that have delayed by two 
months the targeted launch date for its first Ethernet 
baseband local area network offerings. The company, 
which until now has offered only broadband products, 
hopes to announce the new line sometime in April. The 
products are also expected to be the first from Sytek 
to support the DOD's TCP lIP. 

TOKYO -- The Japanese Ministry of Posts and Telecom
munications (MPT) has decided that the market for in
ternational telecom services is too small. to accommo
date two new, competitiors to the monopoly Kokusai Den
shin Denwa (KDD). Hoping for a crack at the market were 
International Digital Communications (IDC), a joint 
venture including Cable & Wireless PLC of Britain, Pa
cific Telesis International, and Merrill Lynch, and 
C. Itoh of Tokyo. The other hopeful was International 
Teleway Japan (ITJ), formed by such firms as Ma tsu
shi ta, Mi tsubishi, Mitsui, and Sumi tomo. Now the MPT 
has insisted that IDC and ITJ join forces to create a 
single new entry. Unification talks are scheduled to 
begin over the next few weeks. 

Cray has decided to stay away from the Second Interna
tional Conference on Supercomputing and First World 
Supercomputer Exhibition in May in Santa Clara. . . . 
Japanese workstation manufacturers may not be desert
ing Motorola, but they are at least hedging their bets 
in the upcoming battle of advanced microchips. Soft
bank Corp. , a Tokyo-based software house specializing 
in migrating Unix to Japanese hardware, is rumored to 
be on the verge of signing contracts with several ma
jor workstation suppliers to fit the popular as to new 
80386-based machines. 



The 1eleVideo 955. 
Seeing is belie • 

Sure, most S600 termi
nals can scrunch 132· 
columns onto a 14" screen. 
But you -need a magnifying 
glass to read them. - . 

Not so with the TeleVideo® 
955. That's because we 
redesigned the proportion 
o(our characters and put 
. more space between them. 
And then putthem on a 
high contrast, super dark 
screen. The result is the most 
readable 132 column ASCII 
display available. 

But there's more to the 
955 than meets th~ eye. 

Take our tilt-and-swivel 
positioning, for example. 
The screen rotates through a 
full 270° right and left, and 
from ~5°to + 15° up and 
down. (Which makes backs 

Yes No 

Dynamically allocated 
non-volatile function 512 128 
key memory 

Maximum non-
volatile bytes per 256 4 
function key 

High contrast super Yes. No 
dark Matsushita screen 

List price $549 $499 

and necks feel a lot better.) 
Then we put all this in 

a machine with an incredibly 
small footprint, measuring 
just9" x 12!'The result is 
a terminal that meets all _ 
the human factors--stan~ 
dards recommended" . 
for adoption by the 
American National 
Standards Institute. 

For more information 
about the TeleVideo9 5 5, 
call the nearest TeleVideo 

regional office listed below, 
and we'll give you the name 
of your nearest distributor. 

The TeleVideo 955. It's 
a real eye-opener. 

60 ThleVideo® 
Settle for more. 

. TeleVideo Systems, Inc., 1170 Morse Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94088~3568; (408) 745-7760, Regional Offices: Northwest (408) 745-7760, 
Southwest (714) 476-0244, South CentraI(214) 550-1060; Southeast (404)447-1231, Midwest (312) 397-5400, East(516) 496-4777, 

Northeast (617) 890-3282. Amsterdam: 31:2503.35444, Paris: 33.1.4687.34.40, London: 44.9905.6464. 
© 1987TeleVideo Systems, Inc. WYSE is a trademark ofWyse Technology. 
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A Honeywell exclusive: 
Transparent, distributed data access fat! 
non-programmers. 

With ONE PLUS Departmental Sys
tems, there's now an easier way to reduce 
applications backlogs, make better use of 
information centers - or entirely eliminate the 
need for establishing costly new centers. 

That's because ONE PLUS's fully 
integrated departmental functionality finally 
makes database access easy for the non
programmer. And makes life easier for MIS 
professionals, too. 
Easy Access, Major Savings 

ONE PLUS's unique data access and 
presentation facility, ONEbase, was designed 
from the outset to integrate the data extrac
tion, database management, and report/ 
query tools needed by non-dp professionals. 

With ONEbase, you can easily bring to 
the departmental level-for simple, controlled 
access - the corporate infonnation users 
want. In the fonnat they need it. 

By letting your users more easily take 
advantage of your existing investments in 
mainframe databases and applications pro
gramming, ONE PLUS reduces the need for 
adding or expanding information centers and 
writing new programs. 
ORACLE, SQL Based 

Using the fully relational ORACLE 
DBMS and SQL as a foundation, ONE 
PLUS's ONEbase flexible data environment 
avoids a proprietary DBMS approach. 
Instead, ONEbase pennits the kind of open 



approach to data access that moved a recent 
Dataquest Research Newsletter to say: 

"We believe that this action alone places 
Honeywell's office system within the next 
generation of integrated office system 
software products." 
Departmental Versatility 

At the departmental level, ONE PLUS 
and ONEbase allow end users timely 
database access and data transfer to decision 
support packages. 

ONEbase's comprehensive array of data 
extraction tools, format translators, depart
mental applications generators and query and 
report tools will help free users from the 
technical demands of programming. At the 
same time, it allows changes in access and 
analysis as the user's business chan~es - all in 

a cooperative, controlled process with the 
MIS department. 

Naturally, Honeywell departmental sys~ 
terns are backed by TotalCare, Honeywell's 
nationwide hardware and software mainte
nance services. All of these services can be 
custom-tailored to your specifications. 

ONE PLUS is obviously more than just 
another integrated information system. It also 
gives you SNA communications capabilities, 
extensive document exchange capabilities, 
and the industry's best solution for integrating 
equipment from multiple vendors. 

If your office information problems have 
gone on too long, let us show you our 
approach to office integration. For more 
information, call 1-800-323-5111, ext. 9712 or 
write Honeywell Information Systems, MS440, 
200 Smith Street, Waltham, MA 02154. 

Together. we can find the answers. 

HoneY"'ell 
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News in Perspective 
SUPERCOMPUTERS 

Where There's 
Smoke, There's Fire 
A supercomputer turf battle with the 
Japanese has raised questions about 
u.s. competitiveness. 
BY KAREN GULLO 
AND ROBERT POE 
The U.S. and Japan are ready 
to lock horns over what could 
become one of the most ex
plosive bilateral trade and 
technology issues to date. 
The issue involves supercom-: 
puters, and the debate con
cerns charges by American 
supercomputer makers that 
their counterparts deny them 
access to government pro
curements in Japan and heavi
ly discount Japanese products 
in the world market in what 
the Americans say is a no
holds-barred campaign to 
dominate the global super
computer market. 

Indeed, American super
computer makers warn that 
unless action is taken immedi
ately, the market for their 
products will be dominated by 

, lower-priced imports in much 
the same way that Japanese 

, products dominate the home 
electronics, automobile, and 
semiconductor industries. 

"How long do we allow 
industry after industry to be 
targeted by Japan and 
knocked off?" asks Lloyd 
Thorndyke, president of ETA 
Systems, St. Paul, a Control 
Data Corp. subsidiary. 

The Japanese deny the 
allegations, saying that Amer
ican companies simply aren't 
competitive enough. 

The debate involves Jap
anese companies such as NEC, 
Fujitsu, and Hitachi; Cray Re

~o search Inc. and Control Data 
~ Corp. in the U.S.; and the 
'" American and Japanese gov
E ernments. Spurred by allega-

=

'_1 tions made by U.S. companies 
:; of unfair trade practices, the 

U.S. Trade Representative 
launched an investigation of 
Japanese supercomputer 
trade practices in mid
December. 

In the first round of MOSS 
(market-oriented, sector
selective) talks stemming 
from the investigation, held in 
Tokyo in late January, a dele
gation of U.S. trade officials, 
led by deputy trade represen
tative Michael Smith, met 
with officials from Japan's 
Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry (MITI). 
The delegation was to submit 
a report to the U.S. cabinet 
by March 1 recommending 
whether Section 301. of the 
1974 Trade Act, providing for 
punitive tariffs and quotas in 
retaliation for "unfair, unrea
sonable, or discriminatory" 
foreign trade practices, 
should be invoked. 

No Common Ground 

Such action seems like a 
very real possibility, given 
the results of the talks. The 
meeting ended abruptly with 
"no common ground" having 
been found, according to 
Smith. 

Although participants 
are reluctant to discuss de
tails of the talks, the general 
picture they paint is clear. Put 
simply, the U.S. team listed 
its complaints and the Japa
nese rejected them. 

"We got the clearest ex
planation of Japanese indus
trial strategy we've ever 
had," asserts a U.S. official 
close to the talks who re
quested anonymity. "They 
told us straight out that they 
intend to develop their super
computer industry." 

During the talks, the 
U.S. delegation, which was 
supplied information about 
Japanese supercomputer 
trade and pricing policies by 
Cray and CDC, claimed that 
Japanese government agen
cies and universities discrimi
nate against U.S. companies 
when procuring supercom
puters, as demonstrated by 
the fact that not one of the 20 
or so public-sector supercom
puters installed or on order is 
a non-Japanese machine. The 
Japanese replied that there is 
no discrimination, and U.S. 
supercomputer companies 
are not competitive enough. 

American companies say 
one of the biggest obstacles 
they face is "lack of transpar
ency," trade jargon that 
means they can't find out 
enough-or find out soon 
enough-about upcoming 
procurements to compete 
effectively. 

Many Japanese agencies 

and universities lease super
computers rather than buy 
them. From the Japanese 
point of view, leasing or.rent
ing supercomputers is rea
sonable because of their high 
cost. 

U.S. companies, how
ever, view this as a form of 
discrimination for the follow
ing reason: under Gener,al 

. Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade (GATT) regulation's, 
government procurement of 
certain types of large-ticket 
items must be announced 
with a request for proposal 
(RFP) published in the coun
try's government register. 
But when supercomputers 
are leased or rented, as op
posed to purchased, the Japa
nese claim that GATT rules 
don't apply and therefore no 
RFPs are filed. 

American companies 
cite other examples of dis
crimination. Even when they 
are notified of procurements 
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to come, the companies say, 
other stumbling blocks often 
appear that make things hard
er for them than for their Japa
nese competitors. 

Language Disqualified 

In a specific case 
brought up during the MOSS 
talks, language differences 
served to disqualify an Ameri
can contender. On Jan. 30 of 
last year, the Meteorological 
Agency invited proposals 
from supercomputer manu
facturers for a machine to re
place the Hitachi mainframe it 
used for weather forecasting. 
The agency's requirements 
were detailed in a document 
of over 100 pages; the pro
posals, including benchmark 
test results and other data, 
were due 30 days later. 

According to CDC, the 
leading translation agency in 
Tokyo estimated that 45 days 
would be needed to translate 
the document into English for 
U.S. engineers to study. 
When the company requested 
an extension, the agency gave 
them 40 days instead of 30. 
Yuso Takigawa, assistant di
rector of the agency's fore
casting department, says a 
tight, installation schedule 
prevented further exten
sions. CDC, unable to meet the 
deadline, withdrew from the 
competition and Hitachi won 
the contract. 

When Cray tried to sell a 
supercomputer to the Nation
al Aerospace Laboratory 
(NAL), neither transparency 
nor language was a problem. 
The lab, run by Japan's ver
sion of NASA, had started plan
ning its supercomputer proj
ect for numerical aerodynam
ic simulation in 1978. Other 
expensive projects got in the 
way, however, so it didn't get 
budget approval until 1986. 
By that time, everyone, in
cluding the Americans, knew 
NAL was shopping for a super
computer to replace its Fu
jitsu mainframe. According to 
Hajime Miyoshi, computer 
center director, however, the 
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Americans didn't try very 
hard for the prize. 

He recites a list of sins 
committed by Cray that 
seems almost endless. First, 
he complains, Cray said it 
didn't have a machine to satis
fy the requirements. Then it 
wouldn't offer any materials 
or data on its X-MP for evalua
tion. Next, it refused to offer a 
proposal by the deadline, and 
even refused to pick up the 
test program that was to be 
used for benchmark tests. As 
Miyoshi tells it, NAL, over the 
protests of Japanese manu
facturers, still generously in
vited· Cray to submit a final 
proposal even though it 
hadn't taken part in the pre
liminary competition. But, he 
says, Cray failed to do so. 

Cray's response to NAL's 
charges indicates the extent 
to which differing viewpoints 
can produce different ver
sions of the same events. Ac
cording to Koichi Kawada, a 
sales manager at Cray Re
search Japan, NAL's request 
for proposal stipulated that 
the entire system be supplied 
by one manufacturer, includ-

THE 
JAPANESE 
DENY THE 
CHARGES. 

ing the communications sys
tem, front-end machine, pe
ripherals, and terminals. 
Cray, unable to meet such re
quirements, didn't make a 
proposal. 

Explains Kawada, 
"NAL's requirements looked 
like Fujitsu specs. They 
seemed like a historical 
Fujitsu user not seriously try
ing to get any other machine. 
After reading the request for 
proposal, if we had thought 

there was a chance of suc
cess, we would have submit
ted our benchmark results. 
But we don't give out bench
marks for nothing." NAL'S 
new Fujitsu vp-400 was up 
and running Feb. 2. 

Probably the toughest of 
the requirements excluding 
American manufacturers, in
advertently or not, from the 
Japanese public sector are the 
price pressures. With the 
government struggling to cut 
expenditures in every area, 
most budget allotments for 
supercomputers assume a 
healthy discount from list 
price. So low are the amounts 
government agencies will 
consent to pay that Cray, de
spite the advantage of the 
low-priced dollar, is often un
able to compete on price even 
when it can meet all the other 
requirements. That fact 
forms the basis for Japanese 
charges that U.S. manufactur
ers are simply not competi
tive enough. 

Marcelo Gumucio, exec
utive vice president of mar
keting at Cray in Minneapolis, 
says Cray will not discount 
prices and that the company 
sells machines based on per
formance, not price. "We're 
not asking for any special 
treatment or advantages. We 
would only like to compete on 
the basis of the product. We 
have been in competitive situ
ations in [the private sector 
in] Japan where the deal was 
evaluated based on hardware 
and software, and we've won. 
That's all we're asking for. In 
the case of some government 
procurements, we didn't have 
an opportunity to compete," 
he says. 

What's more, says Gu
mucio, the Japanese are dis
counting their machines heav
ily in mal;kets outside of Ja
pan. "We know of instances 
where the customers paid 
only a service fee for a Japa
nese machine," he says. He 
declined to name the compa
nies or customers involved. 
The Japanese companies 

have not commented on these 
allegations. 

Japanese manufacturers 
are willing and able to cut 
prices for several reasons. 
Most important is their verti
cally integrated structure, en
gineered by MITI in the late 
1970s to help them compete 
in the semiconductor indus
try. The cross-subsidization 
that allowed them to sell inte
grated circuits at or below 
cost to build volume for econ
omies of scale is now being 
applied to supercomputers. 

Since their biggest 
weakness vis a vis industry 
leader Cray is a lack of soft
ware, the most urgent need of 
the Japanese makers is to get 
a lot of their machines into the 
hands of people who will 
write applications programs. 

Doing It With a Vengeance 

They're doing so with a 
vengeance. Case in point: 
NEC's successful bid to supply 
a supercomputer at the Hous
ton Area Research Center 
(HARC) (see "Planting the 
Flag," May 1, 1986, p. 24). 
Observers say that a case 
could be made that the super
computer trade issue started 
in March 1986 when NEC won 
the HARC deal over Cray, IBM, 
ETA, and Fujitsu, thus becom
ing the first Japanese compa
ny to land a supercomputer 
deal in the U.S. 

Soon after the deal was 
made public, the Reagan ad
minstration's trade strike 
force started an investigation 
for possible dumping viola
tions. The lease agreement 
between NEC and HARC fea
tured a price tag of $9 million 
for the sx2, which carries a 
list price of $22 million. HARC, 
then as now, would not dis
close the details of its agree
ment with NEC, and the gov
ernment eventually aban
doned the investigation. 
American companies are not 
going to play the discounting 
game, according to most 
sources. They are looking for 
government support, but not 



in the form of subsidies, at 
least so they say. Gumucio at 
Cray says the sometimes 
lengthy process of acquiring 
an export license to ship prod
ucts overseas, which requires 
government approval, can be 
a roadblock. The government 
needs to expedite the approv
al process, which can take 
anywhere from 140 to 300 
days, says Gumucio. "In the 
time it takes to get a license, 
the Japanese have a chance to 
get to the customer," he adds. 

ETA's Thorndyke says 
that "incentive needs to be 
market driven. There needs· 
to be more of a commitment 
[from the U.S. government] 
to the supercomputer indus
try. We need them not to give 
money or guarantee subsi
dies, but to guarantee that the 
demand for supercomputers 
is there." If the government 
would buy more supercom
puters, there'd be more in
centive for the supercom
puter and semiconductor in
dustries to develop advanced 
technology to keep pace with 
the Japanese, he says. 

Nevertheless, there are 
those who believe the gov
ernment needs to sink more 
money into the development 
of supercomputer technolo
gy, particularly by increasing 
the funding of university su
percomputer centers. But the 
U.S.-Japan supercomputer 
trade war comes at a time 
when such funding is on the 
wane (see "Render Unto 
Caesar"). 

Meanwhile, the parallel 
with semiconductors seems 
to be what has Washington 
worried. Last year's HARC 
deal and rumors of 80% dis
counts in Europe make it ap
pear that the Japanese are in 
the early stages of an export 
offensive targeting the U.S. 
supercomputer industry. If 
the move is as determined as 
their foray into memory 
chips, the U.S. industry may 
be in for a rough ride, how
ever advanced and innovative 
its technology. • 

SUPERCOMPUTERS 

Render Unto Caesar 
The government's supercomputing 
funding cut at universities has raised 
questions about the national interest. 
BY WILLIE SCHATZ 
They came to bury the N a
tional Science Foundation 
(NSF) Phase I supercomputer 
centers, not to praise them. 

. True, when the super
computer centers at Purdue 
University, the University of 
Minnesota, and Colorado 
State University (csu) 
phased into their NSF agree
ments, they knew they were 
eventually going to phase out. 
But the end apparently came 
sooner than any of the cen
ters had expected. And none 
of them were too fond of NSF' s 
means. In Phase I, NSF bought 
cycle time at existing super
computer facilities and gave 

hours to NSF grantees. The 
program, which started in 
1984, had a lifespan of two 
years. It was a stopgap mea
sure until supercomputer 
centers could be established 
under Phase II. 

Reports of Phase I's 
death had seemed greatly 
exaggerated last July when a 
report by the House Appro
priations Committee recom
mended a budget increase for 
Phase I centers. When it 
came to supercomputer cen
ters, the committee made the 
Wall Street bulls look like 
bears. 

"The budget request for 
advanced scientific comput
ing shall be increased by 

$1.37 million to $55 million," 
says House Report 99-731. 
"The increase is specifically 
targeted to the Phase I super
computer centers. It is ex
pected that these funds will 
help to maintain an additional 
one or two such centers at ap
proximately the current level 
in 1987." 

Nice try, guys. Too bad 
you had no shot. 

Not only were the Phase 
I centers not maintained at 
the current level, but their us
ers have departed for real 
Cyber 205 time at Princeton 
University's John von Neu
mann Center (jVNC). 

SO what happened? Just 
the usual Washington games 
of money and politics. 

According to Pat Burns, 
coordinator of csu's comput
er center, the university re
ceived from NSF a verbal com
mitment last November that it 
would get a major portion of 
the $2.2 million it had request
ed for FY '87 (which started 
last Oct. 1). Two weeks later, 
NSF called back to say that the 
overall scientific computing 
budget had been cut and told 
csu the shocking news: its 
hoped-for $2.2 million had 
been cut by $2 million! The 
other bad news was that its 
users had to be off the 205 by 
Jan. 1. 

"The N ationa! Science 
Board [which governs NSF] 
was fairly emphatic about 
phasing out the Phase I cen
ters this fiscal year," says 
Paul Rotar, director of NSF's 
supercomputing program. 

"All the users were of
fered the option to move to 
the JVNC or to any other cen
ter. That's kind of unfortu
nate, because moving even 
between 205s is inconvenient 
at the very least. 

"I hope the Phase I cen
ters can find additional fund
ing. I suspect they can. Know
ing the time was coming when 
NSF would stop supporting 
them, they would have been 
prudent to start looking for 
other funds." 
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pIe waiting 
in long lines at your reservations 
counters are starting to take their 
business someplace else. 

Or the electronic mail you were 
expecting didn't arrive because your 
lines were overloaded. 

Or possibly, your preferred 
customers are becoming somewhat 
annoyed with the persistent delays 
of your electronic order-processing 
system. . 

The truth is, when it comes to 
packet services, your business can't 
afford anything less than the best: 
AT&T ACCUNET~ Packet Service. 
A software-controlled, public data 
network with superior peformance. 

But don't take our word for it. 
Check the facts, and compare 

our service with the one you're' us
ing. You may find you're miSSing out 
on much more than you think. 

S d In this area, pee : ACCUNET 
Packet Service excels in four critical 
ways, First, ACCUNET Packet Ser
vice provides the benefits of the 
X.25 protocol-including automatic 
error detection and correction
without compromising throughput 
or response time. 

Second, because ACCUNET 

Packet Service has a high 
throughput of at least 95 % of 

the throughput class rate, batch trans
fer applications can be carried out 
with extraordinary speed. 

Third, calls can be set up very quick
ly (usually in only 1/2 a second or less) 
due to the high built-in capacity of our 
ACCUNET Packet Service Network. 

And, last but not least, response 
time on ACCUNET Packet Service is 
unusually fast because of our com
plete switch interconnection. 128-
octet packets are delayed only 1/5 of 
a second or less when using a 
throughput class of 9600 bps and a 
56 Kbps access line. 

Domestically, the high perfor
mance of our ACCUNET Packet 
Service makes it the right choice for 
a wide range of business 
applications. 

But what really sets our 
ACCUNET Packet Service apart is 

* Registered trademark of Control Data Corporation. © 1987 AT&T 

that its speed and accuracy are not 
compromised for transmissions on a 
global scale. 

Satellite time delays can be 
avoided because AT&T International 
ACCUNET~ Packet Service uses com
pletely terrestrial transmission media 
(except to Hong Kong). 

And our International 
ACCUNET Packet Service transmits 
directly to overseas packet networks. 
Transmissions are faster because 
your data travels across only one 
inter-network gateway. 

As always, with the X.25 protocol, 
AT&T International ACCUNET Packet 
Service data transmission is extremely 
accurate. AT&T International 
ACCUNET Packet Service is 
now available in Canada, Japan, the 
UK., West Germany, France, Italy 
and eleven other countries (with 
more planned). 

If time is money in your busi-



• 
ness, both here and abroad, our 
ACCUNET Packet Service can save 
time for both you and your customers. 

Dependability: 
Automatic alternate routing and 
backup switches ensure that our 
ACCUNET Packet Service Network 
will always be working when you 
need it. What's more, our ACCUNET 
Packet Service Network Control 
Center monitors the network 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. 

And you can always count on 
ACCUNET Packet Service to give you 
a dependable connection. In fact, 
we've designed the network for a max
imum blocking rate ofless than one 
virtual call for every 1000 attempts 
-even during the busiest hours. 

Accessibility: 
Depending on the extent of your 
processing needs, ACCUNET Packet 

Service can be accessed 
one of two ways. For high

volume locations, dedicated access 
lines are recommended. 

For locations with lower vol
ume data transmissions, however, it's 
more cost-effective to use REDI
ACCESS.* With REDI-ACCESS, you 
can dial into our ACCUNET Packet 
Service Network from your terminal 
without dedicated lines, equipment, 
or an X.2 5 interface unit. 

REDI-ACCESS, a joint offering 
of AT&T and Control Data Corpora
tion, is available in 150 cities, with 
100 more planned for this year. 

PlaI111iQg and 
Support-With our expertise, 

- we can help you 
get the most out of the speed, accu
racy and dependability of ACCUNET 
Packet Service. 

From square one, we'll work 

with you to custom-design and 
implement an ACCUNET Packet 
Service solution that will help you 
streamline your business. And as 
your business grows and changes, 
we'll maintain and modify your 
system to make sure it's always 
operating at peak efficiency. 

, 

AT&T ACCUNET Packet Service, 
part of the AT&T ACCUNET Family 
of Digital Services. Another reason to 
choose AT&T. 

To fmd out more about 
ACCUNET Packet Service, and how 
it can provide your business with 
the high-performance data commu
nications that may be missing from 
your present service, talk with your 
account executive at AT&T. Or one 
of our sales representatives at 
1 800 222-0400. 
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No doubt. But seeking 
and finding are two very dif
ferent things.' 

"We were very sur
prised by the second phone 
call," Burns says. "NSF knew 
for a long time it was going to 
do this. The whole deal was 
very Machiavellian. They 
took action at 11:59 when 
Congress had its back to the 
wall. It was perfectly execut
ed. They did an excellent job 
of getting what they want. 

"They used the political 
lobbying of the Phase I pro
gram to get an increase. Then 
they took it away from us. So 
we did a large part of the work 
and have nothing to show." 

N either does Purdue. 
That Phase I center submit
ted a proposal for $1.8 million 
for FY '87. According to Sol 
Rosen, director of Purdue's 
computer center, NSF also led 
the center to believe it would 
be awarded most of its re
quest, then abruptly pulled 
the plug. So Purdue gets 
$300,000 in FY '87, and that's 
only transition money to help 
users migrate to a Phase. II 
center. 

"We don't expect to go 
out of business, but it makes 
life difficult," Rosen says. 
"We're going to try to get 
state government and private 
funding, but that won't be 
easy. NSF is making it ex
tremely difficult for the. pio
neers to stay in business. 

"We've provided the 
best 205 service· anywhere, 
and it's a hell of a lot more 
than Princeton can ever pro
vide. We feel somewhat let 
down. It's like NSF is saying 
thank you, but now we have 
our own centers. That's a 
poor attitude, and this is a nas
ty situation." 

It's none too pleasant at 
Minnesota, either. That cen
ter, which has more total 
supercomputing power than 
any other center, requested 
$6.3 million for FY '87. After a 
very positive site visit, the· 
NSF staff recommended $2.8 
million of continuing funding, 
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which a university source 
says "seemed like a sure 
thing at the time." 

It probably was in July. It 
wasn't in November, when 
the NSF Board recommended 
that the supercomputer bud
get reduction of $6 million for 
FY '87 be taken by accelerat
ing the phaseout of the Phase 
I centers and reserving as 
many funds as possible for the 
Phase II centers. 

Minnesota's reward was 
approximately $1 million, 
prompting an exchange of let
ters between Minnesota 
president Kenneth Keller and 
NSF assistant director for 
computer and information sci
ence and engineering (CISE) 
Gordon Bell. 

A Destabilizing Move 

"I believe that the ap
proach the foundation is tak
ing is not in the best national 
interest," Keller wrote. "It is 
not cost-effective, it will de
stabilize certain centers that 
are now working well, it may 
well limit the rapidity of soft
ware development, and it will 
disadvantage a number of re
searchers. Indeed, with· this 
direction, it appears to me 
that the Phase II centers lose 
a great deal of their attrac
tiveness. 

"It appears to me," Kel
ler continued, "that to the ex
tent that support of the Phase 
II centers requires a removal 
of support for all other super
computing activities in the 
country, the Phase II pro
gram is not in the best nation
al interest." 

Wrong, countered Bell. 
"We at NSF naturally disagree 
with you and believe we are 
acting in the best interest of 
our users, and the public gen
erally. It is NSF's intent to fund 
the five national centers such 
that they can all have the lead
ing-edge computers manufac
tured by our domestic indus
try. I regret that we cannot 
fund all centers, but hope we 
can move to something that is 
much more akin to a real mar-

ket mechanism whereby us
ers are free to use ·whatever 
machine they want based on 
price and service. When the 
centers become saturated, 
this argument will be easy to 
make, and we may consider 
changing the program direc
tion once again." 

So what else is new? 
Since Bell arrived at NSF last 
spring, CISE has expanded its 
activities. The Phase II cen
ters will initiate activities into 
graphics workstations and 
large shared programs and 
databases. Networking, once 
a part of the Office of Ad
vanced Scientific Computing 
(OASC), is now a separate 
networking and communica
tions sub activity within CISE. 
At least one major parallel 
processing research center 
will be initiated this year. 

The only scheduled 
technical upgrade at a Phase 
II center is the installation of a 
four-processor ETA-I0 this 
fall at the JVNC. A two-proces
sor version was supposed to 
have been on-line by now, but 
it's still at ETA headquarters in 
St. PauL Hey, what's six 
months between friends? 

The delayed arrival of 

IIWEWERE 
SURPRISED 

BY THE 
SECOND 
PHONE 
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the ETA-I0 meant a $3 million 
reduction in what the JVNC re
quested for FY '87 and what it 
will currently receive. Cornell 
will receive $1 million less 
than it requested. The San 
Diego, Illinois, and Pittsburgh 
Phase II centers escaped the 
budg~t ax. 

"We expected less mon
ey," says Joseph Traub, di
rector of the JVNC. "If the ETA 
had arrived on time, it would 
have been a nonstandard 
event in computer history. 
We couldn't deliver the cycles 
the other centers could, so we 
were a logical target to take 
the largest hit. What they did 
is not something a reasonable 
person can argue with." 

Preserving the Golden Goose 

But that doesn't mean 
they have to like it. The JVNC 
has had more than its share of 
troubled times (see "Super
computer Politics," Nov. 15, 
1985, p. 44). Even the San 
Diego center, despite getting 
everything it asked for, is 
feeling the pinch. 

"We're very clearly suc
cessful at doing what we set 
out to do," says director Sid 
Karin. "We've met every
body's goals and expectations 
and exceeded some others. In 
times of budget crunch, you 
don't kill the golden goose. 

. There's a recognition in the 
supercomputer community 
that we're doing a first-class 
job. 

"Is this FY '87 amount 
[$12.5 million] adequate? If 
adequate means that every
body with a legitimate claim 
on supercomputer use can be 
served, the answer's no. If 
you're talking about continu
ing what we're currently do
ing, the answer's yes. I could 
fill up a leading-edge Cray in a 
week. But I don't have money 
to buy it. I'd like a 16-million
word, 8.5-nanosecond ma
chine. But I only have an 8-
million-word,9.5-nanosecond 
machine." 

"That's what this pro
gram is all about," says Mel 
Ciment, acting deputy direc-' 
tor of the Office of Advanced 
Scientific Computing. "You 
have to allocate finite dollars 
among the centers the best 
way you can. How do you di
vide funds in five places with
out making them mediocre? I 
don't want NSF to carry a cen-
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Quantity Quantity Projected 
on Hand on Order Reorder Date 

I f your job demands a 
,'. powerful data analysis tool, 
, the SAS® System is your 

solution. The· SAS System gives 
you ready-to-use procedures 
for performing every kind of 
analysis-from simple descrip
tive statistics to advanced 
regression, analysis of variance, 
discriminant analysis, cluster
ing, scoring, and more. 

The SAS System reads data 
in any structure from any kind 
of file. You can create new 
variables, modify old ones, com
bine files, detect errors, and 
accumulate totals. Once your 
analysis is complete, you can 
report your results in lists, 
tables, charts, or plots. 

* Computer Intelligence, January 1986. 

,And as your needs·.grow, 
the SAS System grows with 
you. All the tools. you need for 
color graphics, forecasting, 
modeling, ''what if' analysis, 
project management,optimiza
tion, and quality control are 
available in the SAS System. 
You choose the products you 
need, and enjoy· the 
same easy-to-use 
language and 
syntax in each. Plus, 
you can use the 
same software on 
your personal 
computer. 

The SAS System runs on these minicomputers: Digital Equipment 
Corp, VAX'" 8xXx and 1117xx series under VMS:" and MicroVAX IIlII 
under MicroVMS"'; Prime Computer, Inc. Prime 50 series under 
PRIMOS!&; and Data General Corp. ECLIPSE!& MV series under 
AOSNS, The SAS System also runs on IBM 370/30xx/43xx and 
compatible machines under OS, CMS, DOSNSE, SSX, and ICCF; 
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IBM XT/370 and AT/370 under VM/PC; and IBM PC XT and 
PC AT under PC DOS. Not all products are available for all 
operating systems. 

SAS is the registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, 
USA. Copyright C> 1986 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA. 
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For details, send 
us your name and 
address. Or. call a 
Software· Sales 
Representative. today. 

The SAS System. 
It's the most 
widely installed 
tool for data 
analysis among 
VMS users* ••• 
And more. 
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ter that's not state of the art. 
If we have one that's not, it 
could slip back to VAX level. 
We sure don't want that. 

"I know there's some 
pain in the budget process. It 
means center directors may 
not be able to do as many 
enhancements as they hoped. 
But they'll still be state of the 
art. They'll just be leaner and 
meaner." 

Not according to NSF's 
FY '88 budget proposal. If 
Congress follows President 
Reagan's request-and this 
may be one of the few budget 
areas where it justifiably does 
so-the NSF will be in fat city. 

Competitiveness was, a 
major theme of the State of 
the Union address, and NSF di
rector Erich Bloch used it to 
justify increasing his FY '88 
budget request by 16.5%. 

As part of that steep NSF 
increase, elSE'S budget would 
swell by 22.7% and OAse's by 
12.4%. 

But obtaining the money 
and administering it are two 
very different animals. And 
what NSF did to the Phase I 
centers in FY '87 is leaving a 
bitter taste in many mouths. 

"They made a mess 
again and fell into it," says 
Peter Patton, director of the 
Minnesota Supercomputer 
Center. "If I were going to 
come in and do some major 
restructuring that was going 
to make everyone mad and re
allocate committed funds, I'd 
choose a lightning rod shaped 
like Gordon Bell. 

"NSF has been very my
opic about supercomputers 
since day one," contends 
esu's Burns. "They've been 
hoarding cycles like a little kid 
with candy. In relative terms, 
what they did to the Phase I 
centers wasn't much worse 
than other things they've 
done. In absolute terms, it 
was bad. 

"We'll be better off with
out them if we can get a fund
ing base." 

They won't have any 
choice. • 
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Pulling It All Together 
Atroubled Wang Labs tries to put itself back on track. 
BY GARY MeWI LLiAMS 
As part of its shift from word 
processing supplier to data 
processing supplier, Wang 
Laboratories Inc. stopped 
billing itself as "The Office 
Automation People" and in
stead, adopted the theme 
"Wang Puts It All Together." 
That "people" was left out of 
the newest motto is ironic, 
considering what the compa
ny's executives now propose. 

Wang executives con
cede that they failed to broad
en management when they 
plotted the move into data 
processing from office 'auto
mation. The result was a tran
sition dragged out beyond 
what any would have expect
ed or liked. 

It's an important admis
sion that comes as the $2.6 
billion computer maker aims 
to complete its shift by plac
ing more authority in the 
hands of employees. 

That restructuring, 
along with a larger-than-ex
pected $70 million loss for the 
second quarter ended Dec. 
31, puts a new Wang in the 
spotlight. Frederick A. Wang, 
the elder son of chairman and 
founder An Wang, has taken 
ove'r as president with a 
promise to decentralize deci
sion-making, improve ser
vice, and shed some of the 
management layers built up in 
past years. 

Many large users, even 
those who cheer the compa
ny's recent improvements in 
products and service, say 
Frederick Wang must do 
more than complete the de
layed transition. Some are de
laying major expansions until 
additional improvements are 
evident in service, applica
tions, and product devel
opment. 

"We're watching very 
closely," says Bob Brydges, 

an assistant vice president for 
computer operations and ser
vice at Burlington' Northern 
Railroad, St. Paul. "Until the 
problems are resolved, I'm 
not going to be too interested 
in taking more equipment 
with the same problems." 

Similarly, Dunkin Do
nuts Inc., Randolph, Mass., 
questions buying a Wang 
database management sys
tem, out of fear the package 
may irretrievably lock the 
company into Wang systems. 
"The pack~ge is attr,active but 
I worry about portability," 
says R. Thomas Burger, vice 
president of information ser
vices. "I worry about putting 
all my eggs in one basket." 

Company in Transition 

Frederick Wang be
lieves such fears are the re
sult of a period of poor man
agement controls. The com
pany grew remote from its 
customers and now needs to 
distribute decision-making 
power to middle managers, 
he says. "We have the people 
and the products but we don't 
have the systems we need," 
Wang told DATAMATION re
cently at his company's head-

quarters in Lowell, Mass. 
"Weare in transition from a 
company in which the Doctor 
[as An Wang is called by most 
employees] was the dominant 
figure to a more generally 
managed company." 

Former employees 
agree. Wang's sales force 
grew confused and disen
chanted as a result of mixed 
signals from the company's 
U.S. marketing executives, 
says a former' sales manager 
who recently resigned. "One 
day we were focusing on large 
accounts, then the focus be
came the installed base, and 
then it was 'We need applica
tions software to address the 
midrange.' 

"They pushed the sales 
force in so many directions 
that the reps in the field would 
say, 'What is it they want us to 
do?' " 

Wang's hopes to revital
ize the sales force rest with 
Ian Diery, a fiery Australian 
recently named senior vice 
president of U.S. operations. 
Diery, a relative unknown 
among customers but re
spected within Wang, is cred
ited with taking Wang Europe 
into the data processing 
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hen you've got to 
turn those numbers 
into a presentation, 

turn to the SAS® System. The 
SAS System includes easy-to
use procedures for charts, 
plots, maps, andthree-dimen
sional displays. At a glance, 
you can grasp detailed statistics, 
spot relationships among items, 
and trace emerging trends. 
And when your manager wants 
more, the SAS System lets you You can even use the SAS 
customize your graphs and System to analyze your data 
present multiple displays on the before you present them. We've 
same page for easy comparison. got tools for every kind of 
You can produce your graphs analysis-from simple descrip-
on terminals, plotters, trans- tive statistics to advanced 
parencies, or" slides. regression, analysis of variance, 

_:'''''".", , , ''''.,. "'-:'~::-:"'"''.'''''"'7''~~ __ -:''~'~:'''":'.'''''':'::'N'''::''''' •• ".~~,.~I ..•. _.,."" .• , discriminant analysis, cluster-
=~~~~~~~~~=!!!a"J ing, scoring, and more. 

And as your needs 

The SAS System runs on these 'i~i.g~1!::1';,'!1.:91;1;\'? 
minicomputers: Digital Equipment Corp. 
VAX'" 8xxx and 11/7xx series under 
VMS:" and MicroVAX II'" under MicroVMS"'; 
Prime Computer. Inc. Prime 50 series under PRIMOS~; and Data General 
Corp. ECLIPSE~ MV series under AOSIVS. The SAS System also runs on 
IBM 370/30xx/43xx and compatible machines under OS, CMS. DOSIVSE. 
SSX, and ICCF; IBM XT/370 and AT/370 under VMJPC; and IBM PC XT 
and PC AT under PC DOS. Not all products are available for all systems: 

SAS is the registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary. NC. USA. 
Copyright IC> 1986 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA. 

grow, the SAS System 
grows with you. "All the 
tools you need for full 
screen data entry, model
ing, forecasting, "what if" 

analysis, project man
agement, optimiza

tion, and quality 
control are 

available in the SAS 
System. You choose 
the products you 
need, and enjoy the 
same easy-to-use lan
guage and syntax in 
each. Whether you 
license one product 
or several, you'll enjoy 
the same high-quality 
software, training, 
documentation, and 

support we've offered for more 
than ten years. 

For details, send us your 
name and address. Or call 
a Software Sales Representa
tive today. 

The SAS System. It's 
for those who need a 
graphics package today, 
and for those who have 
an eye on tomorrow. 



So far its won everything 
but the swiInsuit cOInpetition 

On September 9,1986, CompaqQP in
troduced a new personal computer, 
the COMPAQ DESKPRO 386T~ We 
called it the most advanced personal 
computer in the world. 

Today, that's what everyone 
calls it. 

Industry experts, users and the 
media agree that the COMPAQ 
DESKPRO 386 reaches the highest 
level ever for PC speed, compatibil
ity, performance and expandability. 

Award-winning performance 

So it's not surprising that FORTUNE 
magazine named the COMPAQ 
DESKPRO 386 one of the most sig
nificant products of 1986. 

As did Business Week. 

Venture magazine proclaimed the 
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 one of the 
year's best entrepreneurial ideas. 

And PC Magazine highlighted it as 
a product of the year, while singling 
it out for technical excellence in the 
desktop class. 

The critics rave 

The COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 is 
also winning critical acclaim from 
industry experts. 

PC Magazine noted: liThe 
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 does it 
with class, with speed and with 
sound hardware and software de
sign. In a market where it often 
takes a few tries to get a new prod
uct right, Compaq has clearly done 

it right the first time:' 
USA TODAY reported that the 

COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 "marks a 
new generation of PC's that will make 
previous desktop models look like 
slide rules:' 

Almost every major industry and 
news publication reacted the same. 
Ditto for users. 

Blockbusting sales 

COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 sales are 
surpassing expectations, as thou
sands of users are putting it to work 
immediately. To run productivity 
software. For CAD/CAE applica
tions. Software development. And 
as network file servers for businesses 
of all sizes. 

The most advanced personal computer in the world 
9;"'::--"· 



It's no wonder. We designed the 
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 with 
dozens of enhancements that put it 
in a class by itself. 

Feature presentation 

The high-speed, 3Z-bit, 16-MHz, 
Intell!ll 80386 microprocessor lets 

, you run today's software two to 
three times faster than ever. Plus it 
opens doors to applications never 
possible before on a PC. 

Compaq enhanced each compo
nent to optimize power and speed, 
without sacrificing compatibility, 
giving you the most advancements 
ever engineered into an industry
standard PC. 

A memory management system 

that breaks the 640-Kbyte barrier of 
current operating systems. More 
storage with faster access. More 
expandability. More connectivity. 
Simply more power for more peo
ple to do more things. 

Add it up and the COMPAQ 
DESKPRO 386 is the first desktop 
PC to give you a true minicomputer 
level of performance. And that sets 
the precedent by which all future 
advanced-technology computers 
will be judged. 

See for yourself 

So while some may copy its en
gine, none will duplicate the uncom
promising performance built into 
the COMPAQ DESKPRO 386. It's 

that firm refusal to settle for compro
mises that makes every Compaq 
personal computer best in its class. 

See why. For the location of your , 
nearest Authorized COMPAQ 
Computer Dealer, or for a free 
brochure, call1-800-Z31-0900, 
operator 30. In Canada, call 416-
449-8741, operator 30. 
COMPAQ'" is a registered trademark, and 
COMPAQ DESKPRO 38(jIM is a trademark of 
Compaq Computer Corporation. 
Intel'" is a registered trademark of Intel 
Corporation. 
©1987 Compaq Computer Corporation, all 
rights reserved. 

It simply works better. 

comPAIl 
I 
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Choose the 3270 alternative 
that gives you more choices. 
Choose Telex. We're the #1 3270 alternative for a very good reason: 
our choices give you more solutions. Like our displays" <tiorYR""""'o'~'"~'i.·" 
with a variety, of screen sizes and color options. And ~~ii,¥_~ 
faster, quieter pri~t~rs for all applications, including §i,'",;"":,'",,',:,,,.,;,},'.,:,i':,:,~ •• ,c:,~\~,;' ,_:r~-""",~,_,,;: 
3270, S/3X and alrhne. ~ji~:Jt ',l .......... ..,-.,""~M-.,._,y"""~;..,....,.,'h~...,.........,,,_.~~=~~I' 

Better still, we offer sorpe value-added enhance- ,l '("~'P;~il f(,·-;r,7\, ri~"';:," rf:::~'" 
me.nts t?at I~M do~sn't even.~ffer at all! Like control "t'\"",f,',","'.',!"",,~ 1, j[,I!I,:,:,'~,i"'",\,!",,l t,:,.:, ' 

unl~s WIt? wln~owlng capablhty. . ' f:~'~:\'i ~ ! 'f ii! i 
BIg offIce or small, whatever your bUSIness, Telex q::;Sl~ \,\ ~!JJ~: 

3270 compatibles provide more solutions to your ~r.;,~"'::';¥/' 
problems, whe:IDer you need displays, printer~, intelli-i : .

, , gent workstatIons, control unIts or an entue system. ,t:::~:~.:~_",l ?;:;,;~: =~~1~ (:tw~:)~'ro~~f}~.'" 
And Telex upgradeability helps you protect your invest-·\~~- ._==-

ment for the long run, too. '" (II E' 

Take our new 046 display/ '\""'""""""'~,~;'::';'," ":,~'~ '~",;.~~~~j:~~~ 
control unit. It's deSigned for remote office use, and ~:;~T{::::~:CtOI, 

"."};'_~~'_~'" ' has message- and host-addressable printer x"'" ,C"'''-''--'-'"-

capability. It's another example of a unique Telex 3270 terminal 
solution. 

W~~~: t\-"?, "".,1':'."::':'~''''''''''~'''',_;th!e~~~~~~~~~~~~tsi~r~eO~Js~ti:~=~i~~~:~~~~ . , ' " till ; , ~/,C,,:::::,,~;: .Jeatures. And that spells :ra~ue. 
~S~l:g~" ~7!..1t7;:;;:::: .~(,; ,"': ' l ,LIke our new low-cost 191 dIsplay. It has a smaller foot-

.. Ltt;I:;1;I;IJ:f1't1l \ .,),. d f:C . . l'k . 
. "', lz.'Z:A,:;;:~,;,;~,~,:~':t; nn\ \\."" , ' ''i,_~ ,.'" pnnt an 0 lers unIque options I e a message pnnter port 
~ 'J,~ "..,.."", -,.", "",,"~1'~" .... U " , V" __ '_~'_""W';'Uy_._., ..•. ~ • 

f-;~;'i;~,;,.;,;;;",.;.~-;,-.IJ and a hght pen . 
. ,t.",:::::;:: J' And Telex offers a full line of versatile, reliable printers. Including the new economical 187 dot 

matrix system printer with monochrome and color 
capability. And the new Telex 262 high speed (600LPM) line printer. 

Our combined function terminal series is made possible by 
our integrated technology. Our C078 and our new four-color 
C 179 have user-defined function keys, portable memory, up to 
seven windows and built-in telephony. Our 274 control unit 
now has windowing capability to complement its Multiple Logic 
Sessions (MLS) feature. Our competition doesn't offer that, either. 

Telex dedicated service and support are the envy of the indus-
try, with over 2,000 technical and service personnel worldwide, 
at vour beck and call 24 hours a day. 

Telex is # 1 in product chOices, # 1 in overall customer solu
tions, #1 in value and 
# 1 in support. Whic~ . n' ' _' ________ '"-" 
makes us the #1 chOICe In 3270. -J!!/fz{~1r~{t$,1---' 

=~~~~I!ji! II!!~~~~~~~!~~==" ... For more information, call Telex. ~ 11 _ .. - USA: 1-800-331-2623, Ext. 3284. (Oklahoma, 

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 
Telex is a registered trademark of The Telex Corporation. 

1-918-628-3284). INTERNATIONAL: 1-617-769-8000. 
, CANADA: 1-800-268-3233. EUROPE: 41-38-22-6101. 

The #1 
...-=a 

3270 Alternative 

TELEX 
TELEX COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC. 
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FREDERICK WANG: "We are in transistion from a company in which the 
Doctor was the dominant figure to a more generally managed one.' , 

world without the trauma that 
befell domestic operations. 

Diery's credentials in
clude guiding Wang Europe 
into data processing in a way 
that produced a growth rate 
surpassing even Digital 
Equipment Corp.' s highly 
touted European operation. 
Last year, Wang Europe 
chalked up an impressive 
22% revenue growth in local 
currencies, compared with a 
slack 4.7% U.S. revenue 
growth. 

His belief in an all
encompassing sales effort is 
such that Diery is requiring all 
U.S. managers-from field 
MIS to personnel-to learn, 
and be able to give, the same 
product-line presentation as 
its sales force. "Part of chang
ing the perception of Wang in 
the marketplace is changing 
the perception of our own 
people," he says. 

In Europe, Diery says, 
the change "took three years 
of hard work. Here, a lot of 
the work's been done already. 
We need to focus it and get 
the word out that we've made 
significant progress." De
monstrable changes in the 

, U.S. operation should be visi
ble soon, he says. "I expect to 
report back to Fred by June 
that the field organization is in 
shape." 

At the same time it re
shapes the work force, Wang 

still must fight customers' 
disenchantment with the poor 
quality and delays of some 
systems, especially the high
end VS 300 computer. That 
system's reputation dogs 
Wang's revival efforts among 
its larger customers, many of 
whom were early users of the 
problematic VS 300 computer. 

"How good is advanced 
networking," asks Tom 
Maile, vice president of tele
communications operations 
at the Equitable Life Assur
ance Society, New York, 
"when it takes the company 
two years to get a vs 300 with 
an operating system to run it? 
The first thing they've got to 
do is· take the processor, the 
core of the business, and 
make sure it's up to snuff." 

Wang corporate market
ing vice president Harold P. 
Ano says the VS 300 (recently 
repackaged and named VS 
7310) is now trouble-free. Or
ders for the VS 300 grew to 86 
in the month of December, up 
from 38 in the month of Sep
tember, but further work is 
needed. Maile notes the sys
tem cannot yet support 256 
terminals as originally 
promised. 

While smaller users say 
they are satisfied with Wang 
service, it remains a concern 
for those accustomed to the 
more mature service offer
ings from traditional dp sup-

pliers. To them, the company 
has been playing catch-up. In 
two key areas, operating sys
tem upgrades and documen
tation, Wang formalized regu
lar updates and documenta
tion only last year. Its roots in 
word processing are cited as 
the basis for the lack of broad
er support capabilities. 

"Traditionally," notes 
Patricia Wada, who handles 
office system procurements 
for the Massachusetts state 
government, "there's been a 
difference in expectations for 
service in word processing 
and data processing environ
ments. That has created a lot 
of problems for Wang and 
other vendors going from of
fice automation to dp." 

Software Support at Issue 

Diery acknowledges 
Wang's software support is 
"nowhere near as good" as its 
data processing customers 
require. He promises that "by 
June, we will be at an ade
quate level of customer soft
ware support. Don't forget, 
Wang had to learn a big lesson 
with maintenance on the VS 
300." 

A second major issue 
facing Wang is its ability to 
provide applications software 
suited to large data process
ing environments. Dunkin 
Donuts, Burger says, long 
searched for general ledger 
and fixed assets software be
fore finding a package that 
matched its needs. 

Burlington Northern's 
Brydges agrees. "They are 
still short some things the old
time dpers are accustomed to 
having, like monitoring tools, 
tape and disk management 
products," he says. "Wang is 
talking about getting them 
from other vendors but they 
are coming slowly." 

Again, the shortage of 
such packages primarily is a 
result of Wang's evolution, 
say users. "Many of the pack
ages for the VS were created 
for smaller organizations," 
notes Bob Evans, vice presi-

dent for planning and informa
tion systems at El Paso Natu
ral Gas. "We have been a little 
disappointed with some of the 
software [that was migrated] 
over to the VS rather than 
written to take advantage of 
the environment," says Ev
ans, referring to distributed 
processing workstations. 

Many third-party VS ap
plications originally were 
written for IBM's System/34 
and System/36 departmental 
computers and migrated to 
the VS, says Evans. Like 
Dunkin Donuts, El Paso Natu
ral Gas also had to hunt for a 
financial package to accom
modate its high transaction 
requirements. 

Despite innovative ef
forts by Wang to relieve the 
software shortage, the 
chances of major new main
frame-class applications for 
the VS in the near future are 
not bright. Two recent trends 
have combined to work 
against Wang and other ven-

"I'MNOT 
GOING TO 

BE TOO 
INTERESTED 
IN TAKING 

MORE 
GEAR. II 

dors of proprietary operating 
systems: applications devel
opers such as Cullinet Soft
ware Inc., Westwood, Mass., 
and McCormack & Dodge 
Corp., Natick, Mass., recently 
moved to focus midrange 
sales on the VAX/VMS comput
er market. Other developers, 
such as SAS Institute Inc., 
Cary, N.C., are refusing to 
support additional systems 
until they complete a rewrite 
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of their packages to the C pro
gramming language. The C 
language coding in the future 
will enable SAS Institute to ad
dress more easily the com
puters of multiple vendors, 
but it stalls software for Wang 
and others in the meantime. 

Wang vp Ano acknowl
edges that more applications 
are needed. For now, the 
company relies on some 400 
independent software ven
dors and 140 value-added re
sellers for the bulk of its appli
cations but is planning other 
ventures. 

To expand visibility of 
existing third-party software, 

IIBY JUNE
I 

WE WILL BE 
AT AN 

ADEQUATE 
LEVEL OF 

CUSTOMER 
SOFTWARE 
SUPPORI II 

Wang is considering acting as 
a sales agent for developers 
with limited u.s. market pres
ence. The selling strategy has 
been used in Europe under 
Diery and is being implement
ed in Wang's Canada opera
tions. Ano also says the com
pany expects to sell applica
tions for certain markets, 
such as legal, under its own 
name. 

A decision to focus on 
seven specific market areas 
including manufacturing, hos
pitality, and financial services, 
will improve selection, ser
vice, and support, Ano claims. 

Wang's thirst for applica
tions recently led it to provide 
job matching for a contract 
software developer in India. 
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The agreement aims to pro
vide applications that can be 
resold or which produce im
mediate and substantial VS 
sales. 

The software efforts are 
being complemented with 
joint marketing of hardware 
with niche computer makers 
such as Apollo Computer Inc., 
Chelmsford, Mass., and Sun 
Microsystems Inc., Mountain 
View, Calif. The activities re
flect a broadening of systems 
integration efforts first as
sociated with its networking 
products. 

Customers praise the ef
forts and they credit Wang 
with a willingness to provide 
the legwork involved in find
ing software. "I think they're 
a good systems integrator," 
lauds Donald Hollis, execu
tive vp of customer service 
for the First National Bank of 
Chicago's Global Corporate 
Bank operation. 

Wada, the Commmon
wealth of Massachusetts' di
rector of the bureau for sys-

. tems policy and planning, 
adds, "One of their strong 
points has been a willingness 
to work with third-party soft
ware developers to provide a 
solution. They will find a ven
dor to do custom develop
ment work or provide a third
party package and find a ven
dor to tailor the product." 

While product and soft
ware may occupy his custom
ers' attention, Frederick 
Wang sees their concerns as 
elements of a larger issue: 
that of making the organiza
tion more responsive. Until 
the structure encourages 
Wang employees to pull in the 
same direction, the products 
and software won't be consid
ered appropriate. 

If he's right, the slogan 
"Wang Puts It all Together" 
may be as much Frederick 
Wang's challenge as a corpo
rate theme. "We have 'the 
strategies, the direction, the 
goals. What we have to do as a 
company is perform," says 
Wang. • 
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*EXTRA* 

ITT rushes aid to fleet 
A California shipping agent, 

who used to worry about keeping 
in touch with a worldwide fleet of 
container ships by telex, called his 
operation "shipshape" today. 

B ill Lowe, a manager for Los 
Angeles-based Merit Steamship 
Agency, Inc., added that ITT 
Worldcom experts had made it 
"much, much easier" to transmit 
cargo schedules. 

Merit, a nationwide shipping 
agency, is one of the few agencies 
to represent a number of st~am
ship companies in worldwide 
cargo transport, Mr. Lowe 
explained. 

"We dispatch over 40,000 telex 
messages a month;' he said. "So 
we really needed a first-rate com
munications network to keep our 
customers on top of their imports 
and exports:' 

ITT Worldcom solved all the 
sticky problems that Merit faced 
with its last international carrier, 
Mr. Lowe pointed out. "And they 
even cut some of our costsc-by 
50%!" -

Service ... and Savings. 
Among Merit's major clients is 

Japan Line, which each year 
moves thousands of containerized 
shipments, inland and overseas. 

BACK IN TOUCH-Shipping agent Bill Lowe after rescue. 

ITT Worldcom created a super
efficient network between Merit's 
14 U.S. locations and Japan Line's 
Tokyo headquarters. 

saging services. 
Let the ITT Lifesavers go to 

work for you. Call 1-800-922-
0184. Or mail our coupon. 

This network .... -----------------..... 
includes cus- ITTWORLDCOM. WE COULD BEYOUR LlFESAVER.SM 

tomized commu-
nications soft-

Name Title 

ware, plus ITT's Company 

sophisticated -Ad-d-re-ss-------------------------Ci-ty------

Worldbridge SM 
State 

family of net-
working, office ITT ITT World Communications COMMUNICATIONS automation and Dept. CR/A.100 Plaza Drive II 
electronic mes- Secaucus. N.).. 07096 SERVICES VIA 

Zip 

© 1986 ITT World Communications Inc. 
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STANDARDS 

Stuck in Square One 
TCP lIP standardization has been a 
political hot potato between vendors 
and the Department of Defense. 
BY SUSAN KERR 
Who has the authority to 
make a standard? 

That's the question a 
group of communications 
vendors, users, and the De
partment of Defense are puz
zling over regarding the 
Transmission Control Pro
tocol/Internet Protocol 
(TCP/IP). The answer may 
turn out to be surprising: few, 
if any, of the participants want 
the responsibility. 

The decade-old TCP lIP 
suite of networking proto
cols, originally developed by 
the DOD, is only now begin
ning to feel the full brunt of 
the standardization craze. Un
like today's evolving Open 
Systems Interconnect (as!) 
connectivity tools, being de
veloped by ISO (the Interna
tional Standards Organiza
tion), TCP/IPneverhad the ad
vantage nor the hindrance of 
intense predefinition. The re
sult is that there are more 
than 100 TCP/IP implementa
tions on the market, not all of 
which are compatible with 
each other. 

So who has the right ver
sion and who has the wrong 
one? That dilemma was to 
have been solved by the De
fense Communications Agen
cy (DCA), which several years 
ago contracted with the for
mer Burroughs Corp. subsid
iary, System Development 
Corp., McLean, Va., to look 
into creating a service to en
sure that TCP lIP-labeled prod
ucts could indeed interoper
ate with other systems sup
porting TCP lIP . Nothing was 
ever settled upon and last Au
gust the DCA essentially 
washed its hands of the 
matter. 

Daniel Lynch, a consul-
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tant, former SRI International 
executive, and a TCP lIP enthu
siast, took up the charge. He 
and a group' of vendors 
formed the Coalition for 
Working Systems (cws) to 
find a solution, but as it turns 
out, vendors appear less will
ing and able to spearhead 
such a project than the mili
tary. So it's back to square 
one. Vendor sources indicate 
that, pushed by Lynch and his 
group, the DCA may once 
again be trying to develop and 
fund certification services. 

Customers today de
mand a Good Housekeeping
like seal of approval on prod
ucts, and those demands have 
"spilled over to TCP/IP," says 
Don Loughry, standards man
age'r of Hewlett-Packard In
formation Networks Group. 
In particular, TCPIIP, which 
developed in a "random" 
fashion, could use an official 
forum for testing; he adds. 
But that's easier said than 
done. 

The commercial ven
dors aren't all that willing to 
step up and put their money 
where their mouths are. With 
the aid of Lynch's consulting 
firm, Advanced Computing 
Environments, Cupertino, 
Calif., a TCPIIP conference 
was held last August in Mon
terey, Calif. It was there that 
the DCA made its announce
ment to the 65 vendors who 
attended that it would no 
longer pursue the matter of 
offering certification ser
vices. 

That forum was helpful, 
vendors agree, but many 
balked at funding Lynch to 
find a way to test TCP/IP 
compliance. 

To join CWS initially, Bar
ton Burstein, product market
ing and planning manager at 

Santa Clara-based Unger
mann-Bass, says his company 
was asked to cough up 
$2,500. It didn't. HPwas asked 
to provide a sum in the "low 
five digits," according to 
Loughry. HP did supply some 
money, but will not provide 
more until it understands to 
what use it will be put. 

Lynch says that to date 
he has received $20,000 from 
vendors for travel and to 
study the issue. Last October, 
he addressed vendors and 
proposed a "Protocol Testing 
Institute," a nonprofit corpo
ration to assist vendors in 
protocol conformance. Ven
dors would pay a one-time fee 
of between $15,000 and 
$60,000 (depending on the 
company's corporate reve
nues) and a $17,500 fee for 
the actual test. 

Vendors Balk 

The vendors have not 
gone along with the idea. 
Voicing a commonly held ven
dor opinion, Bridge Commu
nications Inc. (Mountain 
View, Calif.) executive vice 
president Judith Estrin de
scribes Lynch's initial plans 
as "too grandiose." 

Then why do many of 
these vendors willingly con
tribute large sums to other 
networking groups such as 
the Corporation for Open 
Systems (cos)? 

One reason is a certain 
level of uneasiness in dealing 
with Lynch and an informal 
group, some vendors say. 
Yet, in the same breath they 
praise him as an excellent ad- ' 
vocate. But perhaps the real 
answer lies elsewhere. No 
one wants to sanction a stano: 
dard to which his product may 
not conform. 

"The problem we came 
up with," grumbles one ven
dor who asked not to be iden
tified, "is that any way you 
skill it, if you get 10 vendors in 
a room they all try to maneu
ver it so that their products 
are okay and all the others 
aren't. Everybody wants their 

products to be the reference 
set. Of course, each vendor is 
convinced that he has the 
right product. 

Says Dan Ladermann, 
advanced products vice presi
dent at the Wollongong 
Group, Palo Alto, "We looked 
at the coalition, but building a 
standard interface and tests is 
expensive. It would cost us a 
fortune to prove what we 
know-our product works." 

Therein lies the prob
lem, agrees Wollongong East 
Coast operations vice presi
dent Heidi Heiden. Heiden 
has a special interest in 
TCPIIP, in that he helped staLt 
the DOD's Data Network 
(DDN). "If everybody's com
ing from ground zero, then it 
would work," he says. In
stead, with TCPIIP, the estab
lished vendors don't want to 
risk anything and the small 
startups have neither the 
funds nor the sway to push for 
a standardized test. 

Yet, the vendors still 
maintain that' they are cus
tomer driven. And customers 
want testing and an official 
TCP lIP forum. 

Pete Ryder, a division 
chief with the Air Force Lo
gistics Command, Dayton, 
Ohio, says he was "seething" 
when the DCA withdrew from 
the certification drive. He has 
experienced product prob-

Daniel Lynch formed CWS to re
solve the TCP liP standards issue. 



ORACLE CORPORATION' NAMED 
#1 SOFTWARE COMPANY 

IN THE DEC MARKET 
The Digital News is out. * 

Of all the companies providing 
software in the DEC market
place, the ,number one vendor 
is Oracle Corporation. 

We're proud to add this to 
our list of firsts. Along with 
our 1987 Digital Review "best 
product" TargetAward. 

In '.1979 we delivered the 
first relational database man
agement system (RDBMS). 
It was called ORACLE~ and 
it was also the first implemen
tation of the IBM. SQL 

digltal revie\ \' 

TARGET 
AWARDS 

N'N E R 

standard . . We· were the very 
first to recognize the impor
tance of software portability 
across micros, minis and main
frames. And in 198,6. we deli
veredthe first.· distributed 
relational DBMS. It's called 
SQL*Stat, and it's an open 
system .. . tl1every first. 

In 1979 we believed compa
tibility, portability and connec
tabilitywere very important to 
you. Thafswhy we're #1 Today. 

for those ~f you who haven't 

yet attended one of our free 
half-day seminars in your area, 
please call1-800-345-DBMS 
today. Or write Oracle 
Corporation, 20 Davis Drive, 
Belmont, CA 94002. * Source: Digital News 12/1/86 
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WA Seattle ....... Mar 3, Apr 7. May 12 
WI Madison ........................... Mar 31 

Milwaukee "~.;,,.:. Mar 10, 'Apr 29 , 
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CANADIAN SEMINARS 
Calgary ...................... Mar 18. May 19 
Edmonton ................................. Apr 14 
Hamilton ....... Mar 17. Apr 21, May 19 
London ........ Mar 24, Apr 28. May 26 
Ottawa .............. Mar 5, Apr 2. May 7 
Toronto ........... Mar 10, Apr 7. May 12 
Vancouver .................. Mar 10, May 14 
Victoria ..................................... Apr 21 
Winnipeg ................................. May 5 

Call (800) 345~DBMStoday. 
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PresentiJ!g 
computers that ffi 

them 

, 
Mainframe Territory L. : ~ . 

H you've already invested in ~M mainframe technology, 
the new 9370 Information System is a great way to enhance 
that investment 

The 9370s put mM~ powerful 370 mainframe archi
tecture into a smaIl, affordable packae;e. Because they share a 

common architecture ~d otter a choice of four 
operating systems, 9370s allow you to 

choose from virtually all of the 
thousands of application programs 
available for mM mainframes. Yet 

because they don't have to live in 
computer rooms, 9370s can run these 
programs from wherever you need them 

-tobe. 
Because of the familiar architecture, 

. personnel trained in mM mainframe ~ 
. Will be at home with 9370s. With new pre

. packaged software, novices will soon feel at 
. home as well. And 9370s will likewise be at 

home in many roles: as host systems, departmental systems or 
remote extensions of existing mainframes. 

As your needs grow, 9370s can grow with them-with 
larger processors and more storage that~ affordable and easy 

to install. Giving you a five-fold power range in the 9370 line
and a hundred-fold span of computing power within the 

370 family from the entry-level 9370-10 mM~ biggest 
mainfranie. -. 

Rugged IndividuaIism 
Where you need a standalone combination of 

power and simplicity-in departments, in dealerships, 
in distributorships or in small businesses-the mM 
Systeml3X family fits right in. 

Systeml36 is IBM~ simplest and least expensive 
entry point into mid-range . 
computing. In addition to He e 

being mM~ most user-friendly. r . 
mid-range system, . 
System/36 also offers 

a broad spectrum of appli
cation software from specific 
industry solutions to office 
applications that 
SUIt any business. 

fur growth, the 
Systeml38 provides 
a built-in relational 
data base (allowing 
you access to data on 
your own terms) as 
well as a toolbox of 
programming aids , 
to help you, in a remarkably short time, custom-design. 
applications that fit the job at hand . 

. " ,The Systeml3X family members function equally well 

Systeml3X 



the mid-range 
In where you need 
most: 
as the largest computers in 
a busines; or as depart
mental computers in large 
companies. And to provide 
Iyou with the communi
cations and growth options 
your business needs, the 
System/3X family was 
recently enhanced to pro
vide even smoother peer
to-peer communications, 
greater host and PC con-
nectivity, and stronger networking Here 
with mM 370 mainframes and PCS. • 

And if you need more power, 
. you can expand the System!36 and SystemJ38 independent
ly, or you can link them in a network where they can share 
information and resources. 

I 

The System of Choice 
One choice you won't have to make with mM is where 

to fmd advanced technology, abundant connectivity options 
and numerous business solutions. 

Because they're in all our mid-range computers, across 
the board. 

Both the 9370 and System/3X families use mMs one
million-bit memory chips and denser logic to achieve 
their high power and speed. And two new 
direct-access storage devices give 
the 9370 and 

System/3X increased capacity with unusual economy. 
All this technology is fascinating in its own right 

But it just gives you more in terms of real mid-range 
computing options: growth upward to mainframes, high
ways between mainframes and PCS or other work
stations-or flexible connections with networks and 
enhancements either from IBM or other manufacturers. 

And integrated office H 
solutions to meet your needs epee 
are available on both systems. • ' 

Where You Work 
Perha~ the best fit of all is the way 

mMs nnd-range computers fit into 
your working environment The 9370s 
are very neighborly. With set-up times 
of under five hours and rack-mounted 
components that can he installed like 
stereo equipment SystemJ3X family 
members are simple to operate and fit 
in easily, too. 

All are extremely quiet, need no 
special air conditioning and operate 
on standard no or 220 VAC wall 
current 

A Fitting Conclusion 
The reason mM 

mid-range systems fit 
in so well is based on a simple piece of logic: 
they're built to fit your business, rather 
than vice versa. 

To fmd out more about which mM mid
raItge system is the perfect fit for your company, 
call your mM marketing representative soon. 
You'll learn about the kinds of choices you now 
hav~ in a mid-range computer, and how you 
can start making them. 

As its only fitting you should. ~ -;:; == §foe 
mill ~ __ _ 

...... ----------~-,-
C>Copyright IBM Corporatioo 1986 

The IBM Mid-~e. 
The System of Choice. 
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News in Perspective>, 

DEVELOPMENT ' 

:~:C~~~~~i~:li!:":l~O~~~~!~~~~:rbtreturncaliSbY Ira Sear, C, h, of CAS, E 
'caught. For example, during , , According to Lynch and " 
the past two months Ryder others, theDCA, feeling both' ,·Although preGise definition, is 
has had trouble connecting overworked arid frustrated, 
Golik' systems by gateway to withdrew. But now, unableto elusive, computer aided software 
the D::N and can't tell which 'agree among themselves, ". •• •• • 
component is at fault. , vendors are looking back to engllleerirtg ,IS comIng Into Its own. 

While Ryder believes 'the DCA for leadership. At th~ BY EDITH ,D. 'MYERS ' thing$. You could end up with 
that the DCA should be in very least, says Heiden, all in~ a tower of Babei when each 
charge of certification, he ,volved realize that tests 'can't A lot of people are trying to thing has a different inter
"was pleased when the ven-' be perfect. ,A bare b6ne~ test, make a case for CASE. ,face." His company selis an 
dors stepped in," and says he should be created to enstire ',' CASE, in this case, is com- integrated environment 
will be disappointed if they "that products "'can'fdo dam- . ' puter aided software engi- called CCC (Change and Con
were to decide not to pro- age to the network," he,says:neering' and not all who are figuration Control) that con
ceed. Yet, would he join the: ,',For his part,' Lynch touting it arein agreement as troIs the four stages of the 
CWs? No, Ryder says. His wants out ofthe testing prob- 'to exactly what it is. Alice software development life cy
budget will not allow it.· lem even though this is the is- Flynn, vice president of appli-: de: requirements, design, 

The budget crunch being sue that brought 'about the' cation.systems and program- programming, and main
felt on all sides is sending the' cWs. "Dan Lynch does not ining for A.G. Edward$ Co., a tenance. 
issue back to DCA. As the larg- want to run a testing service:" St. Louis brokerage firm, says 
est user of TCP/IP, the de- he says. "I expect CWS to' the term doesn't have a lot of 
fense department is obliged 'evolve and get rid of the test- _ meaning for her. "Systems 
to take' on the responsibility ing thing .... I'm trying to tell' engineering is what means 
for certifying products it vendors not to focus on test- 'something to me. Whether 
buys, most say. But even ing but on extending the TCP the facility used is a computer 

IIEVERYBODY 
WANTS THEIR 
PRODUCTS TO , 
BE THE REFER-

ENCE SEl 11 

Lynch, who is pushing the 
DCA to get back into the midst ' 
of things,says that the DCA 
will have to change its tactics. 

When the DCA asked 
System Development Corp., 
to look into the matter a few 
years ago, SDC "was less am
bitious in the sense of creat-

'ing a lab to certify but more, 
ambitious from the techno
logical standpoint.They were 
trying to create a thing that 
would test every bit and field. 
That's great computer sci
ence," but that's not commer
cially viable, Lynch says. Now 
part of Unisys's Defense Sys
tems unit, SDC did not respond 
to questions on its relation
ship with DCA. Likewise, DCA 
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suite of protocol's 'to bring in or not is irrelevant." 
new products.".' She does, however, have 

Well, thatniay' 'work, ,a notion Of an ideal CASE sys
vendors agree. Lynch is spon- tern. "It should be a basic, 
soring another forum this modular system whereby 
month in Monterey at which system develop'ment is al
he expects 1,000 attendees. most an as~embly prqcess 
Among the issues that must with no need for re-creation." 
be discussed, he says, are net-, Flynn, who runs a 
work management, better 'uti.;. Honeywell shop with two 
lization of IBM's Netbios on Level 88 machines, is using a 
,TCP/IP, migration paths fiom ,CASE product called Maestro 
TCP lIP to OSI, and standardiz- developed by Softlab GmbH, a 
ing on one electionicmail .West German company that 
system. , ' last year set up'a' U.S. subsid-

Thus, the vendors will iary, Softlab Systems Inc., in 
air out problems rather infor- San Francisco. Bill Schmidt, 
mally and see what the DCA director of marketing for the 

, decides in,regard to testing.subsidi~ry, describes Mae
Still, theW-hole episode has stro, based on a Motorola 
left some shaking their heads. 5000 mini, as a 'product that 

"How, come we need a automates all phases of a soft
group like this now?" asks ware development life cycle. 
Ungermann-Bass's Blirst~in. , Flynn calls Maestro as 
"Well, things are differenL At close to her concept of CASE 
the ISO side there's no prod- as she has seen. "It's not the 
ud. At MAP, GM has funded a ideal modular system Ienvi
very large technical stafLcos sion but it does provide the fa
has a tremendous budget. cilities for us to create those 

"Then look at TCl' lIP "modtiles ourselves." 
with its number of c'ustomers,But Joel Presser, presi
and vendors~ It's, five to siX, dento£- Softool Inc., Santa 
times more, dense or popu-' Barbara, Calif., worries about 
lous than,ISo and you've got· 'disparate products' emerging 
Dan 'Lynch and his answering in the CASE arena. "Too many 

, machine.", ' • go-od, t~ings canbeco,me bad 

The Governmenl'slnleresl 

Ed Lee, who is a soft
ware engineer in the Engi
neering Systems Group at 
Digital Equipment Corp. and 
who is involved in the de
velopment of Digital's CASE 
products, says the govern
ment "has almost mandated a 
CASE approach to software de
velopment for its contractors 
with stipulations for a produc
tive environment in Mil Spec 
2167." Digital, he adds, "is 
supporting the CASE approach 
by offering tools to integrate 
its products' with those of 
leading-edge CASE vendors 
and by working on its own 
front-end tools, which will be 
available in 18 months." 

CASE is "a positioning 
term," says Peter Craig, pres
ident of Promod Inc., Laguna 
Hills, Calif., "an idea whose 
time has come." Craig de
scribes Pro mod' s product of 
the same name as "a whole 
life-cycle tool which focuses 
on the quality aspect of sys
tems and as a by-product in
creases productivity." 

A user of Pro mod in a 
Southern California electron
ics firm who prefers to remain 
unidentified says that CASE 
"allows us to do a degree of 
checking that we never could 
have done before. We have to 
have it because projects are 
getting bigger and manpower 



is in short supply." 
Bob Mollenhauer, assis

tant vice president of Colonial 
Penn Group Inc., Philadel
phia, knows that problem. 
"We needed to get more out 
of the data processing depart
ment with' the same re
sources," he says. Colonial 
Penn uses Softlab's Maestro 
to automate its software pro
duction. 

Mike Lyons, director of 
the Catalyst Group for Peat, 
Marwick in Chicago would 
add another dimension to 
cAsE-reengineering. Tradi
tional CASE, he says, is just 
right for creating applications, 
but few companies can afford 
the luxury of replacing huge 
systems that work. That's 
where reengineering comes 
in and Peat, Marwick, he 
claims, has the products. The 
company's PatheVu tools an
alyze an existing software li
brary, he explains, and tell 
how complex, structured, and 
maintainable they are. 

A Bandwagon Forming 

Tektronix Inc., Beaver
ton, Ore., acknowledged the 
CASE wave last August when it 
renamed its Software Devel
opment Products Division the 
Computer Aided Software 
Engineering Division. "Right 
now it's a buzzword that 
needs to be defined, but peo
ple are jumping on the band
wagon so they won't be late," 
says Mike Mihalik, marketing 
manager of CASE Division. 
Tektronix calls its CASE prod
uct line the Integral Software 
Factory. Mihalik says Tek's 
target market is end users in 
government and government 
contractors, telecommunica
tions, and consumer elec
tronics. 

The existence of a prod
uct in the marketplace with 
CASE as part of its name wor
ried Craig of Promod when he 
was positioning his product in 
the CASE arena. Had he been 
aware of it (he wasn't), he 
might have been even more 
concerned about a fledgling 

competitor with "case" in the 
company name. It's an Or
ange County neighbor of Pro
mod's, CaseWare, in Costa 
Mesa. Under its present 
name, the company has been. 
around less than a year but as 
Computer West Inc., it's been 
around more than 10, building 
software systems for the 
automotive industry. The 
predecessor company was 
founded by Case Ware presi
dent David Bernhardt and his 
twin brother John. 

CaseWare's product, 
Amplify Control, currently is 
in beta test at three Fortune 
500 sites and will be available 
next month. 

David Bernhardt be
lieves graphics plays an im
portant part in CASE, which is 
why he also believes relation
al databases are not good pro
ductivity tools. "They are not 
effective in storing a lot of 
graphics images." 

Bernhardt also believes 
artificial intelligence has a 
place in CASE. "We're work
ing on a knowledge base to 
store the level of design infor
mation critical to CASE." 

To further confuse the 
nomenclature, Glover Fergu
son, a partner in the Chicago 
office of Arthur Andersen & 
Co. with line responsibility 
for the firm's CASE efforts, 
says, "When I try to describe 
what's going on in data pro
cessing, I don't talk CASE, I 
talk CISE [Computer Integrat
ed Software Engineering]. 
Most CASE tools stop after the 
design phase. They don't ad
dress implementation in a 
hostile IBM mainframe envi
ronment." 

Ferguson says Arthur 
Andersen is working on a 
mainframe tool set to be an
nounced this spring that will 
enable a CASE-created system 
to fit into a mainframe envi
ronment, "as if they were two 
pieces of Lego. 

"That'll get us part of the 
way there, but I think it will be 
awhile before anybody is all 
the way there." • 

BENCHMARKS 
Opening the Gates 
With about 1,100 pages of le
gal briefs and a factual study 
on telecommunications com
petition to back it up, the De
partment of Justice (DO]) is fi
nally making its long-awaited 
AT&T move. The DO] is recom
mending to U.S. District 
Court Judge Harold Greene 
that the seven Bell operating 
companies (BOCS) be allowed 
to enter a variety of new busi
nesses from which they are 
now barred by temporary re
strictions in the 1982 AT&T 
consent decree. The DO] is 
recommending that each BOC 
enter most types of business
es except for providing long 
distance service to, from, or 
within areas in which that BOC 
is the local telephone compa
ny. AT&T has issued a state
ment saying it finds it "unbe
lievable" that the DO] would 
send customers, investors, 
and employees back to square 
one. With the filing and coun
terfiling bound to continue for 
the foreseeable future, this 
may be only the first skirmish 
in a long war. 

New3090s 
Hoping to spur sales of 370 
mainframe equipment as it 
struggles to regain traditional 
profit levels, IBM has re
vamped the price/perfor
mance of its large-scale 3090 
mainframes. It has also up
graded certain systems soft
ware and is offering users 
cash for trading in their old 
3380 disks. The company has 
upgraded performance of 
each of the original 3090s and 
has added two new models, a 
three-processor system, 
dubbed Model 300E, and a 
six-way machine, the Model 
600E. IBM says the 600E of
fers up to 60% more power 
than the previous high-end 
Model 400. That would put 
the 600E's performance at 
about 75MIPS, according to 
analysts; the 300E was esti
mated at about 43MIPS, just 
below the 400. IBM has prom
ised to reduce the clock cycle 

time and improve the perfor
mance of the existing uni
processor, dyadic, and four
way 3090s, designating up
graded machines as "E" 
models. It has also introduced 
operating system software 
enhancements, and is offering 
a limited-time, $16,000 trade
in payment for users who re
place early 3380A and 3380B 
disks with the double-capaci
ty 3380E model. The system 
software upgrades include a . 
new release of VM/XA that 
supports vector processing, a 
new user interface and sup
port of additional real proces
sors, and a new release of 
VM/SP HPO that supports 
more active CMS users than 
before. There is also a new 
VM Intersystem Facility and a 
new release of VS FORTRAN. 
While the E versions of previ
ous 3090s are available now, 
the 300E (priced at $6.15 mil
lion) and 600E ($11.5 million) 
will ship in the third quarter of 
this year. 

Drops Out 
The Hartford Insurance 
Group has abandoned an ef
fort to break into the market 
for applications software de
velopment tools. The compa
ny has dropped its marketing 
of The Solution, a set of ap
lications development and 
maintenance packages run
ning on Wang Laboratories 
Professional and vs comput
ers. It also canceled agree
ments with suppliers Your
don Group, Intech Inc., Lotus 
Development Corp., and Mi
cro Focus Inc. for software 
components, a spokeswoman 
says. In 1985, The Hartford 
Insurance Group formed a . 
separate subsidiary, Hartford 
Integrated Technologies Inc., 
to market the tools. At Wang 
Labs, a spokesman says that a 
new relationship with Hart
ford that would enable it to 
continue marketing the soft
ware is under consideration. 
Several pilot sites are using 
the tools but no customers to 
date, the spokesman says. 
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YOU'VE SEEN. TEr G res 
LIICE THIS. BUT NOT AT $2495. 
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The industry graphics 
standard offers a dra
matic price/performance 
breakthrough with the 

Tektronix 4200 Family of 
Intelligent Color Graphics 

Terminals. 
Equally dramatic are the 

capabilities you gain for your 

The powerful 4200 feature 
set includes graphics in
telligence to boost through
put of those graphics 
applications. And with local 
segments, you can use 
such popular features as 
true zoom and pan to view 
data well beyond display 
resolution. 
To take full advantage of 

those features, you'll find 4200 
compatibility with the world's 
leading software and hard
ware vendors. And because 
the 4200 Series are members 
of the broad Tek product fam
ily, your investment in that 

software, hardware and 
training time stays protected 
now and in the future. 

You can bring your 4200-
applications to life by adding 
a Tek Color Ink-jet Printer. That 
enables high-resolution color 
hardcopy output on paper or 
transparencies. To further 
enhance productivity, there's 
4200 background copy that 
allows system use even while' 
you're printing. 

To learn more about the 
4200 Family of Intelligent 
ColorGraphics Terminals, TEK GRAPHICS contact y~ur Tek represent-

Data Analysis, CAD 
and Shop Floor/Manu
facturing applications. 

ative. Or call, 

PROCESSING SYSTEMS 1-800-225-5434. In 
• Oregon, 235-7202. 

Tektronoo 
COMMITTED TO EXCELlENCE 
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TO MAKE ORACLE, INGRES, 
INFORMIX,AND UNIFY REALLY FLl; 

YOU HAVE-TO GET ON A PLANE. 
We're so sure Sequent will improve No multiprocessor can match it. 
the performance of your rela- No other system. Period. 
tional database application, we'll Sequent gives you consistently 
pay for your trip to the Sequent high performance even under the 
Support Center nearest you to do heaviest loads. Easy porting of 
the benchmark~ software. And the ability to ex-

ANNOUNCING A pand up to hundreds of users. 
DEPARTURE FROM ORDINARY A uniprocessor with the same 

DATABASE COMPUTING. ~ind of pow~r would cost you four 
No uniprocessor running Oracle~ tImes the pnce. 

Ingres~ Informix~ or Unify® can THE 30 MINUTE UPGRADE. 
match Sequent's transparent It's not only less expensive to 
parallel technology for perform- expand our system than any other 
ance, expandability, flexibility, system in the industry, it's faster. 
and cost. Anytime you need more 

''Put me on the ne:a plane to Sequent" 

performance, you simply add 
another board. 

The box doesn't change. The 
software doesn't change. The whole 
thing takes about 30 minutes. 

For a free brochure and all 
the facts about benchmarking 
your database application at the 
Sequent Support Center nearest 
you, call 800-854-0428. 

We'll do more than pay for the 
phone call. We'll pay for the trip. 

_ SEDUEnT 
The Practical Parallel ® 

'You must qualify. Offer ends May 31, 1987. © 1987 Sequent Computer Systems, Inc. The Practical Parallel is a registered trademark of Sequent Computer Systems, Inc. Unify is a registered 
trademark of Unify Corporation. Informix is a registered trademark of lnformix Software, Inc. Oracle is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation. Ingres is a registered trademark of Relational 'Thchnology, Inc. 
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Behind the News 
INDUSTRY 

Unisys: It's On to Phase2 

As user concern and industry skepticism subside 
for the moment, Blumenthal's baby appears to be 
pulling itself up to a tenuous yet brazen stand. 

w. MICHAEL BLUMENTHAL: ult was better for us to go as quickly as we could." 

BY JEFF MOAD 
They said it couldn't be done. 

When Burroughs Corp. chairman 
and chief executive W. Michael Blumen
thai last year announced plans to create a 
new entity from parts of his company and 
from takeover target Sperry Corp., there 
were few in the computer industry ready 
to predict his $10.5 billion preternatural 
prodigy would thrive. Sperry customers 
would jump ship, they warned, despite 
Blumenthal's promises of continued sup
port for the Sperry 1100 flagship product 
line. Top Sperry executives also would 
bolt, leaving the Sperry side of the busi
ness without management continuity. 
And the new company's financial perfor
mance would be burdened by the $4.8 bil
lion in new debt taken on as a by-product 
of the merger. 

But just nine months after he flipped 
the switch that sent life surging into his 
new creation, dubbed Unisys Corp., Blu

~ menthal is ready to call at least the initial 
~ phase of the merger a success. "All the 
o great experts were sure you couldn't put 
;: these two companies together," Blu
.Ll menthal, now Unisys chairman and chief 
~ executive, told DATAMATION in a, recent 
j exclusive interview. "Well, I think w.e've 

made a few converts." 
What has turned some skeptics into 

believers is that the thoughtful, cigar
smoking Blumenthal has far exceeded 
even his own expectations in putting 
Unisys on firmer postmerger financial 
footing and in reorganizing the company 
to focus its marketing and product devel
opment efforts more intently on its key 
customer bases. Of course, it still re
mains to be seen if Blumenthal can re
verse the long-term trend that saw both 
Sperry and Burroughs gradually lose 
mainframe computer market share over 
the last few years. But the consensus 
among users and even some initial skep
tics is that he is off to a fast start. 

Unisys moved a year ahead of its 
debt reduction schedule late last year 
when it sold off the Sperry Aerospace 
and Maririe divisions for $1.2 billion and 
Burroughs' Memorex pcm peripherals 
marketing arm for another $550 million. 
Both figures were more than many ob
servers had predicted U nisys would get 
for those operations. 

At the same time, Unisys has ex
ceeded projections that it could cut $150 
million from the combined operating 
budgets of Burroughs and Sperry in 
1987. In fact, analysts now believe that 

cost savings will be at least $250 million 
next year and as much as $350 million in 
1988. 

Unisys's increasingly attractive bal
ance sheet has led to speculation that 
Blumenthal will seek additional acquisi
tions on the theory that if the power of 2 
is good, the power of 3 is better. Blumen
thal answers that while he's not interest
ed in another acquisition in the interest 
of increased corporate size, "sure there 
are going to be other acquisitions in the 
life of the Unisys Corporation. I'm not 
sure that they're going to occur next 
month or next quarter or next year. But 
I'm sure there are going to be others." 

Perhaps most surprising is that Uni
sys has managed to prevent a mass de
fection of Sperry users, who many ob
servers had predicted would be spooked 
by the Burroughs takeover and would be 
unlikely to believe management prom
ises that the 1100 Sperry mainframe ar
chitecture would be supported and im
proved indefinitely. Unisys officials say 
that after Sperry users deferred between 
$150 million and $200 million in new or
ders in the immediate postmerger peri
od, orders for new Sperry equipment 
.have returned to premerger growth lev
els of about 20% annually. 

"We haven't had an example of a 
user who has said, 'Because of the merg
er we wi11leave you' or 'We don't trust 
you,'" boasts Blumenthal, who, along 
with top Sperry executives, mounted an 
exhaustive campaign to meet with Sper
ry users following the merger and to 
keep them from abandoning Unisys. Ac
cording to one Sperry user, so persistent 
was Blumenthal's message about con
tinuing to support the 1100 architecture, 
"it started to seem like 'In Perpetuity' 
was his middle name." In fact, says Blu
menthal, a few users who had planned to 
defect from Burroughs or Sperry have 
been encouraged to hang on. 

Didn't Think Merger Feasible 

According to Sperry user Allen El
liott, MIS manager for Westchester Coun
ty in New York and an officer in the USE 
Sperry users' group, "At first, many of us 
didn't think the merger was feasible, but 
I think we're coming around. Blumenthal 
has taken steps to sell off unneeded divi
sions and gotten much of the debt paid, 
and that's positive. Plus, they've intro
duced a new Sperry machine [the 2200/ 
200] since the merger, and that's eased 
some of the concern over the archi
tecture." 
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When it comes to leasing computers, keeping your system up-to-date 
aod running cao be quite a juggling ad, 

That's why at Bell Atlaotic we specialize in full-service leasing, We offer 
the best equipment flexible finaocing, aod the service aod advice you need to 
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Most users seem to be sticking with 
Unisys through the merger despite a few 
disturbing results of the marriage. First, 
some of the company's cost savings have 
been achieved through the cancellation 
of some Sperry new product· develop
ment efforts. 

Second, several visible, high-level 
Sperry executives have left the company 
in the wake of the rapid reorganizations 
that followed the merger. In his most 
sweeping move, Blumenthal in Decem
ber reorganized the combined U nisys 
commercial sales and marketing organi
zations along the lines of the company's 
four key markets rather than geographic 
areas. 

The company's mainframe develop
ment, Unix development, value-added 
res eller, and defense products opera
tions have also been combined. The Un
isys chief has also closed manufacturing 
operations in Bristol, Tenn., and Eau 
Claire, Wis., and laid plans to sell or close 
one of Unisys's two semiconductor man
ufacturing facilities. 

In addition, he has said he plans to 
reduce Unisys's 120,000-person payroll 
by 12,000. Top executives who have de
parted so far, besides Sperry's retired 
chairman and ceo Gerald Probst, include 
1100 development chief Atim Tiabji and 
senior vp of corporate planning James 
Aldridge. 

Some Sperry insiders say Blumen
thal's postmerger reorganizations, lay
offs, and development cancellations have 
resulted in poor morale in the Sperry 
ranks. Some point with dismay to the fact 
that, with Tiabji's departure late last 
year, high-level 1100 new product devel
opment responsibility now lies primarily 
with former Burroughs executives such 
as product planning vice president Fred 
Meier. 

Blumenthal admits he has moved 
fast in reorganizing the company and that 
some of his decisions-most notably the 
line-of-business marketing reorganiza
tion-represent what he calls calculated 
risks. But he says he decided to move 
swiftly to head off rumors and uncertain
ty. "We could have moved slowly, gradu
ally, deliberately, step by step, and taken 
two years," says Blumenthal. "We made 
the decision that if you go step by step 
people are waiting for the next shoe to 
drop .... So. it was better for us to go as 
quickly as we could and get it behind us 
so that everybody knew where he or she 
stood and who the boss is." 

According to USE president Martin 
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Litsky, while some Sperry insiders may 
be upset with who the boss is and with 
his rapid organizational changes, most 
users so far are not. "The changes and 
departures were to be expected," says 
Litsky. "Most dp managers are sophisti
cated enough to know that if one or two 
individuals leave, it probably isn't going 
to affect them overall. Sperry people 
seem to be well represented in the new 
organization~" 

Users also seem satisfied with the 
Unisys approach to new product devel
opment to date. According to Litsky, 
while some users may have some con
cern with word that specific projects 
have been canceled, "people are basical-

ly glad to see that Blumenthal has made 
statements and come through on them, 
regardless of what the changes them
selves might be. He has done what he 
said he would do ahead of schedule and 
exceeded the dollar targets he had 
made." 

Some Sperry insiders, however, are 
unhappy about the new product develop
ment programs that have been canceled. 
According to one recently' departed 
Sperry executive who asked not to be 
identified, Burroughs "started out by 
saying they wanted to take the best from 
both companies, but it's pretty clear that 
their strategy is being driven by [the 
company's] $8 a share goal. In the last 
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two or three months, a lot of products 
have been· cut or had their funding 
reduced." 

Unisys officials acknowledge they 
are reviewing all of Sperry's new product 
development efforts and have canceled 
or deemphasized some that they be
lieved either wouldn't live up to user 
expectations or couldn't be justified by 
market size or user demand. "We've had 
to take a closer look at how our engineer
ing and development dollars are being 
spent," says Blumenthal. 

Report Discontinuing Proieds 

One widely reported Unisys deci
sion was to discontinue the Atlanta
based development of a VM-like virtual 
operating system for the 1100 main
frame based on the KeyKos transaction 
os developed by KeyLogic Corp. of Cu
pertino, Calif. AndUnisys has announced 
its intent to discontinue its participation 
in development projects associated with 
its membership in the Austin, Texas
based Microelectronics & Computer 
Technology Corp. industry consortium, 
a decision that will save the company be
tween $15 million and $20 million a year, 
according to Blumenthal. 

Unisys officials recently confirmed 
to DATAMATION that they also have dis
continued Sperry plans to market back
end database processors manufactured 
by Britton-Lee Inc. of Los Gatos, Calif., 
and Teradata Inc. of Los Angeles. The 
company also has shelved for the time 
being artificial intelligence-based prod
uct plans that had originated at both Bur
roughs and Sperry. 

Meier says that while Unisys has 
plans to support relational database 
products and the SQL programming lan
guage, it has dropped marketing of the 
Britton-Lee machine and has discontin
ued talks with Teradata because most of 
its users are currently committed to its 
hierarchical database systems. "We will 
maintain the Sperry product line because 
there's no question there's an uptapped 
gold mine in getting more capacity to the 
Sperry customer base," says Meier. 
" ... Where we lose our shirts some
times is in these new product areas." 

Of course not all of Sperry's devel
opment efforts have failed to survive 
their Unisys review. Some users of Sper
ry equipment even have evidence that 
Unisys will respond to pressure from 
large customers for specific new prod
ucts. One threatened Sperry project, 
known internally as Big Mipper, is a file 

Behind the News 

locking feature that will allow users to 
join multiple 1100 databases. A handful 
of large airlines reportedly have been ea
ger for the feature. Following the merg
er, they lobbied with Unisys for its con
tinuation. As a result, the project is still 
being funded, say Unisys officials. 

In addition to cutting out some de
velopment efforts, Unisys is focusing on 
combining existing Sperry and Bur
roughs projects where possible, or shar
ing technologies and investments. De
velopment areas targeted by Unisys for 
close cooperation include: 

Open your eyes and see just how many subjects are covered in the new 
edition of the Consumer Information Catalog. It's free just for the asking and 
so are nearly half of the 200 federal publications described inside. Booklets 
on subjects like financial and career planning; eating right, exercising, and 
staying healthy; housing and child care; federal benefit programs. Just 
about everything you would need to know. Write today We'll send you the 
lates{ edition of the Consumer Information Catalog, which is updated and 
published quarterly. It'll be a great help, you'll see. Just write: 

• ~: Consum. er Information Center 
. Department TD 

Pueblo, Colorado 81009 
A public service of this publication and the Consumer Information Center 
of the U.S. General Services Administration. 
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• Large systems. While the develop
ment of the next upgrades to the Bur
roughs A Series and the Sperry 1100 
mainframe lines are far along and won't 
be changed, Unisys is planning to stan
dardize on key development technol
ogies and system components for the fol
low-on mainframe generations, due no 
sooner than 1990. Unisys will use the 
same CAD systems to design the prod
ucts and the same cablings and enclo
sures; it also plans to use the same mem
ory components on the two lines. 
• Peripherals. According to Meier, Uni
sys plans to standardize the Sperry and 
Burroughs products on one line of print
ers and to reduce outside sources of stor
age devices, sharing disk storage tech
nology across the product lines. Unisys 
recently signed an oem agreement with 
Data Products for printers, and is expect
ed to migrate Sperry users to disk drives 
based on the 3380 technology Burroughs 
developed while it owned Memorex. De
veloping interfaces from the Memorex 
disk to the Sperry 1100 line could take18 
months, however. 
• Workstations. Unisys is working on 
supporting itsB20 networked micro
computer system under the Sperry 1100 
and on supporting Sperry's IBM PC-com
patible products as terminals both in B20 
and A Series networks. 
• Unix-based systems. All oem suppliers 
of midrange Unix-based hardware are 
being evaluated as their contracts expire, 
and Unisys is expected to do some weed
ing out, especially in areas where there is 
system overlap. Oems that stay on the 
Unisys supplier list will be asked for con
cessions. "We'll want to improve our 
[profit] margins," Meier says, " ... and 
we'll want manufacturing rights. Also 
some help with application software." 
.. Software. Burroughs, which considers 
operating system development one of its 
strengths, has already turned its engi
neers loose on the 1100 as in the hope of 
improving system performance by up
grading I/O function and adding fast 
cache memory features similar to the 
"soft cache" main memory capability re
cently announced for the A Series. Uni
sys also plans to modify Sperry's Mapper 
end-user application generator software 
to run on Burroughs hardware and move 
Burroughs' Linc programmer-oriented 
tool over to the Sperry hardware. Unisys 
is also looking at adapting Burroughs' 
health care, banking, administration, and 
manufacturing software for Sperry 
systems. 

Behind the News 

• Communications. While' both Sperry 
and Burroughs have taken preliminary 
steps to allow their proprietary commu
nications protocols to interface to IBM's 
Systems Network Architecture and to 
the OSI standard, both still have a lot of 
work to do. The Burroughs mainframes, . 

for example, interface to SNA only on a 
gateway basis using IBM's HCF facility. 
The company continues work to support 
open industry standards, but, says Uni
sys vp for product programs Peter D. Ba
kalor, "We are studying the issue to see 
what can be done in common so that we 

Big business 
or small business, 
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Each year over 29 million work 
days are lost due to high blood 
pressure-related illnesses, 
creating a loss of $2 billion in 
earnings. And since high blood 
pressure affects one out of every 
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ness is going to feel that loss-in 
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So if you think that starting a 
company blood pressure control 
program may cost you time, trouble 
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National High Blood Pressure 
Education Program, 120/80 
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Bethesda, MD 20205 
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Treat it for life. 
The National High Blood Pressure Education Program 

The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, National Institutes of Health 
Public Health Service, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
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have to cut the code only once." 
Meanwhile, Unisys is continuing 

with Sperry's next 1100 performance 
, boost, code-named the Super 90, while 
sources say the next upgrade of the A Se
ries, known to users as the A 17, is still 
expected as early as the end of 1987. The 
A 17 is thought to be essentially an up
grade of the A Series I/O throughput ca
pability, while the Super 90 will use logic 
or subsystems being developed for Sper
ry by Hitachi Ltd. Described by some ob
servers as a stopgap performance boost 
measure undertaken by Sperry prior to 
the merger, the Super 90 is expected to 
be announced toward the end of 1988. 

Observers say that schedule means 
the Sperry mainframe line over the next 
two years could continue to fall behind 
the mainframe performance standard be
ing set by IBM and its plug-compatible 
competitors. Blumenthal says Bur
roughs people were aware prior to the 
merger that some Sperry users were 
concerned about what he calls the 
"weakness or lateness" of follow-on 
Sperry mainframe products. But, he 
says, many Sperry users also realized 
those problems "were much more likely 
to be relieved from the combined compa
ny than from Sperry alone." 

Now, says Blumenthal, "We are go
ing to have to work extremely hard to put 
into the pipeline a sufficient number of 
upgrades in future generations, particu
larly on the Sperry side. So a dispropor
tionate amount of our resources are go
ing into that area." 

No Quick Fix for 1100's Problems 

Unisys won't be able to fix the 
1100's problems right away, and that 
may make it harder for the company to 
halt the ongoing erosion in its mainframe 
market share position, which has been 
caused both by defections in the Unisys 
customer base and by the inability of Bur
roughs and Sperry to increase sales to 
their existing customers as fast as IBM 
generates sales to its base. According to 
figures published by International Data 
Corp., Framingham, Mass., the Bur
roughs/Sperry share of the worldwide 
mainframe market between 1981 and 
1985 in units fell from 20.7% to 10%. Re
cently released figures show Unisys's 
share in 1986 dropped again to 8.6%. 

Although Unisys officials insist that 
defections from its customer base are no 
more frequent now than in the recent 
past, large customers continue to walk 
away. Sperry" which once was a strong 
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vendor to major U.S. airlines, has seen 
that position erode in recent years as de
regulation has forced the airline industry 
to consolidate. Recently, one of its larg
est airline users, Minneapolis-based 
Northwest Orient, decided to drop its 
Sperry-based reservation system and to 
sign on .as a user of the TWA IBM-based 
system. 

While Unisys continues to cut its 
operating expenses and combines key 
new product development efforts, offi
cials say the company also has a plan to 
cut down on defections from its custom
er base and to generate more sales to its 
existing users. Much of that plan is tied 
up in the company's Nov. 25 sales and 
marketing reorganization, which laid out 
Unisys's four key vertical market niches. 
Most important, the reorganizations 

"WE'VE MADE 
A FEW 

CONVERTS. /I 

gave the four new line-of-business units 
profit and loss responsibility and respon
sibility for developing or acquiring appli
cations software required by users in 
their niches. While both Burroughs arid 
Sperry had field offices with line-of-busi
ness orientations before the merger, 
they lacked the software responsibility. 

The four key businesses identified 
by Unisys were communications and air
line systems; financial 'systems; public 
sector systems; and industrial and com
mercial systems. The latter will sell pri
marily to manufacturing, technical, ener
gy, engineering, and retail users. 

Unisys is hoping the new line of 
business organization will allow its sales 
and marketing organization to become 
better acquainted with the details and re
quirements of their customers' business
es so those organizations will fill in gaps 
in Unisys's off-the-shelf application soft
ware offerings, long a weak point for 
both Burroughs and Sperry. In addition, 
by combining marketing of Burroughs 
and Sperry products, Unisys hopes to 
sell users of one product line products 
from the other side. 

While the new organization was put 
into place only in mid-January, Unisys al-

ready has made at least one major invest
ment decision based on feedback from 
the communications and airline market
ing organization. According to marketing 
vp Jan Lindelow, Unisys will "drastically 
increase our investment in airline appli
cations. If we had done that earlier, may
be we could have changed Northwest 
Orient's decision. We haven't given up." 

Users haven't had much experience 
with the new line-of-business organiza
tion, but they seem to like the idea, even 
though in some cases it will mean a 
change in their sales and support con
tacts. According to user Elliott, "They 
should be able to develop a depth of 
knowledge about their users' needs that 
they didn't have before." Another Sperry 
user, Norm Clausen, manager of dp at 
the Internal Revenue Service in Fresno, 
Calif., says, "The change has meant that 
some of the branch managers have been 
replaced by Burroughs guys who don't 
know the terminology. But overall that 
hasn't been a problem." 

Blumenthal is betting his Unisys ex
periment is coinciding with what he 
senses as a fundamental shift among MIS 
users away from a concern with which 
vendor is supplying the equipment and 
toward a user-driven interest in the best 
solution. "Six or seven years ago, most 
of what our people talked about and wor
ried about was how to make inroads in' 
convincing MIS vps to do business with 
us. And most of their frustrations were 
that a lot of these people had a large vest
ed interest to stick to what they had 
learned. What changed in the last several 
years, and maybe it's one of the things 
that gives IBM some difficulty, is that the 
user-that part of the company that actu
ally has to work with these solutions
has gained power and has asked for ser
vice and solutions. He finds that more im
portant than who the provider is." 

That's not to say it's going to be 
easy for Blumenthal and Unisys to gain 
ground in the computer business or even 
retain a hold on their current strong posi
tion in key government, financial, trans
portation, and communications markets. 
"If this is going to work it means that we 
must grow as fast as the markets grow," 
says Blumenthal. "If we do, we can main
tain our scale. But you'll have to come 
back five or 10 years from now and see if 
that really happened." • 

Sarah Underwood, associate editor, Eu
rope, and David R. Brousell, news editor, 
assisted in the reporting of this article. 
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The automation of automation is the logical extension of the practical implementation of the 
relational concept. It's also the basic tenet underlying the host of tools that promise to add 
value to the plain vanilla database management system you're operating today. Searching 
the market for this IIpractical implementation of relational," MISers will be faced with three 
issues-what to do about SQL, the repository, and the need to support distributed and work
station applications. The plethora of products that address these issues in various ways in
clude application and information generators, support wares for workstation and 
network-oriented RDBMS applications, information management software such as informa
tion directories, and knowledge-based expert systems. 

BY PAUL R. HESSINGER 
"Every new wonder tool I try just seems to add to the automa
tion anarchy I'm trying to overcome," laments a dp executive 
trying to make sense of today's DBMS marketplace. Adds anoth
er, "Is relational-whatever that is-going to help with the 
data chaos problem we have?" 

Venturing into today's database management system mar
ketplace is like going into an ice cream parlor that offers 31 
flavors with toppings. The counterman tries to pile as many 
scoops as he can on your banana split. In the same way, vendors 
keep dishing out more and more customized answers to user 
problems. The result has been the emergence of the value-add
ed DBMS market. 

In that market, users seem to have a sweet tooth for wares 
that bear the relational label. Products in the relational realm 
are being combined with a host of appetizing add-on tools: appli
cation and information generators that facilitate the application 
delivery process; support products for intelligent workstations 
and network-oriented relational database management system 
applications; software for information/application asset man
agement, such as information directories and application dictio
naries; and knowledge-based expert systems. 

While there's no substitute for having an information 
strategy-the details of which are beyond the scope of this 

. article-value-added products can be a real step toward the 
practical implementation of the relational DBMS scheme. The 
inherent power of an RDBMS derives from the fact that it pro
vides a framework for defining overall information require
ments with an underlying technology that's oriented to data 
sharing and integration. 

Today's DBMS add-on tools face the same test that any oth
er new information technology faces-they must bring gains in 
application productivity and information quality. In its simplest 
terms, increased productivity means improvements in the 
cost-effectiveness. and timeliness of the application life cycle. 
The implementation of these DBMS tools must therefore focus 
on providing flexible access to the data resource within the 
broader context of a comprehensive information asset manage
ment effort. And that effort is, in turn, supported by the value
added wares-the automation of automation that is the logical 
extension of the practical implementation of relational. 

Searching the value-added marketplace for this "practical 
implementation of relational" can be a challenging undertaking. 
The level of abstraction inherent in the relational model created 
by IBM fellow and independent consultant E.F. Codd is both a 
blessing and a curse, especially in the quest for tools that are 
implemented on top of an RDBMS. It should also be pointed out 
that there are DBMS wares on the market today that are power
ful products despite the fact that they are not "fully relational" 
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(at least as far as Dr. Codd is concerned). 
Back in the relational world, there 

are three key issues that have surfaced in 
the value-added, RDBMS software mar
ket: the emergence of SQL as a de facto 
industry standard for data access; the 
need for RDBMS repository facilities to 
support application development and in
formation retrieval tools; and the need to 
support applications operating in dis
tributed and intelligent workstation 
environments. 

Let's first look at SQL. A direct out
growth of Codd's relational model, sQLis 
not, in and of itself, a tool. Nevertheless, 
it presents tremendous productivity po-

DBMS: 
Adding Value 
to Vanilla 

tential. SQL is much 
more than a lan
guage for structured 
queries. What SQL 
actually does is pro
vide a consistent in

terface layer between the tools and the 
RDBMS. 

In other words, if a software prod
uct does not have an SQL capability today 
or if the vendor lacks a coherent, com
prehensive definition of how SQL will be 
supported, then that product should be 
disregarded as an implementation tool. 
In fact, adopting SQL is one' of the best 
ways a vendor can ensure the long-term 

What '.s •. ·· •. IntP()ft~9!.i# .• ·~.· •. ·PJ}~.~.? 

viability of its product, since it will be able 
to adapt to various hardware/ software 
environments. And it works well on the 
end-user side because it can be imple
mented transparently. SQL also offers the 
added advantage of allowing multiple 
DBMSs to access the same application, a 
feature that's becoming increasingly im-

, portant as more and more DBMS vendors 
incorporate SQL into their data defini
tion/ manipUlation facilities. 

. Repository: the Real Thing? 

A second key issue in the value-add
ed RDBMS arena concerns the repository. 
Despite the fact that IBM has been calling 
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its data dictionary product for DB2 the 
Repository, the company has yet to an
nounce the real thing. In fact, the compa
ny's frequent discussion of a DB2-based 
system repository has resulted in two 
major misconceptions. Misconception 
number one is that the repository, and 
hence DB2, will be mandatory in an MVS 
environment. Misconception number 
two is that the repository will be the 
mechanism for merging IMS and DB2 
data. These are complete distortions. 

The current concentration on the 
repository concept reflects the growing 
need for a user-oriented dictionary / 
directory of data about the information 
and applications available in a systems 
environment. Two types of repositories 
are necessary, one that is global and one 
that is tool specific and local. An RDBMS 
provides the ideal mechanism for the 
global repository. Local directories/ dic
tionaries will be needed to support the 
applications and data within their 
spheres of influence. 

But what about a common layer be
tween global and local repositories? SQL 
is the obvious direction here~ As a specif
ic tool is evaluated, the explicit role of a 
dictionary / directory facility must be de
fined. An application development tool 
will have both similar and unique reposi
tory needs compared with an information' 
retrieval tool. So the strongest bond be
tween multiple repositories will in fact be 
data, which, not coincidentally, should 
also be the focal point of a value-added 
RDBMS implementation strategy. 

The last crucial concern in the val
ue-added RDBMS realm involves the abili
ty of a tool to operate in a distributed 
environment. Information retrieval sys
tems will need underlying network tech
nology to support the transfer of data 
between processors, a process that must 
be highly transparent to users. To pre
sent a single-user view, data must be 
gathered from multiple nodes in a net
work. Application development tools will 
modify the major functions to run on 
workstations, particularly for analysis/ 
design and prototyping purposes. The 
use of a standard data language, SQL, and 
the availability of a repository that can be 
shared will further leverage the raw func
tionality of the RDBMS tools. 

Products in the Marketplace 

Now we'll take a look at some of the 
products in today's value-added RDBMS 
marketplace, starting with application 
generators. Generators that can be used 
only with specific DBMS products include 
Natural from Software AG, Reston, Va.; 

Mantis from Cincom Systems Inc., Cin
cinnati; ADS/O from Cullinet Software 
Inc., Westwood, Mass.; Accolade from 
Computer Corp. of America, Cambridge, 
Mass.; and Ideal from Applied Data Re
search, Princeton, N.J. These vendors, 
however, have opened the architecture 
of their generators to accommodate oth
er file structures. That accommodation 
was accomplished through gateways, ini
tially to VSAM, then to IMS DB (DL/I), and 
more recently to SQL. In moving their 
products closer to the IBM camp, these 
companies have dulled the competitive 
edge of their own DBMS wares. 

Nevertheless, that edge remains 
pretty sharp, according to users who re
port that neither of IBM's generators, 
Cross System Product (csp) Set nor IMS 
ADF II, can compete with the products 
offered by these independent software 
suppliers. That means that generators 
like Natural and Ideal could wind up 
building applications for DB2 or other 
SQL-based DBMSs. Other generators such 
as Mantis and ADS/O have much stronger 
overall architectures to continue propel
ling them forward. IBM is also making 
some inroads. As IBM does a better job of 

integrating its tools with DB2, both CSP 
and IMS ADF II are scoring more points 
with committed DB2 users. 

IBM DBMS products that generate 
COBOL to interface to IMS DB/DC, IMS 
DB/CICS, and DB2 will be among the most 
important acquisitions many MIS depart
ments will make in the value-added 
RDBMS area. There are five basic prod
ucts in this league to choose from: APS 
from Sage Systems Inc., Rockville, Md.; 

- Gamma from Knowledgeware Inc., Ann 
Arbor, Mich.; Pacbase from CGI Systems, 
Pearl River, N.Y.; Telon from Pansophic 
Systems Inc., Oak Brook, Ill.; and Trans
form from Transform-Logic Corp., 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 

Both Pacbase and Transform have 
strong life cycle orientations. APS and 
Telon are leaning in the same life cycle 
direction, actively pursuing the repos
itory route. While Gamma currently 
seems to be lagging behind on many 
counts, Knowledgeware could be the 
first to come up with a complete applica
tion development system as it races to 
integrate Gamma with its Information 
Engineering Workbench. 

There are two very powerful prod-
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ucts in the non-IBM generator group
Application Factory from Cortex in 
Wellesley, Mass., and Powerhouse from 
Cognos Inc. in Ottawa. Cortex's archi
tecture and Cor-Vision analysis and de
sign front end make it a very strong 
alternative for DEC installations. The 
company recently introduced an inter
face for DEC's Rdb RDBMS. You can ex
pect IBM shops to demand a Big Blue 
version of the product. The main weak
ness of these wares from an IBM-world 
viewpoint is the lack of an SQL link. 

There are also application develop
ment systems that are integrated with 
application software. Typical wares in 
this field are Millenium:SDT from Mc
Cormack & Dodge in Natick, Mass., and 
Umbrella from Hogan Systems Inc. in 
Dallas. These types of products have yet 
to approach the full power of the other 
generators already discussed. 

Next come information generators 
that run the power gamut. At the high
powered end of the product spectrum 
are information retrieval systems such 
as Focus from Information Builders Inc., 
New York; Ramis II from Online Soft
ware International, Fort Lee, N.J.; 
N omad2 from D&B Computing, Wilton, 
Conn.; and Inquire from Infodata Sys
tems Inc., Falls Church, Va. At the other 
end are query languages such as ASI/In
quiry from Applications Software Inc., 
Torrance, Calif., and the very powerful, 
resource-intensive Intellect from Artifi
cial Intelligence Corp., Waltham, Mass. 

Products for Query and Report 

In addition, there are products that 
are DBMS dependent for query and report 
generation purposes. There are interest
ing initiatives under way at such compa
nies as Management Science America. 
The Atlanta software house is tightly 
coupling its Information Expert product 
with applications. As MSA moves toward 4 

broader use of DB2, this value-added fea
ture will beef up the underlying strength 
of the firm's application portfolio. 

Additional categories of products 
such as computer aided systems engi
neering (CASE) tools and workstation
based facilities that are targeted at 
specific aspects of relational implemen
tation are also making their way onto the 
market. In the CASE arena, two firms are 
prominent-NastecCorp., Southfield, 
Mich., which markets Design Aid, and 
Intech Inc., Cambridge, Mass., which 
sells the Excelerator. Both products, 
which are pc-based, go beyond simply 
automating the documentation of graph
ics such as dataflow diagrams. What they· 
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attempt to dol is 
automate the analy
sis/ design process. 
N astec and Intech 
are both planning to 
link up with applica

. tion generator vendors to do what comes 
naturally in the value-added field: sup
port the automation of automation. But 
both these vendors must come up with a 
sharable, perhaps mainframe-based, de
sign library. If they don't deliver soon, 
their products could be ignored by sys
terns integrators. 

The 'CASE category of products can 
appear to be quite distant from the rela
tional realm. But as entity relationship 
modeling methods are adopted, a com
mon RDBMS data definition facility must 
be provided by the CASE tools so that ap
plication designs are independent of the 
physical environment where they will be 
implemented. Other CASE wares include 
Pro-Kit Analyst from McAuto, St. Louis; 
Teamwork/SA from Cadre Corp., Atlan
ta; and The Solution from Hitech Soft
ware Engineering C-orp., Memphis. 
Looking down the road, Texas Instru
ments may enter the CASE corps with its 
Information Engineering Facility. 

Also in the CASE category is Know
,1edgeware's Information Engineering 
Workbench. With its embedded expert 
system, the lEW automates a strong 
methodology (based on James Martin's 
work). This so-called "methodware" is a 
powerful approach that is not, however, 
for the fainthearted. Set to make waves 
in this market is Cullinet, which has 
teamed up in a venture with a company 
across the Atlantic, British firm Lear
month & Burchett Management Sys
tems Ltd. LBMS's Auto-Mate analyst/ 
designer workstation, which will provide 
a powerful CASE front end to Cullinet's 
products, will also enable the U.S. com
pany to further leverage its integrated 
data dictionary, which is the driving force 
behind its integrated architecture. 

Cincom is also a tough contender in 
the CASE marketplace. The company's 
Normal data analysis/modeling tool is a 
strong mechanism for defining data to its 
Supra RDBMS. As Cincom elevates the 
functionality of Normal to the conceptual 
and logical levels of design, the product 
should become even more important to 
Supra users. 

There are. also a variety of other 
products that merit' mentioning. The 
PC/SQL-Link SQL generator from Micro 
Decisionware, Boulder, Colo., is an ex
ample of this type of tool. It generates a 
user's data needs in the form of SQL, com-

municates the SQL to an RDBMS, and then 
translates the returned data to the appro
priate pc format. The pc-based generator 
completely "hides" SQL from a Lotus 
1-2-3 user, for example. 

Dataserver is a very powerful inte
grated workstation RDBMS implementa
tion that is being developed by Sybase of 
Berkeley, Calif. Users looking for de
partmental and workstation tools should 
keep in mind Dataserver and other prod
ucts such as Unify from Unify Corp., 
Portland, Ore., and Informix from Infor
mix Software, Menlo Park, Calif. 

Also worth noting here are the ma
jor efforts of Oracle and Relational Tech
nology Inc., Alameda, Calif., to build 
distributed data management environ
ments. Both companies have products 
that extend the practical implementation 
of relational into the departmental/net
work realm. 

Impressive Products 

Finally, from the knowledge-based 
expert system universe come impres
sive products such as ADS from Aion 
Corp. in Palo Alto. Aion is well ahead of 
the pack in recognizing the need to pro
vide expert system facilities in a native 
IBM MVS enviroment. An SQL bridge pro
vides the data needed for the knowledge 
base. The Aion-generated expert sys
tems will then draw inferences from this 
knowledge base that will facilitate use of 
expert systems for application delivery. 

There are many other expert sys
tem tools making their way onto the mar
ket. The important thing to remember is 
that while intelligent applications can be 
built, they need access to raw data-data 

. that are increasingly being stored in 
RDBMSs. Knowledge-based expert sys
tem tools should be SUbjected to many of 
the same evaluation criteria that are used 
to examine application and information 
generators. After all, inference-based 
technology is just another attack on that 
old bugaboo, the application backlog. 

The facility for data sharing/inte
gration that is the inherent strength of a 
relational DBMS provides a solid founda
tion for application development. Aprac
tical implementation of relational, 
however, requires a value-added strate
gy that focuses on the tactical impor
tance of application delivery and 
information retrieval tools that empower 
anRDBMS. • 

Paul Hessinger is vice president of 
research at Computer Task Group Inc., a 
consulting and professional services firm 
headquartered in Buffalo. 



THAN 5 FOR HE EMORIES 
Have you ever noticed how time seems 

to change everything? Fashions change. 
Technology changes. Even the microcom
puters we use change. Maybe that's why 
so many of our customers are saying 
goodbye to IBM in favor of a "good buy" 
from Wells American. 

As time goes by, more and more com
puter users are realizing what an extraor
dinary value our A *Star II® truly is. It's 
the only AT class microcomputer that can 
run at 6, 8, 10 and 12 MHz! It's also the 
only PC/AT compatible that's "network 
ready:' Better yet, each A *Star II now 
comes with your choice of keyboards -
the original AT version or the enhanced 
"RT" style. Best of all, A*Star II prices 
start at only $995! 

But what about quality and support? 
Don't worry! We've been making micro
computers longer than IBM! And it shows. 
Our A *Star® computers have been top 

rated by leading industry trade journals. 
Even so, we've heard that some "big blue" 
old-timers still worry about trading their 
IBM "security" blanket for better priced, 
higher performance equipment. (Remem
ber how difficult it was to give up your 
baby blanket?) That's why we've arranged 

THE A*STAR II IS MADE IN THE USA. 

for RCA, one of the world's largest tech
nical service organizations with 18,000 
employees, to provide low cost, nation
wide maintenance for our A*Star II. 
And if that's not enough, every unit in
cludes free schematics and a no risk 
money-back guarantee. 

Still need a blanket? We've got you 
covered! Tryout one of our A *Star II's 
and we'll send you one. It's baby blue, 
monogrammed and ... it's absolutely free! 
We'll also include a $395 option, at no 
charge, with your first A * Star II purchase. 
This offer is limited, so call or write us to
day. Just because you'll be saying goodbye 
to IBM doesn't mean you'll have to say 
goodbye to quality, support or security. 
Besides, at least you'll still have your 
memories ... and your money! 

We~U5 American® 
Corporate Headquarters: 3243 Sunset Boulevard • West Columbia, South Carolina 29169 ·8031796·7800 • TWX 510·601·2645 

IBM. Personal Computer AT and AT are trademarks of International BUSiness Machines 
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Featuring DCA's System 9000-the Cohe
SIve '1'1 network you simply cannot outgrow. 
And our Series 300 Network Processor, 
whose advanced data routing abilities con
tinue to set new st,mcbrds for reliahilitv :md 
connectivitv in multi-vellllur ell\'irulllll-eI)[~. 
Our DPAX X.25 PAD, whose throughput 
and high performance consistently bring 
standing ovations. And our comprehensIve 
Network Management Systems which put 

centralized monitoring ;llld control of ~lll 
members of our product family right at 
your fingertips. All backed by DCA's unique 
24/24 two-year support program. 

No wonder DCA is thc nctwork c\'cry
(llle's w;lrch ing. 

\,:(~J ~r() Illeet our' growing family, just call [011-

tree, ext. 507 today. And we'll send vou our 

1 800 2A1 4~L1::·comple,tenet-
- - i'"i/" - /'O~ work pIcture. 
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The Datasouth High PeriormanceMatrix Printers. 
Power. Toughness. Sticking to 

the job until the work gets done. 
These are some of the working-class 
virtues we build into Oatasouth print
ers. Giving the OS 180 and OS 220 

the proven ability to run around the 
clock around the calendar, in some of 
the toughest applications imaginable. 

That kind of blue-collar reliability 
is the resu~ of a very advanced design 

philosophy. One that created two 
hard-working matrix printers perfect 
for your medium-speed printing 
requirements, from 180 to 220 cps. 
Ready to take on multipart forms of 
up to 6 layers. Or produce Near Letter 
Quality text at45 cps for word
processing applications. And although 
they're tough, Oatasouth printers are 
easy to use, with front panel controls 
instead of dipswitches and jumpers. 

Each and every OS 180 and OS 
220 printer that comes out of our 
Charlotte, North Carolina plant has 
been put together and inspected by 
hard-working people who take a lot 
of pride in building the world's tough
est printer right here. 

Put a working-class printer to 
work for you. To find your nearest 
Oatasouth distributor, call us at 
1-800-222-4528. 

- -- -------- -

Dalasoulh 
AMERICA'S HIGH PERFORMANCE 

PRINTER COMPANY 

p.D. Box 240947, Charlotte, N.C 28224, (704) 523-8500, Tlx: 6843018, DASO UW SALES: 1-800-222-4528, SERVICE 1-800-438-5050, West Coast Office: (818) 702-9065 
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Metro Life's Dan Cavanagh: "It's inevitable 
that DB2 will become the industry standard. II 

In 1984, IBM's share of the DBMS market hit an all-time low because of incursions made by 
independent software houses. Two years later, the mighty company was back in the winner's 
circle, capturing 40% of new DBMS sales with DB2, the top package in the market. IBM 
reversed its fortunes by revamping and repositioning DB2 as a broad-based, production-level 
DBMS. The software's image and performance were beefed up, which in turn beefed up sales. 
Those strong sales should continue into the '90s, when the market will be forced to focus on 
DB2 tools and applications. 

DB2: Dressed 
for Success 

BY RALPH EMMETT CARLYLE 
Last year, DB2, perceived by customers 
largely as a tool for low-volume, decision 
support applications, was repositioned 
by IBM as a broad-based, production-lev
el database management system. The 
software's performance was ,given a 
huge boost and it was offered to custom
ers free for a six-month trial. For added 

spice, IBM privately told its customers
many of whom had'bought non-IBM DBMS 
wares-that DB2 would be closely cou
pled to its hardware in the years ahead. 
The word was that the jazzed up soft
ware would 'be the basisJor a new:data 
dictionary or "Repository," a key ele
ment in the emerging MVS/XA and VM/XA 
architectures that would hold system 
generation information for all its operat
ing systems and systems software. 

IBM also spread the word, telling any
one who would listen that DB2 was now 
its strategic offering. It was a classic mar
keting exercise and a slap in the face for 
critics who believed that IBM was still a 
hardware company that didn't know how 
to sell software. Once again, the mighty 
company proved it could win against its 
independent rivals by creating an aura of 
success and demand for its product. 

"IBM gave away a ton ofDB2 in 1986, 
but as the year drew to a close, a new 
phenomenon emerged-customers be
gan buying it in droves," says Jerry 
Chichester, ceo of Focus Research, a 
West Hartford, Conn., company that 
tracks the growth of new DBMS installa
tions at IBM sites. 

Remarkable Product Turnaround 

IBM had miraculously staged one of 
the most remarkable product turn
arounds in its corporate history. In 1979, 
IBM was riding high, with a 65% share of 
annual DBMS shipments. Methodically 
whittling away at that market share were 
independentsoftware firms such as Cul
linet, Applied Data Research, and Soft
ware AG, all of which have gained market 
share at IBM's expense. Rock bottom fi
nally came in 1984, when the company 
managed to capture only 20% of new 

~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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DBMS sales to its U.S. customer base. 
This downward DBMS trend was dramati
cally reversed last year. "IBM took 40% 
of new DBMS sales to its U.S. customer 
base," according to Chichester,"and DB2 
is now outselling Cullinet's IDMS/R as the 
top package in the marketplace." 

Indeed, DB2 sales seem to be soar
ing. Sources in IBM's GUIDE user group 
claim that there are 1,000 U.S. licenses 
for the software that first went into beta 
test in 1984. Those figures don't seem 
too far off to Chichester, who declares 
that he "can definitely confirm 750 paid 
licenses in the U.S. But God knows how 
many unpaid there are, because IBM is 
still offering the software for free use 
when it suits them." 

IBM as usual won't comment on these 
numbers, but sources close to its DB2 de
velopment center in Santa Teresa, Calif., 
claim that the giant has exceeded its own 
internal expectations for the product and 
is "buoyant" about 1987. 

Cullinet founder and chairman John 
Cullinane recently told DATAMATION that 
IBM had priced DB2 as a "loss leader" to 
get it into MIS shops. "People are largely 
just playing with it, because DB2 still 
lacks the tools for full production use." 
Though once true, that statement may 
prove to be wishful thinking on Culli
nane's part. 

The IBM customers polled by DATA
MATION were of a different mind about 
DB2. The comments offered by Dan Ca
vanagh, vp of electronic installation at 
Metropolitan Life in New York, echo the 
view of many MIS directors on DB2: 
"Once it became apparent that IBM was 
serious about DB2 as a production DBMS, 
we all began to look twice at it. I think it's 
inevitable that DB2 will become the stan
dard for the industry." 

Reluctant to Discuss Systems 

Many leading corporations are de
veloping large-scale systems using DB2 
that they are reluctant to talk about. "To 
gain a competitive edge you have to auto
mate the rev'enue earning or more strate
gic aspects of the corporation," points 
out Lee Foote, manager of electronic 
data interchange for Du Pont, the $30 bil
lion, Wilmington, Del., manufacturing 
conglomerate. "You need a relational 
model like DB2 for this." 

Joseph T. Brophy, senior vp for MIS 
at the Travelers Insurance Companies in 
Hartford, Conn., admits to using DB2 for 
his corporation's vital and strategic Cus
tomer Information File. But he won't dis
cuss Travelers' numerous other projects 
that are focused around DB2. Brophy and 
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DB2:Dressed 
for Success 

Navy Retail Logistics 
System's Tom Funk: 
liThe industry is get- . 
ting behind 082." 

others believe that the software could 
help brighten the fortunes of both Big 
Blue and the industry as a whole. 

Nevertheless, their enthusiasm for 
DB2 hasn't blinded these MIS luminaries 
to the software's shortcomings. Du 
Pont's Foote, whose company has made 
enormous investments in IMS, notes, 
"DB2 still hasn't the integrity or robust
ness for us to start rewriting all our IMS 
applications. That's still years away. But 
it could happen." 

Repair work on the software may 
get under way soon. Sources reveal that 
Santa Teresa has accepted requests 
from GUIDE for 50 improvements to DB2, 
"some of them major." Part of the effort 
would be concentrated on devising an in
tegrated data dictionary and state-of-the
art application development tools. Other 
possible items on the improvements list 
include new security control and audit 
facilities; a new Query Management Fa
cility (QMF) function to beef up perfor
mance with multiple users or large 
sequential volumes of data; better data 
extraction and conversion facilities that 
enable DB2 to be used with other data for
mats; and a new optimizer. 

Customer sources hear that Santa 

Teresa has three unannounced releases 
of DB2 under development at any given 
time, and that IBM management intends 
to make two new versions of DB2 avail
able each year. The last new release 
(version 2.0) was announced in February 
1986 as part of IBM's repositioning exer
cise. Sources claim that release 3.0 is 
"imminent" and that 4.0 will arrive by the 
end of this year. 

DB2 customers report that the soft
ware's performance ranges from some 
eight transactions per second to around 
50tps. "I've heard tell of a customer in 
the Netherlands who has his DB2 system 
tuned to 100tps, but you've got to take 
such nunibers with a pinch of salt," notes 
Jerry Gerard, manager of technical ser
vices at New York State Retirement Sys
tems in Albany. "Performance is also a 
factor of workload and the DBMS design 
to do the work," points out Gerard, 
whose installation was a DB2 beta test 
pioneer back in 1984. 

"In a few months, we'll be ap- 8 

proaching 10 eres [calls per second], ~ 
with response times below three sec- ~ 
onds," predicts Gerard. "Our database .0 

will have grown from its present 20GB to ~ 
30GB." Gerard and other DB2 production j 
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users say that in some instances the 
DBMS is approaching or exceeding IMS 
performance. "But that's not generally 
the case yet," Gerard adds. 

Metro Life's Cavanagh. believes 
that IBM can improve DB2' s performance 
to 100tps by 1990 through hardware as
sists alone. "They have all kinds of stuff 
up their sleeves," hints Cavanagh. Some 
of that "stuff" may be in the form of mi
crocode. Many MIS directors expect DB2 
to be increasingly bundled into the hard
ware in the years ahead. "It will lie under 
the covers in microcode form, and if you 
want it, you'll have to pay for it," prophe
sizes one customer in the manufacturing 
sector. 

"It's scary," admits Hugh Allen, 
database administrator for a Citicorp in
dustrial credit division in Harrison, N.Y., 
that uses Cullinet's IDMS/R package on 
its IBM hardware. "You assume that the 
independents will stay compatible with 
IBM as in the past, but you don't know 
whether they'll be able to take advantage 
of the new IBM hardware features." 

Yet, as Allen and other Cullinet cus
tomers stress, a DBMS sale does not 
hinge primarily on the system's engine. 
Instead, the important thing is the prod
uct's associated family of productivity 

DB2: Dressed 
for Success 

tools-an area where customers say IBM 
has been weak for years. 

"One of the main reasons for the 
independents' success against IBM has 
been their rich offerings of programmer 
and end-user tools," says Focus Re
search's Chichester, who points to the 
vast array of data dictionaries, 4GLs, 
screen painters, report writers, and que
ry languages that the independents 
rained on the industry. IBM, which has 
not kept up 'with this flood of add-on 
products, may not have to. Its success 
with DB2, coupled with the spread of its 
related SQL language, may mean the com
pany doesn't even have to make the ef
fort to close the tool gap. 

As Tom Funk, a data administrator 
in the U.S. Navy Retail Logistics System 
in Mechanicsburg, Pa., points out, "The 
industry is getting behind DB2. AI compa
nies, 4GL vendors, and application devel
opers in all sectors are beginning to write 
software for DB2." 

Funk and his group are beta testing 
new software from Texas Instruments 
that automates the systems design pro
cess. These Information Engineering Fa
cility (IEF) tools, and similar versions 
from other companies, were originally 
developed with other DBMS systems 

N. Y. State Retirement 
Systems' Jerry Ge
rard: uPerformance is 
a factor of workload 
and DBMS design. II 

such as IDMS/R andADR's Datacom/DB in 
mind. Now, Funk explains, these tools 
are targeted instead at the DB2 environ- \ 
ment. "We're using TI's tools to help us 
create a large-scale DB2 prototype. And 
because of it, the U.S. Navy-whose sis
ter wholesale division intends to use 
IDMS/R for a large multiyear, multibillion 
dollar system-will get its first exposure 
to the new IBM software. Who knows," 
he adds, "where it all might lead?" 

, IBM Creating Applications Generator 

Vaughan Merlyn, an Atlanta-based 
consultant who is a noted authority on 
4GLS, claims that IBM has internally test
ed a number of third-party application 
development packages that could be of
fered with DB2. "IBM," he insists, "is also 
creating its own applications generator 
for companies to spew out software that 
will only run in a DB2 environment." 

Merlyn and other experts are con
vinced that IBM will recapture the DBMS 
engine in hardware by the early '90s, 
forcing the market to focus on tools and 
applications for DB2. "The independents 
are being driven out of systems software 
to the applications interface-which is 
precisely where IBM wants them to be," 
declares Merlyn. 

But rather than this being a dreary 
scenario inimical to change and innova
tion, Merlyn and others believe that the 
standard use of SQL as a database access 
and data manipulation language will re
sult in the creation of thousands of new 
software companies and programs from 
nontechnical software writers. "It really 
looks as if SQL is going to be a universally 
accepted language," predicts Du Pont's 
Foote. "It's the COBOLofthe 1990s." 

For the present, independent soft
ware houses will attempt to remind IBM's 
customers that if they want to do real 
work now, they need existing tools and 
solutions, not a meal of "pie in the sky." 
Sober realities aside, IBM's users have 
been clearly impressed by the freshness 
ofDB2. 

"The code is clean, not patched or 
polluted like IMS or IDMS," sums up 
New York Retirement Systems' Gerard. 
"That's its real appeal. We can all make a 
fresh start." • 

1986 Subiect Index 
Copies of the index to Features, In
ternational, Oem, and People stories 
published in DATAMATION in the past 
year may be obtained by writing to the 
Subject Index Editor, DATAMATION, 
875 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022. 
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ONCE AGAIN, 
. STRATUS CATCHES THE 

COMPETITION WITH THEIR 
COMPUTERS DOWN.· 

It neVer fails. Every few years Stratus 
comes out with a new generation of 
fault -tolerant computers whose price/ 
p~rformance and reliability are a 
source of astonishment to our market 
and a source of embarrassment to our 
competitors. 

This year is no exception. 
With the introduction of our new 
XA2000 family, Strat~s now 
offers the best performing, most 
powerful fault-tolerant computer 
systems in the world. Systems 
powerful enough to handle the 
largest on-line transaction pro
cessing applications with the 
lowest cost per transaction in the 
industry. Systems with more comput
ing power than ever before, enhancing 
the performance of what was already 
the world's most reliable architecture
hardware-based fault tolerance. 

Our new Model 140, for example, 
can execute over 50 transactions per 
second. That's more than three times 
the processing power of a Stratus 
XA600-which up till now was the 
most powerful hardware-based fault
tolerant system you could buy. And 
if you did buy one, don't worry: all 
Stratus computer systems, old and 
new, are completely compatible. 

Stratus XA2000 performance . 
becomes even more impressive when 
you begin adding systems. In fact, 
you can interconnect thousands of 

INTRODUCING THE 
STRATUS IA2000 FAMILY. 

, THE -WORLD'S 
. MOST RELIABLE COMPUTER 

-JUST GOT THREE TIMES 
MORE POWERFUL. 

Stratus computers into local and wide 
area networks for virtually unlimited 
performance. 

Upgrading couldn't be easier. Or 
faster. Because all you do is add 
boards. You can even do it while the 
system is running. 

And the unique, "open-ended" 
architecture of our new XA2000 gives 
you the flexibili,ty to begin building your 

c~~4~lWlRceA\fu 

foundation now for the more sophisti
cateci.applications you'll be running 
years from now. ' . 

Our XA2000 family includes four 
totally compatible, instantly upgrad

- able computer systems: the Models 
110,120, 130, and 140. Each more 

powerful than the one before 
it. And each years ahead ofits 
time in speed, upgradability, 
reliability, and above all, price! 
performance. 

AlI this from a company that 
enjoys the highest level of cus
tomer loyalty in the industry: 
a recent independent survey 
of some of our customers . 

revealed that 100% ofthose surveyed 
would not even consider changing 
computer companies. 

So, for complete information, con
tact your local Stratus sales office, or 
call Peter Kastner at (617) 460-2192. 

Because you may not see another 
computer like this until the 21st century. 

---- -=-=-.=.:::..=-====-..=.== ==-=-® 
~-~,...-- --
~-~ ~---~ 

, .... ~-- ...... -.. ---~ 
~-.----. -CONTINUOUS PROCESSING® 
Stratus Computer, 55 Fairbanks Boulevard, Marlboro, MA 0 1752 
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PUing one leased line on top of another to expand a network or fIX a 
problem can add up to a state of confusion. Many Network Managers have 
discovered a better way. Telenet. 

With Telenet you can operate one network for your synchronous and 
asynchronous applications. And design it in a way that fits your needs best. 
Telenet can build you a dedicated network to link your existing systems. link 
you to our public network to tie in your remote locations even if they're inter
national. Or design a combi
nation for maximum cost 
efficiency.· Plus provide a 
network control center with 
sophisticated dia ostics 
to facilitate troub hooting 
and monthly re rf 
yet, our dynamic alternate 
routing assures rellability that-can 
surpass leased lines . 

. . Telenet operates the world's largest public data network which supports 
more than 1000 virtual private networks. d we've developed-and installed 
more than 70 dedicated networks for corporations, government agencies . 
and countries around.the world. If piling one leased line atop another put. 
your network in 'a state of confusion, have your computer lours today. 

. TO REACH TELENET VIA TELEMAIL®: 
• With a PC or terminal supporting asynchronous communications, 

using your modem, dial 1-800-424-9494. 
• Wait for connection, then press carriage return (CR) twice. 
• At TERMINAL=press CR. 
• At @ type MAIL press CR. 
• At USER NAME? Type BEITER. WAY press CR. 
• At PASSWORD? type TELEMAIL press CR. 

Or call us at 1-800 LENET. Or send 
us your name and address via Telex: 248419. 

~ 'Telenet 
A US Sprint Company 

SENDING DATA TO WORK FOR YOU!M 
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The data dictionary 
has come a long way 
since the days when 
it was a simple list
ing of data ele
ments. The modern 
data dictionary is 
the key to integrat
ing planning with 
software develop
ment, workbenches 
with programming 
environments, appli
cation systems wiih 
application syst~ms, 
and the MIS organi
zation with its users. 
It is the ultimatere
pository for data 
about the informa
tion resource 
management (IRM) 
environment and is 
also'the key to con
trolling information 
products, keeping 
their production 
costs and lead times 
down. But before 
you can implement 
this important sup
port software, you 
must first reevalu
ate your control 
architecture and 
make any necessary 
changes. Only then 
can the productivity 
pluses promised by 
data dictionaries be 
realized. 
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BY DANIEL S. APPLETON 
From its beginnings as a simple listing of 
data elements, the data dictionary has 
evolved into a product definition data
base for the entire MIS organization. The 
modern data dictionary is shared among 
all information resource management 
(IRM) functions' that have an effect on 
planning, designing, producing, and sup
porting information products. It is also 
the key to both product differentiation 
and cost reduction in the IRM operation. 

The modern data dictionary does 
not stand alone. It is support software for 
the IRM "control architecture"-the 
standards and procedures used by an MIS 
organization and its users for planning, 
analysis, design, construction, and sup
port of information products. Informa-

,tibn system planners and architects, 
application developers, data administra
tors, and end users must all use the mod
ern data dictionary to do their work. 

The fundamental job of a control ar
chitecture is to orchestrate all business 
activities related to information resource 
management into a comprehensive sys
tem of control. This system must gener-
ate appropriate information products in 
an efficient and effective manner. There 
are two basic forms of IRM control archi
tecture: an application portfolio control 
architecture and an asset-based control 
architecture. Each control architecture t 
sets different requirements for data dic- ~ 
tionary support. >

.D 

The application portfolio'control ar- g. 
chitecture builds or buys information ~ 
products that are basically standalone ap- Q... 



plication systems; each application has 
unique I/O mechanisms, storage, and 
processing. This architecture is some
times referred to as "process-bound" in
formation resource management. 

The asset-based method first seeks 
to build reusable information assets-as
sets that can subsequently be leveraged 
by software development teams to 
quickly and easily build a variety of infor
mation products in response to changing 
user requirements.' This type of IRM 
scheme is sometimes called "data-driv
en" information resource management. 

These two fundamentally different 
control architectures have fundamental
ly different requirements for data dic
tionary support. In the application 
portfolio environment, there are often 
several data dictionaries, one or more for 

each application. Each of these data dic
tionaries is an integral part of a specific 
programming environment-it's embed
ded within the DBMS, the 4GL, the applica
tion generator, or the code generator 
that's used to build and support an indi
vidual application. Embedded data dictio
naries contain only the information 
constructs that are useful to that applica
tion's programming environment. 

Basic Focus on Data Elements 

In some cases, MIS organizations 
have implemented generalized (non
embedded) data dictionaries such as 
IBM's DB/DC in an attempt to achieve 
cross-application integration. N everthe
less, the basic focus of these generalized 
dictionaries is on data elements and nam
ing conventions, not on integration. In an 

application portfolio control architec
ture, integration can be accomplished 
only when applications are required to 
share the same programming environ
ment. Even if several applications hap
pen to share the same DBMS or 4GL, 
however, there is absolt.ltely no guaran
tee that they have been designed to be 
integratable. 

In the asset-based IRM environ
ment, the data dictionary is intended to 
be the repository for reusable informa
tion structures that are used by applica
tion developers and end users to create 
not only applications, but other applica
tion products as well. Applications are in
tegrated with one another because they 
share the same logical information struc
ture, even though these standardized 
structures may simultaneously be imple-
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mented within several different pro
gramming environments. In other 
words, the modern data dictionary, not 
the programming environment, be
comes the vehicle for integration, which 
is accomplished across heterogeneous 
programming milieux. 

Differences in Construction 

A major difference between these 
two types of data dictionaries is found in 
their internal construction. The "portfo
lio" dictionaries use what is called a two
schema approach. They map external 
schemata-user views of information 
such as reports or screens-directly to 
internal schemata, which are the record, 
file, and database formats. "Asset" dic
tionaries, which use the American Na
tional Standards Institute (ANSI) 
three-schema approach, introduce a 
"conceptual schema" into the equation. 
The conceptual schema defines neutral, 
reusable information structures, includ
ing data and procedures, as well as 
constraints. 

The asset dictionary is more than a 
tool to integrate the planning, design, 
construction, and support of information 
products. It can also be used by users 
who want to access data stored in dis
tributed, heterogeneot~s application 
systems. And it further serves as a mech
anism for controlling data integrity for 
data that are stored in those systems. 

As an access mechanism, the mod
ern data dictionary provides the user or 
application developer with a single query 
language that can be used for controlled 
on-line or batch access to data that are 
stored throughout the data dictionary's 
realm. That realm encompasses multi
ple, distributed, heterogeneous pro
gramming environments. 

As an update mechanism, the data 
dictionary can. control the logical data.:. 
base state, particularly when the physical 
databases are scattered throughout 
several different programming environ
ments that are within the data dictio
nary's span of control. The dictionary can· 
perform these additional functions in 
semiactive or active mode. In semiactive 
mode, run-time modules are· generated 
from the dictionary by programmers, and 
they are linked with other object code 
modules. 

In active mode, components of the 
data dictionary are active at run time. De
ciding which dictionary modules to make 
semiactive or active involves trade-offs 
between programming efficiency· and 
program efficiency. Semiactive dictio
nary functions are generally less flexible 
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The Modern 
Data Dictionary 

but more efficient than active dictionary 
functions.· .. . . 

The modern data dictionary's turf 
has been well described by John Zack
man in a paper entitled "A Framework 
for Information Systems Architecture" 
(published by the IBM Los Angeles Sci
entific Center). Zackman envisions the 
information systems architecture as a 
matrix of three columns and six rows. 
The columns describe the essential "de
scriptive models" that constitute infor
mation products-data, function, and 

THE ULTIMATE 
REPOSITORY 

FOR IRM DATA. 

network. Data models are generally de
scribed in terms of entity-relationship
entity; function models are viewed as 
input-pro cess-output; and network mod
els are constructed based on a node-link
node formula. 

The rows in Zackman's matrix de
scribe different perspectives of the envi
ronment: scope, business, information 
system, technology constraints, detailed 
design, machine language description, 
and the actual system. 

A Level for Each Perspective 

The view of the information sys
tems planner would be represented at 
the highest level of abstraction. Asset 
managers such as the data administration 
folks are at level three, where the con
ceptual schema exists. Users are on lev
els one and two. Application builders 
(programmers and analysts) generally 
see levels two through five, while tech
nologists such as database administra
tors and communications specialists look 
at tiers four and five. The external sche
mata are found at level two and the inter
nal schemata at levels four and five. 

By now it should be evident that 
there are no turnkey solutions to the 
modern data dictionary. Building and 
maintaining one is as complex as it is im
portant to productivity. Like any crucial 
resource, it needs constant attentio·nand 
continual investment, even more so 
since it is the centerpiece for IRM. 

Your particular version must be as
sembled from a combination of pur
chased software, internally generated 

code, and conceptual information struc
tures specific-to yo-tirbusiness.-Sincetlie-
dictionary's main purpose is to support 

. the control architecture, it is crucial that 
you reevaluate that system and make 
whatever changes are required before 
you commit to implementing data dictio
nary software. The decisions you make 
here will determine the types of inform a
tionconstructs and levels of abstraction 
that will be in the data dictionary. 

Then you must decide what you 
want the dictionary to be: a passive de
sign tool; a fully active combination of de
sign support tool, user access device, 
and update control mechanism; or some 
other combination .. Once these critical 
decisions are made, you will know 
whether or not you must choose a two
or three-schema internal construction. 
Three-schema construction is required if 
you want to move beyond the active de
sign support tool stage or if you are 
working in mUltiple, distributed, hetero
geneous programming environments. 

Your next task is to select the con
ceptual schema representation language, 
which will become the key language for 
integrating planning, design, software 
development, data administration, and 
the user in your control architecture. 

You will also use this language to 
build a conceptual schema for the data 
dictionary. This conceptual schema, 
which is the crucial design specification 
for your data dictionary, should be the 
main criterion for selecting and integrat
ing support software packages such as 
programmer and analyst workbenches, 
DBMSs, 4GLS, application generators, and 
code generators. Of course, some of 
these technologies are around today and 
will probably become requirements to be 
factored into the data dictionary design. 

To sum up, the modern data dictio
nary is the ultimate repository for data 
about the IRM environment. It is the key 
to integrating planning with software de
velopment, workbenches with program
ming environments, application systems 
with each other, and, finally, MIS with its· 
users. It is also the key to controlling 
information products, and reducing the 
costs and lead times related to producing 
them. When you come right down to it, 
.the modern data dictionary is essential to 
productivity. • 

Daniel S. Appleton, a frequent contribu
tor to DATAMATION, ispresidentof 
D. Appleton Co. (Dacom) Inc., a Manhat
tan Beach, Calif., firm that specializes in 
data resource management methods and 
tools. 



Telex is a registered trademark of The Telex Corporation. 

........ __ ... _ ..... _---

At Telex, we're confidently laying our 
reputation on a new line: This time with a full line of 
System 36/38 produ~ts. Selections range from low-cost, 
plug-compatible displays and printers to high perform
ance Intelligent Workstations with 5250 emulation. 

The Telex tradition for compatibility and reliability, 
backed by exceptional worldwide service and support, 
is making us the # 1 alternative in S/3X. 

For more information, call Telex. USA: 1-800-331-2623, 
Ext. 3284 (Oklahoma, 1-918-628-3284). INTER
NATIONAL: 1-617-769-8000. CANADA: 1-800-268-3233. 
EUROPE: 41-38-22-6101. 

Now You Have 
A Re1iable Choice 

TELEX 
TELEX COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC. 
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Symphony® is the one software product no business and no business person can afford to 
be without. 

Based on the 1-2-3® spreadsheet technology, Symphony pulls together five key functions 
in one program. Functions that help a marketing manager work smarter. Give a [mancial analyst 
a clearer picture. Run an entire company more effectively. 

An all-in -one investment, Symphony increases in value over time. It offers continuous 
growth through Lotus® Add-in products like Spelling Checker, Thxt Outliner, Symphony LinfM 
and through more than 250 specialized applications designed by independent software 
developers. 

What's more, Lotus backs Symphony with a free telephone hotline and Lotus PROMPT;M 
a new comprehensive user support program. 

One product to train on. One company to support you. One investment that grows over 
time. For all these reasons, you should consider standardizing on Symphony to meet the 
personal computing needs of your corporation. 

Symphony 
A complete general-purpose software tool built around the world's leading spreadsheet technology. 

© I \l87 Lotus Developnwnt Corporation. Lotus 1·~·;3 and Symphony are registered trademarks of Lotus Developllwnt Corporation. 
Symphony Link and Lotus PROMPT are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. 



Introducing the Wyse VVY-60. 
Now t ht're's (j perfectly compatible. 
reli;lble. economical. \\\se way to get 
multi-user mile;lge from ~'()ur PC-AT. 
\\lyse \VY-()() terminals ;::ive \'OU com
plete comp;ltihility for your IBl\I 
Personal Computer :-\'1' systt'ms. ri,l.!;ht 
clown to till' C'X;lct kcyboard I(\\'out. 
chilrackr ~;l't allCl displ;ly fcatures, 

Thl' l\J)k thillO rliffpJ"Pllt ic.: h()", ... ~ ....... ~ "' ........ ~. \.. .......... ~-.., ..... -........... .. '-- . ..... .,., .... ,' .. 
much cleaner (lllclll1ore readable your 
information is with the \VY-()()'s hi,l.!;h 
resolut ion and Mat. non-glare. U" tilt! 
swin·1 screen, 

l\Iultiple c1isplilY formats ,l.!;() up 
to U~ colullllls cllld j,llillt's OJl ont' 
c.:1'1'1'I'n 1 () (fl'l 1 lif' J)l()~:,t (llll ()f 
_ , ,_ .. '--- "-- .... , '-" (-..,...... '- •• ,_ ,. A • • • .... • .... ~ •• ~ 

ilppli(,;lti()ll~ stIch ;IS l\ltIltiplilll ;mel 
\\'orciStar, 

Ami ;1 :11:2-cliaracier downlo(lcl;lble 
soft fOllt is ;t1S() thlTC \dll'1l \(JU lleed 
l1l;lthcmatic;1I snl1\)o]s or l'Llstol11izecl 

Thl' ;ldjust;ll)k' ;lrl11 is optional. 
,mel ~'()\1 elI1 d1<)()SL';1 ,l2Yl'L'11. white ()r 

<l111bc'l' scTl'C'Jl, 

~() \\'onder \\'C' ship llHJ1'(.:' terminals 
th;ll1 'Illyboely but IBl\I:' 

L,tll toll-frce or \\Titt'. today. for 
Ill()n' i nf()rl11d t ion, \ \\Sl' '!'c'c I 1ll()I o ,l.!;Y. 
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YOU NEVER REGRET A \vySE DECISION. 
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Many information centers have become so consumed by the enormous demands on their time 
and resources that strategic issues and planning are overlooked. The managers of these cen
ters have missed the opportunity to train and consult with those users higher up the organiza
tionalladder who can use info center tools to make a more strategic impact on the company. 

tepsto 
a uccess u 
Ino 

BY JOHN N. OGLESBY 
Most information centers today are vir
tually buried under the demands for their 
services. They can't hold enough train
ing classes to satisfy their users, their 
hot lines ring off the hook, their consul
tants are busy from the moment they ar
rive at work until long after they should 
have gone home, and the stream of user 
requests for assistance seems to grow 
ever stronger. This turmoil of activity 
devours the· energies and attention of 
both staff and management. 

Often, the majority of the info cen
ter's resources are expended on applica
tions that do not offer a particularly high 
strategic advantage to the organization. 
The result is that management doesn't 
believe the benefits justify the enormous 
investment that's been made, and the in
formation center falls out of favor. What 
has happened is simple. The urgent has 
driven out the important. The squeaky 

wheel has been greased; the wagon rolls 
faster but hasn't been improved. 

What has been missed is the oppor
tunity to train, educate, and consult with 
users higher up the organizational ladder 
who can make a more strategic impact on 
the organization with information center 
tools. Once introduced to the tools avail
able, these higher-level individuals 
quickly see the benefits of an info center. 

One major benefit is that decisions 
can be made more rapidly and with better 
information. The way in which the orga
nization does business can be dramatical
ly improved. This is the kind of result 
management remembers and rewards. 
The information center that serves its or
ganization in this manner will be a suc
cess. But it's a success not easily won. 

. What, then, can the info center do to 
thrive? I believe there are seven strate
gic steps that will lead an information 
center to the success it seeks and its 
company expects. 
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1 Apply tools to business problems. 
Many information centers simply 
train users and then leave it to them 

to figure out how to apply the appropri
ate tools to their business problems. A 
more successful strategy is to help users 
identify which areas to attack, and then 
guide them to apply the proper tools to 
solve a problem effectively. Then let 
them know what level of your support 
will be required. 

Communication between the infor
mation center staff and its users is crucial 

. to its success. Information center man
agement should meet regularly with user 
management to review progress and 
identify future applications for tools and 
services. 

Encourage your staff to establish 
and maintain a high level of interaction 
with users and look for opportunities to 
apply information center tools to their 
business problems. 

You may want to consider staff ex
changes with user areas. These allow in
formation center personnel to get more 
deeply involved in the users' business 
and user personnel to gain more in-depth 
knowledge of the capabilities of your 
tools and the methods of applying them 
effectively. 

2" Match the info center strategy to the 
organization strategy. Make sure 
the information center is deeply in

volved in the formulation of the organiza
tion's strategic and tactical plans. 
Identify the "driving force" of the organi
zation and choose projects based upon 
how closely they support this driving 
force. 

Organize your priorities and work 
flow to focus on the most important, 
highest return opportunities first. Be 
careful not to expend large amounts of 
time and resources on those things that 
don't matter much. 

Be aware of the politics of your 
company. Know who the movers and 
shakers are and make sure that what's 
important to them is important to you. 
Information center management should 
spend a lot of time with upper manage
ment. Make yourself and the accomplish
ments of your group known in these 
upper circles. It's important for you to 
stay in the know. 

3 Be proactive, not reactive. Don't just 
wait and see what requests and pro
jects arrive at your door; seek out 

those opportunities that offer the great
est potential return. Stay involved in 
your users' business. Be creative and 
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to a Successful 
Info Center 

seek out opportunities to apply your 
tools and technology in new and different 
ways. 

Keep an accomplishment scrap 
book. Don't wait for management to ask 
how successful you've been. Regularly 
sell them on the importance of your 
group by letting them know about your 
successes. 

4 Manage a dynamic training pro
gram. Recognize that as your user 
base grows and matures, its train

ing needs progress and change. Plan for 
and make the appropriate adjustments at 
the point of need. 

Recognize and plan for the higher 
volume of basic training needs that will 
develop as the popularity of information 
center products catches on, and more 
and more users want training. Remem
ber that as users progress to higher lev
els of proficiency, they will need more 
advanced training. " 

5 Develop your staff. Don't let your 
staff become so busy chopping 
trees that they don't take the time 

to sharpen their axes. They should prog
ress and mature, just as users do. Pro
vide the technical, business, and 
management training they need. 

Provide business training to edu
cate your staff in how your company or 
organization operates. Show them the 
big picture. 

Give your staff training in inter
personal relations, in communicating bad 
news, managing expectations, etc. 

Provide assertiveness training to 
better equip your staff to involve them
selves in their users' business and deci
sion-making processes. It will also help 
them to say no to time wasters. 

Provide specific technical training 
to elevate staff skil1levels. 

6 Make systems development a good 
customer. Your systems develop
ment group needs the use of infor

mation center tools as much as the rest of 
the organization. You need their support 
to ensure that users' information pro
cessing and decision support needs are 
supplied in a neatly integrated package. 
Work with systems development to co
ordinate a consistent response to user 
requests. 

Provide special training for systems 
development personnel. Train them to 
recognize when user requests could be 
satisfied by the users themselves with 
information center products. Show sys
tems development managers how to do a 

more efficient job using your tools. Help 
. them-establishplans-for-using-informa;; 
tion center tools for development, when 
appropriate. 

7 Research, research, research. The 
lifeblood of any organization is re
search. This couldn't be more true 

than with the information center. Ad
vanced technology and productivity 
tools are your business. Keep abreast of 
developments in your field and how they 
might benefit your organization . 

Make sure that the new tools you 
evaluate either support or extend old 
ones. Think carefully before abandoning 
use and support of a long-used product or 
before introducing a conflicting one. 

Measure new technologies against 
your organization's needs, operations, 
philosophies, and methods. 

Remember that data sharing and 
connectivity needs will arise as more and 
more users become proficient in the use 
of.info center tools. Needs will develop 
for micro-to-mainframe, pc-to-pc, and 
package-to-package communications. 

Build a sensible and secure user en
vironment and select tools and technol
ogies that complement and extend that 
environment. Pay particular attention to 
productivity enhancement add-ons for 
existing products that make them more 
flexible, easier to use, or more ex
tensible. 

Information centers must serve the 
whole organization, focusing their atten
tion on the most important, highest-re
turn areas first. The old Pareto principle 
of concentrating 80% of the effort on the 
most important 20% of the tasks is criti
cal. Information center managers must 
prepare themselves, their staff, and their 
users for the task. 

Those information centers that suc- . 
cessfully meet this challenge will be 
among the most talked about, most rec
ognized, and most important groups 
within their companies. • 

john Oglesby, who is informat£on center 
manager at First Ten n esse Bank in 
Memphis, is cofounder and president of 
the Information Center South Central 
RegionalAssociation of Management. 

Reprints of all DATAMATION articles, 
including those printed in 1986, are 
available in quantities of 100 or more. 
Details may be obtained by telephon
ing (212) 605-9730, or by wrt'ting to 
DATAMATION, 875 ThirdAve., New 
York, NY 1 0022. 
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MeDlorex International B.V. 
and 

its wholly owned subsidiary 

MeDlorex Corporation 
new corporations formed by Eli S. Jacobs 

have acquired the 

Memorex Division 
of 

Unisys Corporation 

The undersigned assisted in the negotiations and acted as financial advisor to 
Memorex International B.V. and Memorex Corporation in this transaction. 

Drexel Burnham Lambert 
INCORPORATED 

This announcement appears as a matter of record only. 

$550,000,000 

MeDlorex Corporation 

$225,000,000 
Senior Increasing Rate Guaranteed Notes 

due 1991 

$100,000,000 
Senior Subordinated Increasing Rate Guaranteed Notes 

due 1992 

$100,000,000 
Senior Subordinated Guaranteed Notes 

due 1996 

$125,000,000 
Subordinated Guaranteed Debentures 

due 1998 

The undersigned acted as agent in the private placement of these securities. 

Drexel Burnham Lambert 
INCORPORATED 
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If your business grows, can YOUI 
Your data processing needs may be 
growing faster than your systems 
can handle. A problem which we at 

HP 3000 family: Micro 3000 XE, Series 52, 58, 70, 930 
and, not shown, Micro 3000 and Series 950. 

Hewlett-Packard understand. A 
problem for which we designed a re
markable solution: the HP 3000 fam
ily of business computing systems. 

These systems will meet your 

needs both now and in the future, 
without costly reinvestment in hard
ware, software and user training. 
They're fully compatible. And they 
give you a dramatic range of perfor
mance-both within the models 
and between them. 

Start with any of the seven 
models: for instance, the just-intro
duced Micro 3000 XE. It lets you 
grow from 4 to 56 workstations and 
still maintain high performance. 
Thats because it uses HPs advanced 
NMOS ill VLSI technology And, 
unlike most other micros, it has the 
same functionality as the rest of 
the family 

From there, you can expand 



1-

~ . 

~omputers grow with you? 
effortlessly up to the top-of-the-line 
900 series, which is based on next
generation HP Precision Architec
ture to provide mainframe-level 
performance.· And HP can network 
these systems so you can grow 
to support thousands of users. 

As you grow, you retain use of 
the same peripherals and terminals. 
Most upgrades can be accomplished 
in hours with no software conversion 
or rewriting. And you don't have to 
retrain any users. 

The bottom line of all this is 
twofold:· downtime is kept to a 
minimum, and you are making 
highly effective use of existing 
resources. 

Consider also our record for 
quality and service; as well as our 
commitment to always asking 
"What if ... ". about your particular 
needs and problems. It all adds 
up to a convincing case for the 
Hewlett-Packard family of business 
computing systems. 

If you'd like to learn more about 
how easily you and they can grow 
together, you can begin by calling 
1800 367-4772, Dept. 275N. 

r7JJif\l HEWLETT 
~£LJ PACKARD 
Business Computing Systems 
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NetView/rom mM@ 

"NET/MASTER" Is The Most Complete . 
Network Management Solution Available'~ Datapro* 

The way to solve the network manage
ment puzzle is with software components 
that are made to fit together. 

Thafs why you need to compare NETI 
MASfER with NetView. 

Our 30-day trial will show you why 
Datapro called NETIMASTER the only total 
network control system available for the 
ffiM mainframe environment And added, 
"NET/MASfER is a giant step in the direc
tion of peak operating efficiency."* 

Integration Is The Answer. 
NETIMASTER lets you manage your 

VTAM network with greater contro~ effi
ciency and reliability than ffiM's NetView. 
Because NETIMASTER is a comprehensive, 
fully integrated system that lets you tie 
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,'-:--"-.'O,.,J.,-'- tJlle . National Security Agency 
intc=ntlon not to re· 

the ,,' Data Encryption Standard 
its regular five-year review, due 
The agency contends that the 

use of the DES algorithm, which has been 
a federal standard for 

the 'nation's largest and, in some re
spects, most secret,intelligence agency; 
except for certifying DES, the NSA tradi
tionally has played a minor role in regu.:. 
lating codes or dealing with commercial 
and private organizations. If the intelli
gence agency proceeds with its plans to 
replace DES in 1988, its relationship with 

the private sector will 
change drastically. 10 years and is well 

established as the 
American commercial 
encryption standard, 
has spread to ex
tremely sensitive ap
plications that make it 
an attractive target 
for U.S. adversaries. 
The NSA currently 
plans to replace DES 
with a family of new 

NEWNSA 
CODES ARE 

NOT JUST AN 
UPGRADE. 

Commercial ac
ceptance of the NSA 
plan as currently pro
posed is by no means 
certain. The DES algo
rithm, which was ini
tially certified by NSA 
in 1977 and recerti
fied in 1983 as a feder
al standard for en-

codes that the agency 
will distribute and regulate itself. 

The planned NSA encryption codes 
are much more than a simple upgrade of 
the current, DES algorithm. They repre
sent a significant new direction in 
encryption systems and standards. Im
plementing the new algorithms would 
also represent a major shift for the NSA, 

crypting unclassified 
but sensitive informa

tion, has won wide commercial accep
tance, as demonstrated by its adoption as 
an American National Standards Insti
tute (ANSI) standard and by the wide vari
ety of DES hardware and software prod
ucts available. 

The NSA's intent not to recertify DES 
has caused confusion throughout the 

. . 
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banking community-the largest com
mercial user group of encryption prod
ucts. Many financial institutions question 
the NSA's reasons for abandoning DES for 
all government encryption needs except 
those of the Treasury Department. (The 
NSA will continue to mandate the use of 
DES-based ANSI authentication standard 
X9.9 for all federal systems that handle 
government EFT transactions.) The pros
pect of decertification has raised concern 
among bankers over the safety of using 
DES. More important, bankers have 
voiced strong opposition to the DES re
placement scheme, calling it unsuitable 
for their needs and questioning, among 
other things, whether the NSA will as
sume any financial liability should losses 
occur with its new codes. The NSA's han
dling of such objections could determine 
how the plan will fare in the private sec
tor as a whole. 

In short, for commercial organiza
tions planning for or using a data encryp
tion system, the prospect of a new 
federal standard based on proprietary al
gorithms hardly clarifies your choice of a 
solution-but neither is it cause for 
adopting a wait-and-see attitude. Most 
experts agree that DES is still a safe, effi
cient algorithm for commercial use, but 
that a new, stronger public algorithm to 
replace DES may be needed. Several al
ternatives to DES, such as proprietary al
gorithms and public key schemes, have 
been available for years and will continue 
to make sense for some users, whether 
or not DES is replaced as a federal stan
dard (see "Alternatives to DES"). One 
thing is clear: the NSA's planned replace
ment codes, which will probably not be 
available for commercial use for about 
two years, will not settle the 10-year-old 
controversy that has characterized de
bate over encryption standards and DES. 

An Algorithm and a Key 

Most encryption systems, including 
a DES-based system, have two main com
ponents: an algorithm and a key. The DES 
algorithm, a complex iterative process 
comprised of substitutions, permutation, 
and "exclusive or" mathematical opera
tions, is public information. It has been 
published in Federal Information Pro
cessing Standards Publication 46 and is 
detailed in numerous articles and books. 

The electronic key in a DES-based 
system, on the other hand, constitutes a 
shared secret between the originator and 
the receiver of a transmission. Together, 
the public algorithm and secret electron
ic keys are used to encode and decode 
messages. The DES algorithm is fixed; 
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the key is a variable that is controlled by 
the user. Guaranteeing the confidential
ity of messages encrypted in any private
key system, such as DES, depends on 
keeping the keys confidential. 

NSA plans to replace DES with a family 
of new private algorithms, being devel
oped under the Commercial COMSEC En
dorsement Program or CCEP. (COMSEC is 
military shorthand for communications 

security.) The CCEP is a result of presi
dential National Security Decision Direc": 
tive 145 signed by President Reagan in 
September 1984. This directive address
es the communications security of gov
ernment contractors, particularly with 
respect to national security. 

The CCEP algorithms represent a 
new strategy in encryption standards. 
Rather than certify a new single public al-
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gorithm to replace DES, the NSA will de
velop several proprietary encryption 
algorithms. The public DES algorithm is 
being replaced with several secret algo
rithms to address a problem known as 
cross-vulnerability-the compounded 
risk incurred by all users if someone 
breaks DES with a general solution. Cur
rently, the only known attack on a DES
encrypted message is to exhaust all 
possible keys. While the costs of apply
ing massive computer power to such a 
task are now prohibitively high for most 
would-be code breakers, the increasingly 
widespread use of DES and the declining 
cost of dp hardware together are improv
ing the potential cost benefit. 

The NSA's idea is to develop and dis
tribute private CCEP algorithms and their 
electronic keys. This has prompted new 
concern in the cryptography field and 
banking industry. The algorithms will not 
be made public for scrutiny and testing, 
and the keys will be handed out by the 
NSA to government users. NSA may also 
make a key-distribution service available 
to the private sector as well. 

In order to keep the algorithms con
fidential, NSA will disseminate- the secret 
encryption algorithms to approved hard
ware manufacturers who will implement 
the algorithms in specialized, tamper
proof ICs. When the implementation is 
complete, the IC will be examined to en
sure that it meets NSA's rigid standards. 

System and module designers will 
also present their encryption systems to 
the NSA for approval. If their encryption 
systems are okayed, the NSA will allow 
the system manufacturer to purchase 
and integrate encryption ICs with a 
secret CCEP algorithm that will not be dis
closed to the system vendor. This equip
ment will then be certified for govern
ment work in unclassified applications. 

" (DES was initially certified by NSA in 1977 
and recertified in 1983 for use in encrypt
ing unclassified but sensitive govern
ment information.) 

In addition, the vendor may market 
the NSA-approved product to the private 
sector. This certification assures the end 
user that the system complies with rigor
ous NSA design and operational stan
dards. Under this scheme, encryption 
products containing the NSA CCEP algo
rithm will not be available commercially 
for at least two years. 

Maior Drawback to Private Algorithms 

While the involvement and exper
tise of NSA will certainly upgrade encryp
tion hardware and provide improved 
capabilities for protecting the confidenti-
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ality of sensitive data in the private sec
tor, there is one major drawback to the 
use of private algorithms. They will nev
er undergo the close scrutiny that a pub
lic algorithm must face. The CCEP 
algorithms will never be challenged by 
encryption experts in academia and 
industry. 

The public examination of DES and 
the ensuing controversy surrounding it 
resulted in a healthy exchange of ideas 
and opinions. This ultimately led to 
today's generally high degree of confi
dence in the integrity of the DES algo
rithm. The secret CCEP algorithms will 
never be able to duplicate or guarantee 
that confidence level. 

When the National Bureau of Stan
dards adopted DES as the federal encryp
tion standard in 1977, it stated that the 

EXPERTS CALL 
NSA/SKEY 

DISTRIBUTION 
PLAN 

UNFEASIBLE. 

algorithm satisfied the worst-case threat 
model for· nondefense agencies for 10 
years. Although there is still no known 
solution for the DES algorithm, the NSA's 
plan indicates that some national security 
strategists, at least, no longer regard DES 
to be adequate protection for vital data. 

Many cryptography and data securi
ty experts disagree with NSA's conten
tion that DES is vulnerable. Robert 
Courtney, a former data security special
ist for IBM and president of his own secu
rity consulting firm, RCI, based in Port 
Ewen, N.Y., argues that the opposite is 
true. "You have an incredibly strong 
algorithm that's being· exported and 
available to foreign governments and 
companies, and the NSA is having a diffi
cult time reading [other people's] mail if 
it is protected by the DES. That's the pri
mary reason NSA doesn't want to recerti
fy the DES." 

The business concerns voiced by 
the banking community are a result of the 
NSA's intention not to recertify DES, and 
not simply a· reaction to the agency's 
planned involvement with the financial 
sector. Actually, the banking industry 

welcomes the NSA's expertise. 
"Bankers are not cryptographers," 

explains Ed Zeitler, a vp at Security Pacif
ic National Bank in Los Angeles, who has 
been appointed NSA liaison by the Data 
Security Committee of the American 
Bankers Association (ABA). "When we 
purchase encryption products, we want 
the confidence in knowing these prod
ucts implement certified encryption 
standards designed for the financial com
munity. We hope the NSA will continue to 
play a significant role in certifying en
cryption products for the financial 
community." 

The issues raised by the financial 
community, which are indicative of con
cerns shared by the entire range of en
cryption system users in the private 
sector, fall into three closely interrelated 
areas: liability, international implementa
tion, and "due care." 

The financial liability issue is raised 
because of the third-party key manage
ment structure of the CCEP encryption 
systems. Removing the responsibility of 
creating, distributing, destroying, and ar
chiving the encryption keys from banks 
causes them to lose complete control 
over these systems and ultimately con
trol over the financial risk they incur 
when processing transactions protected 
by these systems. When using CCEP
based systems, the lines of liability are no 
longer clearly delineated. Who is finan
cially liable for damages resulting from 
corrupted transactions if banks no longer 
completely "own~' the systems of con
trols over these transactions? It is ex
tremely doubtful that NSA is willing to 
accept this financial liability. Current DES 
users design and change their own keys 
at will, which adds to the strength of the 
standard. The proper handling and distri
bution of the algorithm's keys are just as 
important as its inherent strength. 

ISA's Motives Questioned 
Many experts question the NSA's 

motives for controlling key distribution 
and claim the logistics of such a scheme 
would be impossible." RCI's Courtney 
claims the agency would have a difficult 
time, at best "The NSA is considering 
changing each user's key on a weekly ba
sis. That," Courtney says, "would re
quire the full-time effort of everybody in 
the agency." 

The second major issue involves in
ternational banking traffic. This concern 
is raised because of the proprietary na
ture of the CCEP algorithms and NSA-con
trolled key management. A significant 
volume of EFT transactions performed by 
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large V.S. banks is done with correspon
dent banks in foreign countries. The 
American banking community warns that 
their non-V.S. correspondent banks may 
not accept an encryption system devel
oped and controlled by an arm of the V.S. 
government. 

In actual practice, the CCEP algo
rithms will probably gain little accep
tance internationally. Indeed, why 
should any government or industry out
side the V.S. entrust its sensitive data to 
a secret encryption algorithm developed 
by a V.S. intelligence agency? The prime 
role of the NSA, after all, is to monitor 
worldwide communications for V.S. mili
tary and intelligence needs. 

The final issue, "due care," is di
rectly related'to NSA's planned decertifi
cation of DES. Bankers are concerned 
about implementing a prudent system of 
controls over their networks and com
puter systems. Are they practicing prop
er due care and due diligence when they 
implement systems that they do not fully 
control or know very little about? Put 
another way, are fmancial institutions ex
ercising responsible due care in main-
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taining their own systems when they 
unquestioningly trust or rely upon a third 
party to maintain adequate security in 
these systems? 

Zeitler of Security Pacific National 
Bank says, "I would like to see a V.S. 
agency provide support to the' financial 
community concerning the certification 
of cryptographic products. I want to have 
confidence that these products have 
been reviewed and certified . by some
body that has taken on that responsi
bility." 

These three problems must be re
solved before the banking community 
will use any system other than DES. Obvi
ously, replacing DES with new CCEP algo-

. rithmsis not a straightforward swap. To 
iron out the differences, the ABA and the 
NSA have begun to talk. Zeitler, as the NSA 
liaison for the ABA, says that the goals of 
their talk are twofold. First, the imple
mentation issues raised by the CCEP algo
rithms and the decertification of DES 
must be immediately addressed. Second, 
the ABA and NSA want to develop a long
term working relationship. 

It appears that the long-term rela-

tionship depends heavily on resolution of 
the- first goal. To achieve· this, the ABA 
and NSA must overcome significant dif
ferences. Even basic security motives 
are far apart: the NSA's experience is with 
mandatory security systems in military / 
government applications to safeguard 
national security, whereas bankers need 
to implement prudent, cost-effective 
controls in a business environment to 
protect assets. The future direction or" \ 
private sector encryption standards may 
well depend on how the NSA and the ABA 
settle their differences. 

Even so, DES will not disappear 
overnight. NSA's support of ANSI stan
dards for EFT transactions indicates that 
DES is still a due care standard. Whatever 
plan comes out of the NSA's review in 
1988, DES will continue to be a major fac
tor in the implementation of financial en
cryption and authentication systems for 
several years at least. • 

RobertAndersen is a senior manager 
with Ernst & Whinney, an international 
management consulting, accounting, 
and tax advisory firm in Cleveland. 
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Get It Right the First Time 
With Automatic Adaptive Equalization. 
Because the OKITEL 1200 automatically adapts to 
widely varying line quality, your data rarely gets lost or 
disconnected by a "noisy" line. So you hardly ever 
have to re~transmit. A convenience usually 
found only in higher ~peed modems. 

Our new PC modem also offers auto~ 
dialing, auto~answering, and auto~ 
disconnecting. The ability to use 
tone or pulse~dialing. As well as 
a special self~diagnostic loopback. 
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On-Une, On-the-Double. 
To help you get instantly acquainted with your . 
OKITEL 1200, we're including a special introductory 
offer that provides up to $150 in discounts on three 
of the most popular on~line services: CompuServe~ 
Newsnee and Dow Jones(!) News/Retrieval. 

Tum Ordinary Minutes 
Into OKIDATA Minutes. 
When you use a modem, every minute means money. 
But an OKIDATA Minute actually saves you money. 
You get a full 60 seconds of quality time every minute 
you're on~line because you get it right the first time. 

The OKITEL 1200 PC Modem. Fewer transmission 
breaks, plus automatic error detection and automatic 
adaptive equalization. 

Start getting your money's worth out of every 
modem minute. Get the new OKITEL 1200 

modem with the very familiar-
and very respected-name. 

Call toll~free, 1 ~800~OKIDATA for 
the name of the OKIDATA dealer 

nearest you. 

Registered trademarks: OKIDATA. Oki America. Inc. Marque de'pose'e de Oki America. Inc.: CompuServe. CompuServe Information Services: Dow lones News/Retrieval. Dow lones and Company. Inc.: 
Newsnet. Newsnet. Inc. Trademarks: OKITEL. Oki Electric Industry Company. Ltd. 



OFF-LINE 
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.'s recent intro
duction of two new VAX configurations, its 
most powerful computers ever, has been 
greeted by the computer industry with some 
yawns, but mostly applause. Those applaud
ing this latest move by the thriving mini
computer maker, whose profits nearly dou
bled in the second quarter of '86, see the 
announcement as an aggressive aHack on 
IBM, with its line of high-end mainframe 
systems. The skeptics see it as merely a 
stopgap measure until Digital comes out 
with a multiprocessor version of its VMS 
operating system, expected later this year. 

Digital's offerings are two clustered con
figurations of its VAX 8700. The VAX 8974 
and VAX 8978 systems are said by the com
pany to be "alternatives to mainframes." 
There was no new central processor intro
duced. The systems are based on VAXcluster 
technology and are composed of four or 
eight 8700 processors. The VAX 8974 pro
cesses at 25M IPS and is said to be in com
petition with IBM's 3090 model 200. The 
8974 is priced at $2.6 million while IBM's 
machine is priced at $4.1 million. The VAX 
8978, DEC's most powerful system ever, can 
process at 50MIPS, which places it in the 
same performance arena as the IBM 3090 
model 400. The price arena is quite differ
ent, though: the 8978 is $4.8 million while 
the IBM is $7.9 million. 

The combination of multiple processors of
fers a high degree of data security. There is 

, no single point of failure as in mainframes, 
so when one system fails or is being ser
viced, the others continue to operate. 

In addition, the $48,000, 2.5GB SA482 
disk subsystem was announced by Digital, 
which described it as anintegral part of the, 
new systel11s,.and orie that is also being sup-
ported on:th~ full/VAl( line.'.' ., 

Digital also'announced large database 
software products, including VAX SQL, a 
database language; VAX Data Distributor, 
which distributes relational data among pro
cessors; VAX Performance Advisor, for im
proving system performance; and new ver
sions of VAX DBMS and Rdb/VMS DBMSs. 

The new systems and the disk subsystem 
are seen as a real threat to IBM in the cen
tral computer room. Digital's long history of 
compatibility among its entire range of prod
ucts and with IBM mainframes stands in its 
favor, particularly when compared with 
IBM's disparate product lines. 

Whether or not Digital can woo away Big 
Blue's customers in a market that until now 
has been IBM's biggest and most profit
able-the MIS shop-remains to be seen. 
IBM is sure to be watching. 

RealTime 
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Wang's VS 7000 Series supports up to 192 workstations and 255 peripherals. 

Wang Rolls Out Revamped 
Minicomputer Line . 
High-end VS line enhanced to assert firm's 
commitment to departmental computing 
BY THERESA BARRY 
Wang Laboratories, which has been mak
ing news recently with layoffs, financial 
losses, and salary cuts, took to the offen
sive with the introduction of its new se
ries of high-performance vs· computer 
systems and enhancements to its Pace 
soft~areprocluct. ,.,'" .,' .'. ' .. "', 

, The VS 7000 Series" consists of 
two product groups. The 7100 is com
prised of three systems-the 7110, 
7120, and 7150. The 7300 group is com
prised of the 7310, and the 7320 dual-pro
cessor system that Wang says it will in
troduce later this year. 

Systems can be upgraded by 
swapping processor boards. Up to 128 
workstations and 192 peripheral devices 
can be supported on the 7100 models and 
192 workstations and 255 peripherals 
can be supported on the 7310. A 
67.7MBps system bus interconnects all 
system components. The 7100 supports 
up to 10 I/O controllers; the 7310 sup
ports 15. The systems have up to 16MB 
of memory, in 4MB increments, and up to 
32KB of internal' cache memory. An op
tional floating point unit is available on 

the 7150 and 7310. Up to 16 external disk 
drives are supported on the 7110, 24 on 
the 7120 and 7150, and 40_on the 7310. VS 
7000 processors run, under the VS re
lease 7 operating system, and the 7000 
systems support Wang Office software. 

Wang claims the 7100 models 
provide up to two times the throughput 
performance of the earlier VS 85 'and VS 
100 models. The 7310, it claims; is the' 
functional equivalent of the vs 300. The 
VS 7110, 7120, 7150, and 7310 are avail
able now. Prices range from $90,000 for 
a 7110 with 4MB of memory to $280,000 
for a 7310 with 16MB of memory. 

Along with the VS 67000 Series, 
Wang has announced release 2.0 of its 
Professional Application Creation Envi
ronment (PACE). Wang .claims enhance
ments of this product in the areas of ap
plication development, integration with 
Wang applications such as Wang Office, 
and the ability to incorporate different 
forms of information into PACE-based ap
plications, PACE release 2.0 is available 
this month and is priced from $13,000 to 
$39,000, depending on the vs system 
used. WANG LABORATORIES INC., Lowell, 
Mass. CIRCLE 265 
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Next Generation Laser Jet 
Hewlett-Packard also unveils scan
ner and high-volume laser printer. 
Hewlett-Packard's newly introduced La
serJ et Series II is targeted at· multiuser 
environments. This enhanced version of 
the HP LaserJet Plus is an eight page-per
minute printer that comes with 512KB of 
memory resident. Memory boards avail
able include a 1MB board for full-page, 
300dpi graphics, a 2MB board for full
page graphics, and a 4MB board for mem
ory-intensive needs. 

This newest LaserJet is approxi
mately 30% lighter than previous mod
els. It weighs 50 pounds. New features 
include a paper path for correct order 
output, two font cartridge slots and sup
port for a greater variety of paper stocks, 

a 200-sheet input bin and a 100-pagecor
rect-order output bin, and an improved 
16-character front-control panel. 

This is the first product to incorpo
rate Canon's new LBP-SX printer engine, 
developed jointly between HP and Canon. 
The printer uses HP Printer Command 
Language (PCL), as do other printers in 
the HP family. 

The LaserJet and LaserJet Plus will 
be marketed by HP for only six more 
months. The LaserJet Series II is avail
able March 1, is priced at $2,495, and in
cludes six built-in fonts, disposable toner 
cartridge, and Rs232c and Centronics in
terfaces. A 1MB memory board is $495, a 
2MB board is $995, and a 4MB board is 
$1,995. A ~oner cartridge is $115. 

HP has also introduced the HP 
LaserJet 2000 printer, a high-volume 
printer suited to multiuser environ
ments.It's available in three models. The 
standard 2684A features PCL compatibil
ity, 1.5MB RAM, full-page, 300dpi raster 
graphics, two 250-sheet input bins, and a 
1,500-sheet correct-order.' output bin. 
The 2684P has the same features plus a 
third paper-input bin holding 2,000 
sheets of 8V2-inch paper. The 2684D fea
tures the third bin plus duplex printing. 
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They're priced respectively at $19,995, 
$21,495, and $24,995, and all are avail
able now. A 1MB add-on memory module 
is available for $750, and printer inter
faces are $500 each. 

The HP ScanJet scanner is Hewlett
Packard's first desktop scanner. It's a 
flatbed, monochrome scanner. With soft
ware support, users can select a resolu
tion from 38dpi to 300dpi. It is said to be 
able to distinguish between 16 different 
levels of gray, and it supports three im
age-data types: binary, dithered, and 
four-bit gray scale. Both MS/DOS and MS 
Windows versions of HP Scanning Gal
lery software are included, and a bidirec
tional Centronics interface card is . also 
featured. The price is $1,495 and the in
terface card with Scanning Gallery soft
ware is $495. HEWLETT-PACKARD, Palo 
Alto. ClRCLE'268 

Harris Introduces Supermini 
New member of CX family based on 
32-bit processor 
Harris Corp.'s Computer Systems Divi
sion recently introduced the Unix-based 
Hcx-9 superminicomputer, an extension 
of its existing HCX family. The Hcx-9 is 
based on a 32-bit proprietary processor 
that operates at 8M IPS using C, and at 7.5 
megawhetstones using FORTRAN. A dual 
VMS bus architecture provides 40MBps of 
throughput per I/O bus. Harris claims 
this is four times the I/O throughput of its 
Hcx-7 system. 

The Hcx-9 Unix operating system, 
HCX/UX, incorporates a dual universe 
switch, says Harris,' which expands the 
software development capabilities for 
the AT&T Unix System V.2 and 4.2 BSD 

universes, and also enhances software 
portability for each environment by pro
viding all libraries and utilities. 

A basic system includes a propri
etary 32-bit processor, an eight-slot VMS 
bus, 4MB of memory, console processor, 
I/O controller with eight asynchronous 
serial ports, 32-user Unix license, and C 
compiler. Shipments begin this month. 
The base price is $195,000. 

Harris says one of the first installa
tions of Hcx-9 is at the University of Cali
fornia, Berkeley. The Computer Sys
tems Research Group will replace its 
Harris Hcx-7, in use for a year, with the 
Hcx-9, to test source code for the future 
release of the 4.4 BSD version of Unix. 
HARRIS CORP., Computer Systems Div., 
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. CIRCLE 266 

Vector Processor for VAX 
VAX front end designed for scientif
ic and engineering computing 
The NMX-464 from Numerix Corp. is a 
vector processor front end to VAX com
puters designed for scientific and engi
neering computing. Numerix claims it 
has peak computation rates of between 
12MFLOPS and 24MFLOPS. 

Virtual memory size of up to 1 mil
lion instructions and data memory sizes 
of up to 64MB are available in the pedes-

. tal-mount configuration that stands 24 
inches high by 10 inches wide by 31 V2 
inches deep. Integrated Vector Process
ing (IVP) software available with the 464 
is said to allow transparent use of its vec
tor processing capability in a VMS pro
gram development environment. An op
timizing FORTRAN compiler-allowing 
vector and scalar program execution 
without microcode programming-is in
cluded as a subset of the IVP software. 

The entry-level price for the NMX-
64 is $66,500. NUMERIX CORP., Newton, 
Mass. CIRCLE 271 

Communications Boards 
Two boards feature on-board co
processor and four or eight ports. 
DigiBoard has introduced two new 
boards for the IBM PC. The DigiBoard 
cOM/8i and COM/4i are said to provide 
four times the processing speed of exist
ing multichannel boards. They're de
signed to work with the IBM PC, XT, AT, 
and compatibles. They incorporate a 
modular I/O design, with the I/O con
tained on a daughter card that mounts on 
the COM/Xi host board. The host board 



uses a 10MHz 80188 microprocessor and 
256K of dual-ported RAM. Four-port and 
eight-port Rs232c asynchronous daugh
ter-card options use 16450 communica
tions chips. Comware software include a 
MS/DOS device driver that allows the sys
tem to access up to eight ports per board, 
for a total of 32. Utility programs allow a 
user to create application software that 
can use the on-board processor and 
memory. 

The Digiboard cOM/8i is $1,195 and 
the COM/4i is $969. The price includes 
cabling and software. DIGI~OARD INC., St. 
Louis Park, Minn. CIRCLE 270 

Parallel Processor and Software 
Encore announces series of com
puters in its Multimax family. 
Encore Computer Corp. announced re
cently the Multimax 320 Series of paral
lel processing systems. Fully configured, 
the system can support several hundred 
users. This introduction expands En
core's Multimax architecture first an
nounced in 1985. 

The Advanced Processor Card 
(APC) is· the computing element of the 
Multimax 320 Series. It contains two in
dependent 2MIPS processors. Up to 10 
APCs can be installed in a system allowing 
for processing power expansion from 
4MIPS to 40MIPS. The APC processor is a 
32-bit National Semiconductor 32332 
with the 32382 memory management 
unit. APCs are priced individually at 
$29,000. 

An optional floating point accelera
tor (FPA) is available for each processor 
for engineering and scientific users. A 
system with 20 processors and FPAs is 
said to have a peak performance of 40 
megawhetstones. An FPA is priced at 
$10,000 per APC. 

All processors in a 320 system 
share up to 128 million bytes of main 
memory. Processors communicate with 
memory over a 100 million byte per sec
ond bus. A new Mass Storage Card (MSC) 
is also available with the system. It sup
ports 12 million bytes per second of I/O 
traffic on three independent I/O chan
nels. Up to five MSCs can be configured in 

a 320 system and up to 100GB of on-line 
disk storage can be accommodated. Each 
MSC is priced at $15,000. 

An entry-level system with 4MIPS, 
8MB of memory, 408MB of disk, a 6250bpi 
tape drive, an operator's console, and 
system· software license is priced at 
$131,000. Fully configured, the system is 
priced at $500,000. 

Encore will also offer its,UMAX V Re
lease 3 for the 320 and the previously an
nounced 120 system. The Network File 
System fIle-sharing capabilities will be 
available with UMAX V and UMAX 4.2 op
erating environments. The new 320 sys
tem is also software-compatible with cur
rently installed Multimax 120 systems, 
claims Encore, and a 120 can be upgrad
ed to a 320 by swapping dual processing 
cards for advanced processing cards. EN
CORE COMPUTER CORP., .Marlborough, 
Mass. CIRClE 267 

Telex's 3270 Products 
Nine new products announced for 
the 3270-compatible market 
Telex's new products for the IBM 3270-
compatible market include a 3191 plug
compatible display, windowing support 
for the 274 control unit, and a color ver
sion of its Combined Function voice/ 
data terminal. 

The 191 is a 12-inch, 3191 plug
compatible display, available in green or 
amber phosphor, which contains up to 
1,920 characters. Support of an attach
able matrix or ink-jet message printer 

and light pen is available as an option. 
The price is $1,235. The C179 is a 14-
inch, four-color terminal with integrated 
telephony and multiple communications 
facilities. The price is $2,995. The 046 is 
a 15-inch, single-station control unit dis
play for small cluster requirements in re
mote locations. It is functionally compati
ble with the 3276; and it displays 1,920 
characters in green or amber phosphor. 
It's priced at $2,495. 

The 274 control unit has been en
hanced in two ways. New functions in
clude windowing support for standard 
Telex or IBM-attached displays and sup
port for the attachment of an IBM 3179G 
Graphics Display Station. The 274 with 
multiple logical session support'is priced 
at $1,750; the windowing feature is 
priced at $1,500. 

There are four new printers. The 
201 matrix message printer supports 
speeds up to 220 characters per second 
(cps) in draft, 44cps in near letter quality 
(NLQ). It's priced at $545. The 851 is an 
ink-jet printer, suitable for the desktop, 
which features speeds up to 220cps draft 
and 110cps NLQ. It costs $775. The 187 is 
a tabletop impact matrix printer with 
speeds up to 200cps draft and 100cps in 
high-density print mode. It's plug-com
patible with the IBM 3287 and is priced at 
$3,995. The 262 is plug-compatible to the 
IBM 3262-3 line printer. It performs at 
600 lines per minute in dp mode, and up 
to 800lpm in high-speed draft mode. It's 
priced at $13,800. TELEX COMPUTER 
PRODUCTS INC., Tulsa, Okla. CIRCLE 269. 
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1AVE HELPED US BUILD OURS. 
Names of companies who have already tested and proven 

NOMAD2 superior to any other 4GL/DBMS on the market. 
Names that read like the Who's Who of the corporate 

world. Including leaders in virtually every business around 
thegJobe." " 

Why have they chosen NOMAD2? Confidence. 
When making a software acquisition, confidence in the 

vendor is as important as product·quality. And when you're 
evaluating NOMAD2, here are a few important facts to keep 
in mind. 

• NOMAD2 is a product of the world's largest information 
services corporation, The Dun & Bradstreet Corporation. 

• 80% of NOMAD2 reflects suggestions from our user 
base. 

• There are over 100,000 NOMAD2 users, many of whom 
belong to local or international users' groups. 

D&B Computing 
Services 
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• 150 man years have been invested in the ongoing 
enhancement of NOMAD2. 

• 85% of those who ~ NOMAD2, buy it. 
When you study all these facts, one message becomes 

clear. We are committed to providing the highest level of 
customer satisfaction and support. To standmg behind our 
products. To meeting every need of our users. 

History proves we've done all that for the companies on 
this list. We'd like to do it for you, too. 

NOMAD2, which runs on your mainframe or ours, is 
another step in the NOMAD evolution that began in 1975. 
For information, here's another good name to remember. 
Deborah Cox, D&B Computing Services, 187 Danbury Road, 
Wilton, CT 06897. 1\ Ir\J\ JI A r\2 
Or call her at I \IVI V V ... ~ 
(203) 762-2511. The World's Premier 4GLlDBMS 

NOMAD2 is a registered trademark of D& B Computing Services. Inc. 
NOMAD is a trademark of D & B Computing Services. Inc. 
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sonWARE INC. 

Is there a 
better reason 

to buy 
VMCENTER? 

Late reports. Security problems. 
Budget overruns. The color of 
your tie. There's a lot that can raise 
your boss's blood pressure. Yet for 
your sake as well as his, it pays to 
keep it down. 

That's why it's so important to have 
VMCENTER on your side. 

VMCENTER is the world's leading 
data center management system for 
the VM operating environment. It's a 
single, comprehensive package that 
can go a long way to keep things run
ning smoothly-for yourself, for your 
boss, and for all your end users. 

VMCENTER simplifies DASD man
agement, resource scheduling, work
load balancing, system accounting, 
and much more-all within a strong, 
flexible security framework. 

The results: Better system 
performance. Improved user rela
tions. Satisfied management. And 
tangible benefits on the bottom line. 

Unique reporting system not only 
looks great, but actually works. 

One thing bosses appreciate is 
initiative. As long as it makes them 
look good. And few things make them 
look better than VMCENTER. 

Through powerful reports, 
VMCENTER helps optimize resource 
utilization while eliminating poten
tial trouble spots. Not just on paper, 
but in the real world of day-to-day 
operations. Which is exactly what 
management is all about. 

It's enough to make the boss feel 
like taking it easy. Which is great for 
the boss-and even better for you. 
Because as it turns out, you're the 
one who needs VMCENTER the most. 

After all, you're the one who has 
to see to it that the work gets done. 

You're the one they11 yell at if 
there's a security problem. 

And come to think of it, where 
did you get that tie? 

VM Software, Inc., 1800 Alexander 
Bell Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091. 
Subsidiaries: VM Software (UK) Ltd., Reading, Berks., 
UK, Telex 851849921; VM Software GmbH, Frankfurt, 
W. Germany, Telex 841411204. 

VM Software 
The VM Experts 
800·562·7100 
703·264·8000 
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UPDATES 
ELEVEN MAJOR WORKSTATION and soft
ware vendors recently banded together to 
announce their support of a windowing stan
dard for graphical computing in networked 
environments. As of last October, there were 
three major windowing factions, each head
ing off in a different direction (see "Three 
Hats in the Ring," Oct. 15, p. 32): Sun Micro
systems; Mountain View, Calif., with its 
Network-extensible Window System 
(NeWS); an MIT project developing the X 
Window System; and ANSI, which launched 
a task force on display management last 
June. The X Window System so far has the 
most backers, and they announced their sup
port at a recent X Window user conference in 
Cambridge, Mass. 

The companies backing the X Window 
System are Adobe Systems, Apollo Comput
er, Applix, Dana Computer, Data General, 
Digital Equipment Corp., Hewlett-Packard, 
MassComp, Siemens AG, Sony, and St~lIar 
Computers. IBM, which was invited to join in 
the announcement of X Window support, de
clined, but is "considering" X Window for 
"inclusion" in its Advanced/IX operating 

. system for the RT PC workstation, according 
to a spokesman. In December, IBM added X 
Window to its Berkeley 4.2 bsd Academic In
formation System, the operating system sold 
to colleges and universities for the 
RTPC. 

Denied entry to the X Window user con
ference, Sun Microsystems remains undaunt
ed by the major show of support for a rival 
to its NeWS product. "Sun believes there is a 
need for multiple windowing systems stan
dards ..•• Customers should be given a 
choice," says technology marketing manag
er Bill Keating. 

HP plans to implement X Window only for 
its Unix-based workstations, while 
Apollo, Digital, DG, and Masscomp have 
announced they will replace proprietary 
windowing systems and migrate to the pro
posed standard. 

X Window has been under development 
at MIT since the summer of 1984 under Proj
ect Athena and the Laboratory for Computer 
Science. Project Athena was set up to ex
plore the use of high-performance computer 
workstations in MIT's curriculum. The insti
tute plans to continue the design and devel
opment of X Window as an open architecture 
with the involvement of other universities 
and the computer industry. X Window is cur
rently applicable only to 2-D graphics and al
most exclusively in the Unix environment. 
The system has no licensing restrictions and 
MIT makes it available with complete source 
codes. 

RealTime 

SOFTWARE 
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The job selection screen of the Monitor for CICS. Message alerts users to storage space shortage . 

CICS Monitor Enhanced by 
Landmark Systems 
Major new features include abilty to monitor 
when CICS is disabled. 
BY TH ERESA BARRY 
Landmark Systems recently announced 
version 7.0 of the Monitor for CICS. This 
latest version features the new Cross 
System Monitor, which Landmark claims 
will function even when CICS is stalled or 
disabled, because it uses Cross Memory 
Services and runs as a VTAM task in its 
own address space outside of CICS. 

Four components make up the 
new features: an exception component, 
which provides the ability to display, ana
lyze, and cancel active and suspended 
tasks from the Cross System Monitor ad
dress space; a performance component, 
which provides graphic representation 
of resource utilization for all or selected 
CICS systems; a storage component, 
which provides the ability to display and 
alter CICS control blocks, tables, and pro
grams, even when CICS is locked up; and 
the control component, which provides 
secure user access and customization of 
PF key assignments. The Monitor for 

CICS version 7.0 is available this month; 
the permanent site license fee is 
$21,000. LANDMARK SYSTEMS CORP., 
Springfield, Va. CIRCLE 250 

VAX Expert System 
For developing personalized 
investment portfolios 
The APEX client profiling system is de
signed to help field agents from banks, in
surance companies, and other financial 

. institutions deliver expert financial plan
ning advice to middle-income customers. 
The expert system software is claimed 
to incorporate "knowledge" about taxes, 
investment, estates, retirement, insur
ance, and cash and credit management. 

The profiling system runs in batch 
mode on a DEC VAX computer. It is 
claimed to take into account clients' pri
orities and then develop specific invest
ment recommendations, which are deliv
ered in a personalized, 15- to 20-page 
printout. Data are collected on a standard 
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pc during the day, sent to the VAX for 
overnight processing, and the results are 
returned electronically the next day. 

Apex plans to market its profiling 
system to large financial institutions at a 
base price of $150,000; that includes cus
tomization, installation, maintenance, 
and initial support. The annual software 
license costs $150,000 more. Field test
ing is under way and installations are slat
ed to begin in May. APPLIED EXPERT SyS
TEMS, Boston. CIRCLE 251 

"Unintegrated" Package 
SPI makes available individual mod
ules of Open Access II. 
Software Products International recent
ly announced that the modules in its inte
grated software package, Open Access 
II, are now available on an individual ba
sis. Op'en Access II Network, introduced 
last October, made the program available 
for local area networks. SPI claims that 
many requests for standalone modules 
came from LAN users of the product. 

The modules are Database and 
Spreadsheet. Open Access II Database 
with Programming Language is a rela
tional database that SPI says has virtually 
unlimited file, screen, and reporting for
mats. It can access and join eight files. 
The System Query Language (SQL) is 
used for specifying data retrieval criteria, 
and the Programmer programming lan
guage is used for customized application 
development. 

Open Access II Spreadsheet with 3-
D Graphics includes a goal-seeking fea
ture, which SPI says frees users from re
peated what-if usage. Spreadsheet uses 
virtual memory combined with RAM man
agement, so model size is limited by disk 
space, not by RAM. Graphics include 3-D 
surface plots, scatter plots, stacked line 
and bar graphs, and overlays. Only the 
sophisticated 3-D graphics require a 
graphics card. Database is priced at $395; 
Spreadsheet is $295. For both, the price 
is $595. On a network, the entire system 
is priced at $3,995 for unlimited users. 
Open Access II is available in 11 lan
guages. SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INTERNA
TIONAL, San Diego. CIRCLE 252 

Communications Packages 
Connect Digital' s VAX systems to 
IBM mainframes 
Systems Strategies Inc., a subsidiary of 
AGS Computers Inc., Mountainside, N.]., 
has announced the introduction of VAX-
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Link, its new family. of communications 
software for connecting DEC VAX and Mi
croVAX systems under Ultrix, Unix, and 
VMS operating systems to IBM main
frames. The family of nine connectivity 
solutions include SNA/270, Bsc/3270, 
SNA/RJE, BSC/RJE, LU 6.2, DIA, DCA, SNADS, 
andX.25. 

The vAx-Link packages are' down
loaded in RAM onto Digital's standard 
communications processor boards, such 
as the KCT for the VAX Unibus and KMV 
for the MicroVAX Q-bus. Single-copy 
prices for the vAx-Link software pack
ages range from $3,500 to $10,000, de
pending on hardware. SYSTEMS STRATE
GIES INC., N ew York. CI RCLE 253 

Ueeel Enters VM/VSE Market 
Tape/Manager provides central
ized tape drive management. 
The VSE Systems division of Uccel Corp. 
announced its first product in the VM/VSE 
market. Tape/Manager VM-VSE is said to 
provide centraliied tape drive manage
ment and tape volume control for VM/VSE 
installations. 

Uccel says the new package re
moves the requirement for dedicated 
vSEtape drives by allocating and manag
ing an unlimited number of tape drives 
across multiple real and virtual cpus. A 
central catalog enables system operators 
and CMS users to control both VSE and VM 
tape files and volumes effectively. Over 
30 commands are provided, all with on
line help. A security hierarchy prevents 
unauthorized user access to commands 
and tape resources. 

Tape/Manager VM-VSE runs as a 
service virtual machine and requires VM/ 
SP CMS release 3 or higher. It supports all 
nine-track devices. The price is $22,500; 
a field upgrade for current Tape/Manag
er customers is $7,500. UCCELCORP., VSE 
Systems, Boston. CI RCLE 254 

Tolerant's Ada Product 
Cites large customer base bidding 
on federal DOD contracts 
Tolerant Systems Inc. has introduced 
TADS-the Tolerant Ada Development 
System-a software development sys
tem for the Ada programming language. 

, When announcing the product, Tolerant 
cited the fact that the Ada language has 
been mandated by the U.S. Department 
of Defense for mission-critical systems 
and a large number of its system integra
tor customers bidding on federal defense 

contracts. TADS is hosted on Tolerant's 
fault tolerant, Unix-based Eternity Se
ries systems. 

TADS features a production-quality 
Ada language compiler that complies 
with the ANSI 1983 Military Standard 
1815A. It's designed for high-speed com
pilation and efficient execution of Ada 
language programs. TADS includes a sym
bolic, interactive facility for debugging, 
and utilities for creating and maintaining 
libraries of Ada programs. 

TADS is priced at $20,000; a $4,000 
run-time license is also available, allow
ing users to execute T ADS application 
programs on Eternity systems that do 
not have the full development software. 
Tolerant says it derived TADS from the 
Verdix Ada Development System (V ADS ) 
under a software license agreement with 
Verdix Corp., Chantilly, Va. Other lan
guages available with the Eternity series 
include C and COBOL. TOLERANT SYSTEMS 
INC., San Jose. CIRCLE 255 

WordStar, Release 4 ••• 
MicroPro makes 125 enhance
ments on word processor. 
MicroPro International has updated its 
popular micro-based word processing 
package, WordS tar. An updated version 
for the CP/M operating system, which 
was WordStar's original format, will be 
available later in the year. 

Among the more than 125 enhance
ments MicroPro is claiming are full path 
support, on-line 220,000-word thesau
rus,1ine and box drawing, go-to page, im
proved support for the HP LaserJet print
er, stored ruler lines, programmable 
macros, undo command, 40 programma
ble function keys, 14-function calculator, 
file locking for LAN support, and im
proved speed. Release 4 is priced at 
$495; LAN file server versions are $595; 
upgrades are $89. MICROPRO INTERNA
TIONAL CORP;, San Rafael, Calif.CI RCLE 256 

•• • And R:Base V, Release 1. 1 
Microrim adds direct interface to 
Lotus's T-A-C to its DBMS. 

Microrim's Release 1.1 of its popular mi
cro-based database management pro
gram, R:Base System V, includes a direct 
interface to Lotus Development Corp.'s 
"The Application Connection" (T-A-C), 
which allows users to transfer data files 
between mainframe and micro-based 
computers. Mainframe DBMSs supported 
by T-A-C include Ramis, Focus, SQL/DS, 
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SOFTWARE 
CONVERSION 
SOLUTIONS 

Dataware provides the software transla· 
tion system for your complex conversion 
problems. Over 18 years of conversion 
experience has resulted in thousands of 
satisfied customers, worldwide. 

• COBOL to COBOL 
Circle No. 200 

• AUTOCODERISPS to COBOL 
Circle No. 201 

• EASYCODERITRAN to COBOL 
Circle No. 202 

• BAUALC to COBOL 
Circle No. 203 

• DOS/ALC to OS/ALC 
Circle No. 204 

• PLI1 to COBOL 
Circle No. 205 

• RPGIRPG II to COBOL 
Circle No. 206 

• RPGIRPG II to PLI1 
Circle No. 207 

• DOS to MVS 
Circle No. 208 

Dataware offers services & software to 
meet your needs. For more information, 
call or write today. 

cat:aware, InC. 
QOlrnpLJter Task Group Company c:::rG 

3095 Union Road . 
Orchard Park, NY 14127-1214 
Phone: (800) 367-2687 
TELEX: 510-100-2155 

Information Management 
------MANAGED! 

Technological development and a strong adherence to Quality 
helps to create a stimulating working environment that will satisfy 
all career aspirations, 

Our understanding of the marketplace has furthered our 
growth ... supporting present AND future business needs. 
Are you talented ... dedicated and ready? If so, we now have im· 
mediate openings. 

• SALES & ACCOUNT • SALES MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT • SYSTEMS SUPPORT 

• SYSTEMS SUPPORT • MANAGEMENT 
REPS 

We really don't think that you can find a company with MORE com
mitment to the future ... it's industry and it's employees. 
Find out more about CPT. Employment inquiries should be directed 
to: 

---=il .- == ~ ... CORPORATION 
Attn: Sales Employment 
8100 Mitchell Road 
Eden Prairie, MN 55344 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
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SAS, Nomad2, APL/DI, ADRS2, and IC/1. It 
also provides the ability to export and im
port data in the dBase III and III Plus file 
format. R:Base System V can also import 
and export from 1-2-3, Symphony, Visi
Calc, Multiplan, and ASCII files. Data from 
pfs:File dBase II files can be imported. 

. R:Base System V, release 1.1 oper
ates in a standalone or multiuser LAN en
vironment and is priced at $700. Up
grades are $200. MICRORIM, Redmond, 
Wash. CIRCLE 257 

Art Production Tool 
Adobe Systems introduces pack
age for producing high-quality art. 
The Adobe Illustrator is a new Macin
tosh graphics package based on the Ado
be PostScript page description language, 
which is becoming the industry standard. 

Adobe claims a user can use virtual
ly any images-scanned from a photo, 
logo type, blueprint, rough sketch, art 
from a scrap file, or MacPaint image. 
Adobe Illustrated enables a user to trace 
shapes and then fill in the image, adjust 
lines, and add captions using the prod:' 
uct's "pen tool." The drawing, including 
text, can be rotated to any angle, scaled, 
skewed, and manipulated, says Adobe. 

Adobe Illustrator is priced at $495. 
ADOBE SYSTEMS INC., Palo Alto. CI RCLE 258 

Micro Version of Telon 
Pansophic's mainframe application 
productivity system 
Telon PC from Pansophic is a new ver
sion of Telon, the mainframe application 
productivity system. It's designed for in
stallations already using Telon for the 
mainframe and it allows systems design
ers to use a micro within the T elon devel
opment environment, says Pansophic. 

The micro product is said to incor
porate all functions of the mainframe ver
sion' and all programs developed on the 
micro version are compatible with main
frame Telon programs. The system cap
tures design information from nonpro
cedural input, generates COBOL or PL/1 
source programs, and provides integrat
ed testing of generated applications in 
IMS, CICS, or batch environments. 

The heart of Telon PC is the Telon 
Design Facility (TDF), which takes exter
nal design characteristics and program
ming information and allows the devel
oper to paint the screen. The TDF resides 
on the mainframe and the micro, as do all 
TDF databases, utilities, and storage facil-
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ities, allowing datasets to be developed 
and maintained in both environments via 
micro-to-mainframe links. 

Micro functions are also included, 
such as a short help message at the bot
tom of each Telon screen and extended 
micro screen attributes that enable de
velopers to choose from 16 colors in 
foreground and background. 

Telon PC operates on an IBM XT, AT, 
or compatible using PC/DOS 2.1 or higher, 
and requires 640K RAM, 5MB of hard disk, 
and a double-density 360K floppy disk or 
high-density 1.2MB floppy drive. The 
price starts at $9,500 for two copies; site 
licensing is available for sites with multi
ple PCs. PANSOPHIC SYSTEMS INC., Oak 
Brook, Ill. CI RCLE 261 

COBOL II Optimizer 
CA introduces CA-Optimizer for 
IBM's MVS and MVS/XA. 
cA-Optimizer II release 1.0 is a code opti
mization, debugging, and source analysis 
product that Computer Associates says 
supports the new and expanded capabili
ties of IBM's COBOL II andMVS/XAoperat
ing environments. It's for sites running 
IBM's MVS and MVS/XA systems. It en
ables users in COBOL II environments to 
use the features of cA-Optimizer for MVS 
and MVS/XA. 

Optimizer II provides a COBOL II 
language help facility with split-screen 
capability. The optimizer component 
was enhanced to include additional opti
mization techniques that CA says achieve 
an average reduction of 10% cpu perfor
mance over the COBOL II "opt" option. 

It's said to handle programs up to eight 
times larger than previous cA-Optimizer 
environments did. 

cA-Optimizer II Release 1.0 is priced 
at $48,000 for IBM's MVS and MVS/XA op
erating environments. COMPUTER ASSO
CIATES INTERNATIONAL INC., Garden 
City, N.Y. CIRCLE 259 

Ada on the Altos 
Altos unveils its Adq. Compiler for 
use on Altos 3068. -
Altos Computer Systems recently an
nounced its Ada Compiler for generating 
multitasking applications in conjunction 
with its Altos 3068 host computer 
system. 

The product consists of the compil
er, library manager, unit manager, bind
er, run-time executive, and documenta
tion. It executes on a 3068 supermicro 
runnning AT&T Unix V.2, reads an Ada 
source program, and updates the current 
Ada program library. The library manag
er organizes the creation,.· deletion, and 
modification of Ada program libraries. 
The unit manager organizes constituent 
units of Ada program libraries and estab
lishes the dependencies between units. 
The binder program assembles the pro
gram units necessary for a particular Ada 
application and produces an object file 
suitable for use by a linker program. The 
run-time executive organizes the opera
tion of programs for multitasking. 

The Altos Ada Compiler is available 
now for use on the 3068. The price is 
$3,995. ALTOS COMPUTER SYSTEMS, San 
Jose. CIRCLE 260 



BOOKS 

Thinking About Thinking 
THE SOCIETY OF MIND 
by Marvin Minsky, Simon and Schuster, 
New York (1987, 339 pp., $19.95). 

BY EDWARD M. FISH ER 
Nowadays, there seems to be more arti
fice than art in the field of artificial intelli
gence. Dozens of startup companies are 
slapping together expert systems and 
hyping them as the answers to every
thing from medical diagnosis to factory 
floor management. In academia, re
searchers are proclaiming themselves 
the true keepers of the AI flame, even as 
they're courting venture capital to con
vert their PhD theses into products. 

Marvin Minsky, the MIT profes
sor often called the "father" of AI, re
mains above this fray. He has little inter
est in garden-variety expert systems and 
his reputation does not require Wall 
Street's blessing. Instead, he concerns 
himself with abstract possibilities. 

In his new book, The Society of 
Mind, Minsky shares his thoughts on 
how an electronic system that mimics 
the functions of the human brain might 
eventually be built. Similar to though not 
in fact a brain, such a system would be a 
mind. 

That is an important distinction, 
given today's primitive state of knowl
edge of the structure of the brain. Like all 
good computer scientists, Minsky 
knows that to imitate something's func
tion, one need not necessarily recreate, 
nor even fully understand, its form. The 
brain is a thing. Mind, to invert an old ex
pression, is a state of. "This book tries to 
explain how minds work. How can intelli
gence emerge from nonintelligence? To 
answer that, we'll show that you can 
build a mind from many little parts, each 
mindless by itself," writes Minsky. 

The sum of those parts, linked to
gether to "think," forms Minsky's Soci
ety of Mind ("society" for short) system. 
Building a full-blown society system us
ing today's technology is not possible. At 
best, Minsky believes, it is at least 10 
years off. Rather than lamenting unavail
able hardware, Minsky spends the bulk 
of the book explaining the underpinnings 
of his society theory. Learning, reason
ing, memories, emotion, all yield to his 
explanatory efforts. Much discussion is 
devoted to agents, the irreducible auton
omous components of all intelligent ac-

tivity and so, too, of a society system. 
Minsky's equation of the society 

system's appearance of intelligence with 
intelligence itself (if it walks like one and 
talks like one, it must be one, he would 
say) recalls another AI milestone. In the 
early 1960s, Joseph Weizenbaum, then a 
young MIT professor, developed ELIZA, a 
computer program that engaged its us
ers in intimate question and answer ses
sions and gave the illusion of 
intelligence. 

Like Weizenbaum, Minsky is pro
posing a system that is something of a il
lusion. No matter; Minsky's real goal 
seems to be to stimulate his audience to 
think about what he has done, and per
haps pursue new paths along the road to 
understanding more about the mind. 

That audience is not limited to 
scientists. In fact, the book has a heavy 
psychological bent. Although written for 
laymen, this book is not easy reading. 
That's no fault of its prose, though the 
writing often ventures into the soft-tech 
cutespeak so common to the Codel, 
Escher, Bach school of literature. 
There's just no escaping the fact that the 
subject matter is difficult: thinking must 
be rough on the brain. The fact that 
Minsky understands the value of analogy 
in conveying the essence of a new con
cept goes a long way toward easing the 
reader's job. A glossary that nicely de
fines many of the book's psychology-re
lated terms (now I understand the mean
ing of gestalt) is a welcome addition. 

In an unusually long "Postscript 
and Acknowledgement," Minsky thanks 
what seems to be everyone he has 
worked with over the last 30 years. 
(Many of those mentioned are famous 
science fiction writers.) This gives cause 
for wondering whether Minsky consid
ers this book his crowning achievement. 
Undoubtedly, he has accomplished 
something significant. To gauge just how 
important, however, we may have to 
wait several years. The value of 
Minsky's work may become clear in the 
yet-to-be-hatched theories that this book 
will no doubt inspire. In a decade or so, 
I'm guessing, my copy won't be the only 
red-lined edition. • 

Computerjoumalist Edward M. Fisher 
wrote about pc graphics in DATAMA
TION'sJan. 15 issue. 

CALENDAR 

APRIL 
Congress for Progress XII (Exposition 
and Conference of the American Produc
tion and Inventory Control Society). 
April 8-10, Atlantic City, N.J. Contact 
Walter J. Pietrak, Richardson-Vicks Inc., 
330 Warminster Rd., Hatboro, PA 19040, 
(215) 956-1066. 

Infocom 87 (10th Annual Rocky 
Mountain Exposition and Conference). 
April 15-17, Denver. Contact Mile High 
Chapter, DPMA, P.O. Box 334, Denver, CO 
80201-0334, (303) 789-4547. -

AI '87 (Artificial Intelligence and 
Advanced Computer Technology 
Conference and Exhibition). 
April 22-24, Long Beach, Calif. Contact 
Jim Hay, Show Manager, Tower Confer
ence Management Co., 331 W. Wesley 
St., Wheaton, IL 60187, (312) 668-8100. 

DEXPO South 87. 
April 28-30, Nashville. Contact Expocon
suI Int'!., 3 Independence Way, Prince
ton, NJ 08540, (609) 987-9400. 

MAY 
APL87 International Conference. 
May 10-14, Dallas. Contact APL87 Regis
trar, 440 Northlake Shopping Center, 
Dallas, TX 75238, (214) 341-2546. 

CDI (Compact Disk Interactive) Business 
Strategy Conference and Exhibition. 
May 11-13, San Francisco. Contact On
line International, 989 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York, NY 10018-5485, 
(212) 279-8890. 

COMPEURO '87 (International 
Conference on VSLI and Computers). 
May 11-15, Hamburg, Germany. Contact 
IEEE Computer Society, 1730 Massachu
setts Ave. N. W., Washington DC 20036-
1903, (202) 371-0101. 

Canadian Information Processing Soci-, 
ety (CIPS) Congress '87. 
May 12-14, Winnipeg, Canada. Contact 
CIPS, Winnipeg Section, P.O. Box 2610, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, R3c 4B3, 
(204) 947-2837. 

E&M'87 (Engineering and Manufactur
ing Conference and Exhibition). 
May 19-21, Rosemont, Ill. Contact Tow
er Conference, 331 W. Wesley St., 
Wheaton, IL60187, (312) 668-8100. 
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As you can see, Sytek LAN s are just about 
everywhere. 

We've already supplied over 850 networks 
in America alone. Plus another 350 or so out
side the U. S. For such customers as Ford Motor 
Company, Mountain Bell, the U.S. Navy and 
Brown University. 

All of which should be comforting to know 
before you spend a large sum on a large-scale LAN. 

What do we mean by "large-scale"? 
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Well, to date, more than half \ 
of our installations have over 500 con- \ 
nections. A good many, in fact, have 4000 to \~ 
8000 connections. And still have room to grow. \ 

Even better, they network almost anything. 
With our System 2000 products, for example, 

we can link your asynchronous hosts, terminals, 
peripherals, you name it. From virtually any 
manufacturer. 

We also make security easy. Because we can 
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,':. ":' ? keep your sensitive communica-
tions available only to those who should 

have it. All you need is our Secure 2000 
network with data encryption. 

What's more, we'll handle everything. 
From network planning and installation to 

ongoing service and customer training. 

Sytek, Inc. 
1225 Charleston Road 
Mountain View, CA 94043. 

(415) 966-7430. 
You'll see why we loom large on the LANscape. 
Sytek and the Sytek logo are trademarks ofSytek. Inc, ©1987. Sytek. Inc. 

, So if you want your large-scale network done II S k 
right, choos~ the supplier that's done it right over bJQFl ~4-e 
a thousand tImes. L-J r J IJ 
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PEOPLE 

Bringing Up. His 
Own "LiHle Family" 
The unorthodox Charles Wang says he's still 
having fun at Computer Associates. 

BY THERESA BARRY 
When Charles B. Wang and his staff of 
three bought a single software product 
from Standard Data Corp. in 1976 and 
formed Computer Associates Interna
tional Inc., they drew up a wish list of oth
er software products they wanted to buy. 
In the 10 years since, Computer Asso
ciates has grown into a $250 million com
pany, marketing over 90 products, with 
2,300 employees. 

But the wish list, despite being 
fulfilled to a great extent, is still there, 
and Computer Associates, still aggres
sively acquiring products and compa
nies, will continue on the path to the goal 
Wang set 10 years ago: to be the biggest 
and best software and services company 
in the world. 

Wang has been singled out by the 
Wall Street Transcript and Financial 
World for his management capabilities, 
and was even named best ceo in the soft
ware industry in 1983. 

With these honors, one would 
think Wang was a Harvard Business 
School graduate with many years of man
agement experience under his belt, but 
Wang comes from a very different mold. 
His management philosophy is simple: 
"Don't let structure get in the way." 

Wang emphasizes the impor
tance of learning. He's a firm believer in 
grooming employees to be promoted 
within the corporation; every CA employ
ee is urged to learn all he or she can about 
CA's products and the industry. When 
hiring, Wang says, CA doesn't necessari
ly look for managers and salespeople 
who are knowledgeable about the indus
try. Once hired, their jobs are to keep on 
learning. This applies to Wang himself. 
"I don't have any experience running a 
$250 million company. I'm still learning," 
he says with a smile. 

Wang, born in Shanghai, China, 
42 years ago, emigrated to the U.S. in 
1952. He received a degree in mathemat
ics and physics from Queens College, 
New York. His first job was as a program
mer trainee at Columbia University's 
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Riverside Research Institute. Until that 
time, he says, he had never even touched 
a computer. In fact, he recalls, when he 
first saw a keypunch machine he thought 
it was a computer. But he fell in love with 
computers while at Riverside, and from 
there moved on to become vp of sales at 
Standard Data Corp., out of which Com
puter Associates was born. 

The many acquisitions CA has 
made over the years-ISSCO, San Diego, 
and GE's Software International Corp., 
Andover, Mass., are the latest-have 
meshed very well with his company, 
claims Wang. "Overall, they're the com
panies we wanted." The staff reductions 
that have gone along with company ac
quisitions have initiated some press re
ports that Wang considers negative, but, 
he says, "It comes with the territory." 
He is frank about his feelings on the sub
ject: "I tell people exactly where they 
stand at the time of the acquisition. If 
there is no career path for them, we tell 
them." 

The three original staff members 
are still with CA. Anthony Wang, 
Charles's brother, a lawyer by training, 
joined in 1979 and is now president and 
chief operating officer. "He was simply 
the best-qualified person," Wang con
tends when asked about the relationship. 

Continuity is important to 
Charles Wang. The tradition of bringing 
in coffee and pastry for the staff that be
gan 10 years ago is still carried on. Wang 
says he knows what it's like to rush out of 
the house early in the morning without 
breakfast. Besides, he says, if the compa
ny didn't supply breakfast, "a coffee wag
on would pull up in front of the office each 
morning and half my staff would rush 
outside." 

Before the company moved to its 
present location in Garden City, N.Y., 
one year ago, it was located next to a 
State University of New York campus. 
CA employees had the use of the gym fa
cilities, and every Thursday night Wang 
and his fellow employees played basket
ball. Because they moved farther away 
from the campus, a gym with locker 

rooms was built into the new facility. Em
ployees are encouraged to take aerobics 
classes or lift weights before work hours, 
at lunch hour, or after hours. 

Every Wednesday evening Wang 
and CA's key executives meet informally 
and exchange ideas. "What do you 
think?" is one of Wang's key phrases, he 
claims. "If people screw up, I tell them; if 
they've done something right, I also tell 
them." 

Encouraging creativity in em
ployees is important to Wang. Each 
month, the employee with the best idea 
on improving the company is rewarded 
with a parking space right next to the 
building's entrance, one space closer to 
the door than Wang's spot. 

Wang, one of the most respected 
ceos in the computer software and ser
vices industry, prefers to keep his per
sonallife personal. He does say, though, 
that he has a modest life style. "Yes, I 
have all the trappings of a supposedly 
successful person," he says with a self
conscious laugh, ~'but my life is very sim
ple." Those trappings include a big home 
on Long Island, a second home in New 
York City, and a Mercedes. Wang enjoys 
cooking Chinese food and dining out at 
the Canton, a restaurant in New York's 
Chinatown. Wang plays racquetball as 
well as basketball, and he enjoys coming 
into the city once or twice a month to see 
the Knicks play. The New York Mets are 
also a favorite. 

With regard to the software and 
services industry in general, Wang be
lieves it's just at its beginnings. "There 
are applications we haven't dreamed of 
yet," he says. Although Computer Asso
ciates is a member of ADAPSO and recog
nizes the importance of it, Wang is criti
cal of the trade organization. "ADAPSO 
represents the views of a few software 
companies that have been around a long 
time. That isn't where the industry is go
ing," he says. "ADAPSO is powerless. 
They talk and don't get anything done. I 
prefer to put my time and energy into 
Computer Associates." 

"I don't want to perceive what 
I've achieved as success yet," continues 
Wang. "You don't look back with the· 
same feeling you have when you look to 
the future. When there's still so much to 
learn you don't feel as if you've achieved 
so much." 

Wang says he will continue to 
build the business and expand that wish 
list. "As long as I'm having fun, I'll keep 
on doing it." • 





LETTERS 
What's Wrong 
In "What's Wrong with DBMS" (Dec. 15, 
p. 66), the content of what I said was cor
rectly repeated. There are some details 
that were misstated that do not affect my 
opinions. 

We do not consider RAMIS and FO
CUS "relationa1." These DBMSs provide 
tremendous "ad hoc" capability. We rec
ognized the importance of "ad hoc" in 
the early '70s. The strength of these 
DBMSs in this area was so important to us 
that we worked with IBI and Mathematica 
to develop an interface to our IDMS data
bases. 

Stepping onto my soapbox for a mo
ment, I would like to clear up a miscon
ception that the five DBMSs mentioned in 
the article are an "integrated database 
system." I have come up with the proper 
arguments for what my instinct was tell
ing me was wrong. 

. First, the timing factor: each system 
has its own updating cycle. The person
nel system is updated frequently each 
day. The payroll system is updated on 
Tuesday. The other systems have their 
own update cycles, and yes, the cycles 
are different from the above two sys
tems. The problem is that no two sys
tems ever have the same exact set of 
data at the same time. Ask the same 
question at the same time, on the same 
day, of the five systems and get up to five 
different answers. 

But does it really matter? Of course 
it matters. To get the correct answer to 
the question, the question must be posed 
to the correct system. 

Second, how do people design com
puter systems? Each and every comput
er system that I have seen comes with a 
program that edits and validates the in
put. By now everyone has heard of 
GIGO-garbage in, garbage out. The edit 
and validation program is designed to 
eliminate GIGO. 

The problem then is that there are 
five edit and validation programs in these 
systems. When a need arises to enhance 
one of the systems, the edit/validation 
program for this system is changed. But 
someone forgets about the other four, or 
there is a delay in the production use of 
the revised edit/validation program (it 
takes only one). Presto-instant reject. 

And now it is a manual job to get 
things corrected, both programs and 
data. 

BARRY GROVES 
RCA 

Princeton, New Jersey 
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READERS' FORUM 
Relational: A New Religion? 
Do you know why that regulation-spawn
ing fussbudget, the Food and Drug Ad
ministration, has no labeling require
ment for the term "natural"? It is be
cause the word doesn't mean anything. 
In the sense that a substance is found in 
nature, everything man comes across is 
natural-the alternative is supernatura1. 
In the sense that something natural is un
touched by the hand of man, nothing on 
earth is natural-at least not since the 
Pleistocene. So the agency that strictly 
regulates use of the terms peanut butter 
and ice cream ignores natura1. 

Lacking such regulatory wisdom 
or self-restraint, the dp industry is hit by 
cyclical waves of hype that roar in and 
then slip away, leaving our trade basical
ly unchanged. Ten years ago, "distribut
ed processing" was applied to almost ev
erything someone wanted to sell. Later it 
was "information centers" and more re
cently "relationa1." I've seen ads for rela
tional database packages, relational com
pilers, even relational office furniture. 

The word relational was coined 
and popularized by E.F. Codd and C.J. 
Date. Once it described a way of looking 
at data access that seemed more rig
orous-almost mathematical-than the 
seat-of-the-pants approach common be
fore 1971. Their work had the hallmark 
of genius. Then, sadly, like "fourth gen
eration," relational was picked up by the 
hype makers and glued onto everything 
they wanted to sell. It was debased into a 
buzzword as meaningless as natural. 

Relational differs from other 
hype words in one important respect, 
though. Its inventors, Codd and Date, are 
still around. Whereas no independent au
thorities stand behind terms like user 
friendly, there is someone we can ask 
whether, indeed, one vendor's office 
chair is more relational than another's. 
About a year ago, database Vendor C suf
fered competitive pressure from Vendor 
I. Vendor I was telling trusting execu:" 
tives that its database system was more 
relational than C's. Understand, mean
ingless hype or not, big bucks were at 
stake. So Vendor C hired an authority to 
study its package and express his opinion 
of its relational-ness. His answer, after 
he collected his fee: "It is not relationa1." 

N ow wait just a minute here. In 
the sense of embodying the perfection of 
pure math, no real software can be rela
tional any more than a real pencil line can 
be Euclidean. After all, Codd's seminal 
work defined no updating. In the sense of 

incorporating the SELECT, PROJECT, and 
JOIN operators described in the paper 
that won Codd the Turing award, almost 
all current DBMS releases are relationa1. 

If relational-ness is measured by 
one man's flexible dogma, then the sub
ject leaves the natural realm and enters 
the· supernatura1. It takes on the quasi
religious nature of the argument be
tween light-is-a-wave and light-is-a-parti
cle, or that of entity-relationship design 
versus normalization. Is Christ present 
in the Eucharist? Whatever your opinion 
(and especially if you have none), you 
could have been slain for it 400 years ago. 

In a recent ad for a seminar, Codd 
and Date quoted my own humble opin
ions as an example of "ill-informed ... 
misrepresentation." Well now, that 
seems a bit strong. I hold no grudge 
against these thinkers. As I've said, I 
look up to them as geniuses or (to keep 
the analogy) prophets of a new faith. 

But the most successful reli
gions, it seems to me, have prophets who 
have died and only disciples, who can in
terpret their leader's frozen words with
out his butting in, to carryon. Of course I 
don't really want either of these "rela
tional" fellows to get sick. (In fact, Chris 
Date is younger than I and, blessed with a 
wiry build, will likely outlive my kids.) 
But I wish they would stick to philoso
phizing and let me get on with installing 
my new payroll system. 

AI 

FRANK SWEET 
Database Consultant 
Jacksonville, Florida 

Artificial intelligence 
will be achieved 

one day. 
And on that day 

that brain of 
silicon will say, 

"The hell with you 
and your mission!" 

and stop-
and start to listen 

to Laurie Anderson tapes 
orBach 
or read a Western 
or a brooding Russian 
or maybe just decide 

to call in sick 
and simply 

just go fishin'! 
ELMER BATAITIS 

Electronics Technician 
Strasenburgh Planetarium 

Rochester, New York 
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